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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. The Government of Kenya has proposed the development of Kenya Marine Fisheries and 

Social Economic Development Project (KEMFSED) covering the five coastal counties of 

Tana River, Lamu, Kilifi, Kwale and Mombasa. The overall objective of KEMFSED is to 

enhance the economic benefits and coastal livelihoods from marine fisheries and coastal 

aquaculture, while safeguarding associated ecosystems’ integrity. One of the components of 

the project is the strengthening of marine fisheries and aquaculture livelihoods for the 

resident communities to enhance social and economic benefits that these communities derive 

from sustainable use of marine living resources.  

2. In principle the project is not expected to generate involuntary resettlement but there is a risk 

that the landing sites though on public land may have encumbrances. Some anticipated 

investment projects such as construction of new and rehabilitation/repair or improvement of 

existing infrastructure (fishing port facilities, fish landing sites, post-harvest fish processing 

and handling facilities, markets) as well as projects in components 2 and 3 may potentially 

cause displacements and disruption of people’s livelihoods. 

3. There is therefore the need for a Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF) in accordance with 

World Bank Environmental and Social Safeguards Policy OP/BP 4.12 so as to clarify 

resettlement principles, organizational arrangements, and design criteria to be applied to 

specific investments to be prepared during project implementation. The RPF will lay out the 

steps and processes required for the preparation of a Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) or 

Abbreviated RAP should the need arise during project implementation.  

4. An appropriate RPF requires that projects should avoid or minimize displacement of the 

populations, whether physically or economically. However, where this is not feasible, the 

displaced persons should be assisted in improving or at least restoring their livelihoods and 

standards of living in real terms relative to pre-displacement levels or to levels prevailing 

prior to beginning of the project implementation, whichever is higher. This therefore 

underscores the need to understand and appreciate the asset base (physical, economic, socio-

cultural networks, etc.) of the communities, and the likely negative impact of the project on 

the people and their assets.  

5. The RPF outlined in this report benefitted from interviews, FGDs and observations over a 

period of two weeks in the KEMSFED project counties undertaken by various groups of 

professionals on Resettlement, Vulnerable and Marginalized Groups (VMGs), Social Impact 

Assessment, Gender, Environmental and Social Management Framework. Baseline 

information has been provided on the natural resource environment, socio-economic 

characteristics of the population, their economic activities and the social environment. 

Relevant issues regarding potential negative impacts of the project on the affected persons 
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and the desirable interventions have been analyzed to inform the RPF and the development of 

RAP as appropriate.  

6. The running themes across the findings are 1)Avoidance and or minimization of 

displacement, 2)compensation for tangible and non-tangible assets when 

affected,3)Assistance during  relocation, 4) inclusivity of various groups of PAPs in the 

planning and implementation of project activities and 5) Capacity building for the various 

groups of PAPs as appropriate. This RPF has provided for the likely anticipated project 

impacts, mitigation strategies, compensation and livelihood restoration strategies, RAP 

implementation structure, grievance redress mechanism structure, budgetary cost centers and 

monitoring and evaluation strategy. 

The potential impacts identified included the following: 

 

a) Physical displacement of local people communities through involuntary resettlement  

b) Land grabbing of fish landing sites  

c) Loss of employment and livelihoods 

d) Impacts on human health/ traffic safety and sanitation 

e) Impacts on cultural heritage /archaeological interest/ existing ecologically sensitive 

areas;  

f) Impact on gender access to water for household use and household plots as well as 

impact on pastoralists and fisheries  

g) Safety, Occupational Health and Environmental Health 

h) Spread of infectious diseases (HIV/AIDS) and water borne diseases etc.  

i) Labour and employment related impacts;  

j) Insecurity;  

k) Potential increase in drug abuse;  

l) Reduced livelihood of communities especially indigenous people in the project area 

(including ethnic minorities) could face economic displacement, changes to land 

rights and/or restricted access to resources because of the project’s development.  
 

7. While a number of mitigating strategies may be covered through a well-developed 

environmental management plan and VMGs support systems, the strategies considered 

appropriate for RPF and the individual RAPs include but not limited to the following: 

a) Minimization of land take and minimization of destruction of economic activities 

b) Provision of just and prompt compensation for loss of assets and business incomes as 

well as relocation costs as provided for under international good practice 

c) Promoting skills development amongst the local population on ecotourism and other 

profitable enterprises 

d) Incorporating use of local labour both skilled and semi-skilled to improve the economic 

standards of the local communities 

e) Encourage skills development amongst the local population.  

f) Identification of alternative livelihoods to cater for those whose businesses may not be 

restored (miners, fisher folks, mama karanga,etc)  
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This RPF provides for the following compensation entitlement matrix to be refined with respect 

to individual RAPs: 
 
 KEMFSED Entitlement Matrix  

SN Potential 

Beneficiaries 

Nature of Impacts Compensation 

Entitlement 

Remarks 

1 Owners of land and 

improvements 

(structures, crops and 

trees) 

Loss of land and 

improvements (whether 

urban or rural) 

Market value for lost, 

land, replacement cost for 

structures, crops and 

trees.  

 

Additional 15% for 

disturbance + relocation 

and transactional costs 

for new land as 

provided for in Land 

Laws (Amendments) 

2017. 

2 Owners of 

improvements without 

title to land 

Loss of 

structures,crops,trees 

Replacement cost/value 

for lost improvements 

Additional 15% for 

disturbance + relocation 

costs 

3 Fishers and seaweed 

farmers 

Permanent/temporary 

loss of access to fish 

ponds and /ocean waters 

For temporary restriction, 

provide cash 

compensation equivalent 

to daily earnings from the 

business for period of 

restriction 

 

For permanent loss of 

access to ocean provide 

alternative access route 

to ocean or provide for 

alternative business. 

For permanent loss of 

fish ponds compensate 

for reconstruction of a 

new pond. 

4 Members of BMUs Temporary loss of access 

to fish landing sites and 

fish Banda or restriction 

of access due to 

improvement works on 

access routes or 

repair/rehabilitation 

works on landing sites 

and Banda 

1)Create alternative 

access route to the land 

site, or 2) Construct a 

temporary fish Banda on 

nearby land and equip 

with cold storage facility 

if possible,3) Give each 

affected BMU member 

cash equivalent to daily 

net earnings for the period 

access is restricted 

If restriction is for a 

long duration, give 

BMU members jobs in 

ongoing construction 

projects and equip them 

with requisite job skills. 

5 Owners of small scale 

businesses –including 

women and youth 

selling fried 

fish,hawkers,eco-

tourism,etc 

permanent or temporary 

loss /restriction of access 

to the ocean fronts 

Loss of business income 

For beach hawkers and 

fish brokers with no 

structures, provide 

alternative route to the 

ocean, or give them jobs 

in project or capital and 

training to start new 

businesses 

Structure owners to 

receive full 

compensation as for 

property owners in 1 

and 2 above. 

6 Owners of established 

businesses e.g. hotels 

and restaurants 

Permanent or temporary 

loss /restriction of access 

to their facilities 

Loss of business income 

For temporary loss of 

access, create alternative 

route to the facility, and  

provide cash equivalent to 

net earnings from 

business for the period of 

restriction.    

For permanent loss, 

provide full 

compensation as for 

property owners in 1 

and 2 above + loss of 

business profits during 

the transition period. 

7 Employees in affected 

businesses e.g. hotels, 

restaurants etc 

Permanent or temporary 

loss of employment 

income 

Compensate for loss of 

income in accordance 

with labour laws.  

Provide training and 

jobs in KEMFSED 

project as appropriate. 
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8 Tenants of residential 

and business property 

and land 

Loss of accommodation 

Loss of business income 

Given sufficient notice in 

accordance with their 

tenancy agreements 

Loss of business will be 

compensated as 

provided for in 6 above 

9 National and County 

Governments, resident 

communities 

loss of government 

offices and facilities 

Provide for replacement 

cost of new structures 

Public land does not get 

compensated for 

another public use 

10 Cultural sites Loss of cultural/religious 

assets e.g. traditional 

shrines, graveyards, kaya 

Compensate for relocation 

of the site among the 

Non- Muslim 

communities by providing 

sufficient money to 

exhume the body,  cost of 

new coffin and preparing 

remains, transporting 

remains to new reburial 

site, cost of digging new 

grave, and cost of 

performing burial 

ceremonies in accordance 

with the customs of the 

affected community and 

person. 

Redesign the project to 

avoid impact on 

Muslim community 

who do not relocate 

religious assets 

11 Vulnerable and 

marginalized persons 

and groups (VMGs) 

e.g. women heads of 

households, men only 

heads of households, 

elderly, sick people, 

and indigenous people 

ate coastal counties 

Loss of assets 

Loss of social support 

system 

Assets will be 

compensated for as 

provided above. 

However, VMGs require 

further special assistance 

including logistics in 

acquiring new homes and 

new opportunities for 

earning improved 

livelihoods. 

 

12 Members of same 

family, clan members, 

neighbors and youth 

who grew up together. 

-Disruption of social 

networks, kinship and 

friendships. 

The best compensation 

strategy for such people is 

giving them replacement 

land and not cash 

compensation. Also 

ensure that they are re 

settled next to each other 

so that they retain their 

social networks and 

friendships, as before 

displacement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

1. The Kenya Marine Fisheries and Social- Economic Development Project (KEMFSED) is an 

initiative of the Government of Kenya (GOK) through the State Department for Fisheries, 

Aquaculture and the Blue Economy (SDF- BE) in collaboration with the World Bank (WB), 

covering the five coastal counties of Tana River, Lamu, Kilifi, Kwale and Mombasa. The 

purpose of the project is to enhance the economic benefits and coastal livelihoods from 

marine fisheries and coastal aquaculture, while safeguarding associated ecosystems’ 

integrity. One of the components of the project is the strengthening of marine fisheries and 

aquaculture livelihoods for the resident communities to enhance social and economic benefits 

that these communities derive from sustainable use of marine living resources.  

2.  Sub component 1.3 includes construction works were land acquisition is not envisaged  This 

includes the construction of: i) fisheries headquarters building in Nairobi, “Uvuvi House” or 

fisheries house, to house key entities undertaking and providing fisheries-related functions 

and services, including the State Department of Fisheries, Aquaculture and the Blue 

Economy (SDFA&BE), Kenya Fisheries Service (KeFS), Kenya Fish Marketing Authority 

(KFMA), Fish Levy Trust Fund and Kenya Fisheries Advisory Council; ii) upgrading select 

county fisheries department offices as needed. All new construction or 

rehabilitation/upgrading related works will ensure that climate change related impacts will be 

considered, and the infrastructure will be climate-resilient; and iii) national mariculture 

resource and training center (NAMARET) including a laboratory and a research and training 

center. 

3. While in principle the project is not expected to generate involuntary resettlement, there 

could be informal/illegal settlements on public fish landing sites which may cause physical 

displacements of people and acquisition of their structures. Also, some economic 

displacement or restriction of access to resources may be an impact of the project. There is 

therefore the need for a Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF) in accordance with World 

Bank Environmental and Social Safeguards Policy OP/BP 4.12 so to clarify resettlement 

principles, organizational arrangements, and design criteria to be applied to specific 

investments to be prepared during project implementation. The RPF will lay out the steps and 

processes required for the preparation of a Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) or Abbreviated 

RAP should the need arise during project implementation. A Resettlement Action Plan 

(RAP) is prepared where the project is expected to generate significant impacts and more 

than 200 individuals are displaced. An Abbreviated Resettlement Plan (ARP) is formulated 

where there are minor impacts and less than 200 people are displaced. In some instances, 

however, Abbreviated Resettlement Action Plans (ARAPs) are required where projects affect 
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more than 200 persons, but with minor land acquisitions (20% or less of all holdings is taken) 

and no physical relocation is involved save for the loss of economic gains. 

4. An appropriate RPF requires that projects should avoid or minimize displacement of the 

populations, whether physically or economically. However, where this is not feasible, the 

displaced persons should be assisted in improving or at least restoring their livelihoods and 

standards of living in real terms relative to pre-displacement levels or to levels prevailing 

prior to beginning of the project implementation, whichever is higher. This therefore 

underscores the need to understand and appreciate the asset base (physical, economic, socio-

cultural networks, etc.) of the communities, and the likely negative impact of the project on 

the people and their assets. The preparation of RPF should benefit from the information 

contained in the Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF) that set to 

screen project activities based on their expected environmental and social impacts. 

1.2. Purpose of Resettlement Policy Framework 

5. Implementation of public projects may require the acquisition of land and property, which 

can lead to involuntary resettlement, which if unmitigated, often gives rise to severe 

economic, social and environmental risks: production systems are dismantled; people face 

impoverishment when their productive assets or income sources are lost; people are relocated 

to environments where productive skills may be less applicable and the competition for 

resources greater; community institutions and social networks are weakened; kin groups are 

dispersed; and cultural identity, traditional authority; and the potential for mutual help are 

diminished or lost. 

6. Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF) is prepared to ensure safeguards are in place to 

address and mitigate the impoverishment risks identified above. The purpose of this RPF (as 

distinct from a Resettlement Action Plan - RAP) is to define a set of guiding principles which 

will ensure a consistent approach to resettlement across the entire KEMFSED project, even if 

some projects elements are not fully defined as yet. Most of the KEMFSED investment 

projects are yet to be conceived and this RPF will offer guidance on their implementation and 

operation with a view to either avoid or minimize any potentially negative impacts likely to 

emanate from those projects. This RPF establishes the principles, procedures, entitlements 

and eligibility criteria, the organizational arrangements, and provisions for monitoring and 

evaluation, the framework for participation, as well as the mechanisms for redressing 

grievances which will be applied to the envisaged investment activities throughout the 

KEMFSED project counties. Specific RAPs will then be developed for each project activity, 

on the basis of the RPF principles defined herein. The scope and level of detail of the RAP 

will be dependent on the magnitude of displacement and the complexity of the measures 

required to mitigate adverse social and economic impacts. 
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7. The KEMFSED project is, in principle, not expected to generate involuntary resettlement, be 

it in the form of private land acquisition, or direct resettlement of families/populations. 

However, there could be informal/illegal settlements on public fish landing sites which may 

cause physical displacements of people and acquisition of their structures. Also, some 

economic displacement or restriction of access to sources of incomes may be an impact of 

the project. If this happens, the World Bank operational policy on involuntary resettlement 

Op 4.12 will be triggered. According to OP 4.12, projects likely to have negative impacts on 

people should be avoided, but where avoidance is not possible, adequate safeguard measures 

should be taken to minimize the project’s adverse impacts. OP 4.12 goes further and 

recommends that displaced persons’ source of livelihoods should be restored as it was before 

the start of the project or even made better. Other relevant safeguard policies and laws 

include the International Finance Corporation (IFC) performance standards (PS) on 

environmental and social sustainability and the Constitution of Kenya.  

1.3. Rationale for the RPF 

8. The KEMFSED project will involve construction of new and rehabilitation/repair or 

improvement of existing infrastructure such as fish landing sites, post-harvest fish processing 

and handling facilities and fish markets. The exact location and magnitude of these 

infrastructure developments will be known only during project implementation stage. There 

is likely to be no or little possibility of new private land acquisition, but there is a possibility 

that these infrastructure developments might induce adverse and unintended economic and 

social impacts on target communities. This RPF is prepared to improve the design of the 

project in order to cushion the potentially affected coastal communities on impoverishment 

risks likely to arise during the implementation of the KEMFSED projects. The RPF sets to 

screen project activities based on their expected economic, environmental and social impacts 

and also to ensure that the potentially affected persons and groups derive maximum benefits 

from the projects.  It is known that the five coastal counties targeted for this Project are home 

to vulnerable and marginalized groups (VMGS) and this RPF will provide guidelines on how 

they should be mitigated against the resettlement impacts. In order to achieve this, the RPF 

preparation process takes account of the views and preferences of the potentially affected 

persons/groups and other stakeholders. 

1.4. Principles and Objectives of Resettlement Policy Framework 

9. The overall goal of this RPF is to to clarify resettlement principles, organizational 

arrangements, and design criteria to be applied to subprojects to be prepared during project 

implementation This RPF aims to secure access to land to enable the KEMFSED related 

investment projects to be developed, implemented and operated, while addressing 

resettlement impacts (if any) and enhancing the projects’ positive impacts by improving the 

livelihoods and standards of living of the coastal communities living within the project areas. 
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The RPF provides a framework to minimize social disruption and assist those who might lose 

assets and livelihood sources as a result of implementation of the project activities. It 

proposes a resettlement approach and process which is compliant with Kenya laws, 

international standards and best practices to safeguard impoverishment risks of the 

potentially affected persons and groups living within the KEMFSED project Counties. 

10. The following key principles will guide the project proponent in their respective resettlement 

processes and procedures: 

i. The adverse impacts on persons affected by the project would be avoided to the extent 

possible, and where the adverse impacts are unavoidable, the project-affected persons 

will be assisted in improving or regaining their standard of living. 

ii. All project affected persons (PAPs) and groups will be identified in a fair and transparent 

manner together with all their interests in land, property and businesses. There will be 

adequate consultation and participation of the PAPs and community leaders to ensure the 

process is fair. Vulnerable groups and persons with special needs will be identified and 

assisted to improve their standard of living and will be accorded preferential treatment in 

the resettlement and compensation process. 

iii. All information related to resettlement preparation and implementation will be disclosed 

to all concerned, and community participation will be ensured in planning and 

implementation.  

iv. Persons affected by the project who do not own land or other properties but have 

economic interest or lose their livelihoods will be assisted. 

v. Before taking possession of the lands, structures and business assets, compensation and 

relocation assistance will be made to those who are eligible to receive the entitlements. 

PAPs will also be considered for appropriate support duration the transition period.  

vi. All assets of historical, religious and cultural significance including graveyards will be 

identified and compensated in a culturally appropriate manner. 

vii. Appropriate grievance redress mechanism will be established at project level to ensure 

speedy resolution of disputes. 

 

11. The specific objectives of this RPF are to: 

a. Systematically detail, consolidate and clarify the resettlement and compensation 

principles, organizational arrangements, and design criteria to be applied to meet the 

needs of the people who may be affected by the envisaged investment activities within 

the five (5) KEMFSED project counties. 

b. Identify and review national and international laws, regulations and social safeguard 

policies relevant in land acquisition, compensation and involuntary resettlement.  

c. Develop appropriate criteria for identifying project impacts, affected populations 

(including vulnerable groups) and assets within the project counties. 

d. Document valuation methodologies to be used in valuing the assets of affected persons 

e. Formulate methodologies for quantifying loss of livelihoods and business income. 

f. Offer guidance in the preparation of Resettlement Action Plans for specific investment 

projects within the project areas. 
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g. Develop appropriate institutional framework necessary for implementing safeguard 

measures including monitoring and evaluation of resettlement activities. 

h. To suggest an appropriate dispute resolution mechanism for resolving resettlement and 

compensation issues. 

 

1.5. Methodology for the RPF 

12. The methodology employed in the preparation of this RPF involved the use of both 

secondary and primary data. The secondary data sources included desktop studies of relevant 

documents to obtain information on (a.)  Guiding principles, rules and procedures applicable 

in resettlement of displaced persons as documented in national and international legislations 

and policies (b), potentially affected asset categories and (c.) planning, implementation and 

monitoring of resettlement process in the context of the KEMFSED Project.  Specific 

documents reviewed are as follows: 

1.5.1. Documents Review 

a) Relevant Kenyan legislation including: the Constitution of Kenya, Land Act No. 6 of 2012, the 

National Land Commission Act, Community Land Act, Sessional paper No. 3 of 2009 on 

National Land Policy for Kenya, Prevention, Protection and Assistance to Internally Displaced 

Persons and Affected Communities Act  No. 56 of 2012, National Land Commission(NLC) Rules 

and Guidelines for the Assessment of Just Compensation, the Matrimonial Property Act, 

Evictions and Resettlement Bill, 2014, Public Participation Bill,2018, the Institution of Surveyors 

of Kenya (ISK) valuation standards in the Bluebook 2000 and the Valuers Act Cap 532 of the 

laws of Kenya.  

b) International policy guidelines included: World Bank (WB) operational policy on involuntary 

resettlement op 4.12, African Development Bank Safeguard policies, the International Valuation 

Standards (IVS), and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS global) Valuation 

Standards.  

c) Secondary information was also obtained from review of previous RPF reports prepared for other 

similar or comparable projects locally and internationally (e.g. KETRACO RPF, KPLC, LTWP 

RPF, LARF RPF Uganda, Kenya Climate Smart Agriculture (KCSAP) RPF, Bangladesh 

Sustainable Coastal and Marine Fisheries Project (BBSCMFP), among others. 

1.5.2. Primary data collection 

13. The primary data collection exercise involved field visits in the KEMFSED project counties 

that took place between 7th to 16th February 2019. The consultant specifically visited 

Mombasa and Kwale Counties. Information from the other counties of Kilifi, Lamu and Tana 

River was obtained from data gathered by the ESMF, SA, and VMGS team of experts. 

Primary data were collected through the use of Key informant interviews (KIIs), Focus 

Group Discussions (FGDs) and observation.  

Key Informant Interviews 

14. Key informant interviews and discussions were undertaken through a series of formal and 

informal engagements with professional/ technical staff of the National and County 

Governments working in the project counties. In Mombasa, for instance, formal engagements 
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and discussions were held with staff of the Kenya Marine Fisheries Research Institute 

(KMFRI), County Director of Fisheries, professional staff working in relevant National 

Government departments of Lands and Physical Planning, National land Commission (NLC), 

County livestock Officer and Crops officer. The engagements were preceded by courtesy 

calls to both the Deputy County Commissioner (DCC) and County Commissioner (CC). The 

consultant also had discussions with representatives of NGOs, CBOs, CSOs and other 

interest groups within Mombasa County. Specifically, the consultant met a representative of 

the East Africa Wildlife Society, an NGO that conserves wildlife and their habitats including 

forests and marine resources in Kenya.   In Kwale County, similar engagements and 

discussions were held, but in addition, the consultant met the County Executive Committee 

Member (CEC) for Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries, Forest Officer-Kenya Forest 

Service (KFS), and the Chairman of Coast Kaya.  

15. In Kilifi, Lamu and Tana River Counties, there were consultations and engagements with the 

officer in charge of National Museums Coastal Forest Conservation Unit in Kilifi.  

According to the officer, Kaya forests under Museums (Monuments) and KFS (reserves) are 

sacred and protected under the law and therefore they cannot be destroyed to allow for any 

development project. However, Kaya forests under KFS control have lesser restrictions and 

can easily be given out to pave way for development activity. Further consultations were 

made with the Chief Officer in charge of Natural resources, Forests and Solid Waste 

Management in Kilifi and the CEC for Lands, Energy, Housing and Physical Planning, Kilifi 

County Director of Fisheries, among other engagements in Kilifi County. In Tana River 

County, there was a courtesy call to the Deputy County Commissioner (DCC) and a meeting 

with Pokomo Men in Kipini Ward, Tana Delta. Land in Tana River County is largely 

communally owned and there are conflicts between pastoralists and farmers. There has been 

a long conflict between Pokomo and Orma. According to the DCC there are structures to 

resolve conflicts starting with the village elders, Area Assistant Chief, Area Chief, Kipini 

Police Stations, and finally the Courts. 

Focus Groups Discussions 

16. Focus group discussions (FGDs) were conducted with members of various interest groups 

including Beach Management Units (BMU), Mangrove Management Units (MMU), Fish 

farmers, Sea weed farmers, eco- tourist groups, and vulnerable groups including women, and 

youth living and deriving their livelihoods within the KEMFSED project participating 

counties. In Mombasa County, the consultant met with AL HUD HUD women group in 

Shanzu. The main objective of the group is to uplift the social and economic wellbeing of its 

members by supporting and encouraging members in various income generating activities 

through offering small loans and guaranteeing members’ loans from Banks. The group also 

invites experts to come and educate their members on topical issues like drug abuse, family 

planning. Membership of the group is mainly from the Muslim community and had 
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representation of both young and elderly women. The consultant also met Saving Mother 

Earth, a Community Based Organization (CBO) that is involved in environmental 

conservation and whose members are also involved in various economic activities along the 

coastal beaches like selling of Jewellery, curio, clothes and foot wear. Other groups met in 

Mombasa include Kidongo BMU in Mtwapa Creek, Milele Pamoja Women Group in 

Majaoni Shanzu which started as a Merry-go-round and whose economic activity of its 

members is mainly selling fried fish, Mbuyuni BMU and Mbuyuni Youth Fishing and Social 

Club Both in Mji wa Kale (Old Town- Mombasa). In Kwale County, the consultant met 

Munje and Mwaembe BMU in Msambweni, Vanga BMU, Wasini BMU, Shimoni BMU, 

Shimoni Slaves Cave CBO and Kibuyuni Sea Weed Farmers. 

17. In Kilifi, Lamu and Tana River Counties, there were discussions with members of Marereni 

and Kuruwitu BMU in Kilifi. In Kuruwitu, the fish landing site has been grabbed hence the 

BMU office is located at the road reserve. There was also a meeting with representatives of 

various groups in Watamu, Kilifi County who included local administrators, conservation 

groups, BMUs, among others.  There were also separate meetings held among the Watha 

men and Women who are vulnerable and marginalized community in Kilifi County. In Lamu 

County, there was a meeting with representative of vulnerable and marginalized groups i.e. 

the Awer and Sanye at Mokowe in Lamu. 

18. The groups interviewed had representation from sub- locations and had gender balance and 

various age groups including youth (Vijana) and elderly (Wazee) were represented. 

19. Information from these groups was obtained using checklists/ guided questions and open 

discussions. The aim of the discussions were to understand assets the groups owned 

individually and collectively, assets categories likely to be affected and any potential 

permanent and temporary restriction on access to assets, their sources of livelihoods, how the 

anticipated projects are likely to affect their income sources and the ways in which they 

would wish to be mitigated. The purpose of the engagements was also to identify commonly 

held assets and other assets of religious and cultural significance to the communities. The 

consultant further sought to understand the nature of disputes/conflicts among the groups (if 

any) and how the disputes are resolved. 

Observation 

20. More information was gathered through observation during the field visits to the KEMFSED 

project counties to document livelihood practices in the Counties, document asset types, 

existing and potential uses of land, fertility and productivity of land in the project counties; to 

appreciate and document local land and property market dynamics, observe existing fishing 

facilities and document rehabilitation and repair works anticipated. Pictures and videos were 

also taken. 
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Data Analysis and Findings 

21. The information collected was analyzed using qualitative approaches and presented in table 1 

below. The collection of data/information from interest groups and from persons likely to be 

affected by the KEMFSED projects was done in a manner that avoided raising expectations 

amongst the potentially affected persons and groups, for example, the consultant avoided 

giving hope to the respondent groups on the timelines for the commencement of the 

KEMFSED project and was quite explicit that the aim of the RPF was not to determine 

compensation amounts of their assets.  

22. Table 1 is a summary of the engagement activities undertaken during the field survey, key 

informant/stakeholder engaged, brief description of key informant/group, the method of 

engagement/venue, and purpose of the engagement/ issues explored. 
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Table 1: Engagement Matrix 

Stakeholder/ 

Informant group 

Brief description of 

key informant/group 

Engagement approach/ 

venue 

Purpose of engagement/issues explored 

 

KMFRI staff- 

Mombasa County 

 

 

 

 

Meeting with two staff 

of KMFRI i.e. a social 

– economic specialist 

and social safeguards 

specialist. 

Checklist/Face to face 

discussion. The 

engagement took place at 

KMFRI office in 

Mombasa.  

-Role of KMFRI in the KEMFSED project 

-Coastal and marine resources and economic activities in the 

project areas which supports livelihoods. 

-Existing fishing facilities, their locations, nature of repair/ 

rehabilitation works anticipated, any need for additional space/land 

to carry out improvements/extensions of the facilities. 

-New project activities envisaged for the KEMFSED project, their 

number, location, design and land requirements. 

-Any anticipated impacts from project activities during 

construction and operation. 

-Alternative project design to minimize impacts. 

- Asset categories likely to be affected 

Professional staff in 

State Department for 

Fisheries & Blue 

Economy 

Meeting with County 

Director of Fisheries 

Checklists/guiding 

questions 

Face to face discussion.  

The engagement took 

place at Kenya Fisheries 

Office- Mombasa 

-As above, but more specific details on anticipated project 

activities and impacts, and alternative project design, availability of 

land for new projects and extension of existing facilities, sources of 

land, and livelihood practices of communities along the coastal 

lines 

National Government 

officials from relevant 

ministries of Interior 

and coordination of 

National Government, 

Land and physical 

Planning, National 

Land Commission.  

Meeting with Deputy 

County Commissioner 

(DCC), Mvita Sub -

County and County 

Commissioner (CC), 

Mombasa. 

 

Meeting with District 

Land Registrar, District 

Valuer and Land 

officer at NLC 

 Face to face discussions. 

The Engagements took 

place at the former Coast 

Provincial Headquarters 

Building and County 

Office in Mombasa 

-Courtesy calls to DCC and CC Mombasa, briefed them about 

KEMFSED project and how the project will benefit the coastal 

communities, obtained support from the two leaders for our field 

work activities and assured of our security. 

-Administrative and Institutional arrangements in the County 

- Land tenure systems in the project areas, existence of individual 

claims/ usufructuary/user rights on customary / community land, 

types of documents of ownership on land and cultural issues on 

land ownership at the coast, peculiar land issue at the coast and 

absentee landlords. 

-Land acquisition practices and processes. 

County Government 

Professional Staff –

Meeting with County 

Livestock Officer, 

Checklists/guiding 

questions 

-Type of farming and livestock activities, crops grown and animals 

kept at the county, crop and animal yields per hectare/acre of land. 
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Mombasa County Agriculture/Crops 

Officer. 

Face to face discussions 

The Engagements took 

place at the former Coast 

Provincial Headquarters 

Building and County 

Office in Mombasa 

- Land use patterns, soil productivity/fertility and climate suitable 

for particular farming activities. 

-  Livelihood practices of the people in the project areas and 

potential impacts, average agricultural land sizes, tenure 

arrangements and individual claims to user rights on customary 

agricultural land. 

Non- Governmental 

Organisation(NGO) 

Meeting with 

representative of The 

East Africa Wildlife 

Society- involved in 

conservation of 

wildlife and their 

habitats and dealing 

with different groups 

depending on marine 

resources and fisheries. 

Face to Face discussions 

Engagements took place 

in the NGOs office in 

Nyali- Mombasa 

-Activities of the NGO and coverage 

-Livelihood practices of groups they deal with, mapping out 

vulnerable groups and people with special needs and understand 

better ways of restoring their livelihoods if affected. 

-Project’s anticipated impacts based on their current and past 

experiences while working with the people. 

 

Community leaders 

(Chiefs, Elders and 

Religious Leaders) 

Meeting with village 

and religious leader 

(Miji- kenda- Giriama 

tribe) who was part of 

Kidongo BMU. 

 

Meeting with a Swahili 

elder who was part of 

the Mbuyuni BMU 

Face to face discussions. 

Engagements took place 

in Majaoni in Shanzu 

near Mtwapa Creek- 

Mombasa. 

 

Engagements took place 

in Mji wa Kale (Old 

Town- Mombasa) 

-Identification of assets of historical and cultural/religious 

significance in the project area e.g. shrines, grave yards, listed and 

unlisted trees, buildings of historical and architectural value, 

cultural/spiritual sites. 

-Cultural practices, procedures and religious ceremonies performed 

in exhuming and reburying bodies and compensating for graves, 

shrines, monuments and historical sites. 

-Livelihood practices of the people 

- Identification of vulnerable and people with special needs and 

how they should be compensated if affected. 

-help in mapping out potentially affected asset categories 

- Help understand how affected persons should be compensated to 

fully restore and improve their livelihoods. 

- Nature of disputes/conflicts and how they are resolved. 

Potentially  affected 

persons/Interest 

groups 

 

Meeting with members 

of AL HUD HUD 

women group, Saving 

Mother Earth CBO, 

Milele pamoja women 

Face to face  

Focus group discussions 

(FGDs) using guided 

checklists and open 

discussions. 

-Brief history of the groups, membership, and activities they are 

involved in, challenges experienced. 

-Livelihood activities, income sources, assets and incomes likely to 

be lost if affected. 

-Challenges they face, projects that KEMFSED should prioritise to 
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group, Kidongo BMU, 

North Coast Massage 

Eco- tourist group, 

Mbuyuni BMU and 

Mbuyuni Youth 

Fishing and Social 

Club. 

 

Discussions took place in 

Mombasa main land 

north in Shanzu Majaoni 

area near Mtwapa creek, 

Bamburi Beach, and Mji 

Wa Kale ( old Town- 

Mombasa island) 

improve their fishing and other livelihood activities. 

-Benefits of mangrove trees and how communities are harnessing 

those benefits to understand impacts in case of loss of mangrove or 

restriction of access to mangrove forest. 

-Compensation models they prefer in the event of loss of assets or 

business income. 

-Disputes redress mechanisms  

National Government 

officials from relevant 

ministry of Interior 

and coordination of 

National Government. 

Meeting with Assistant 

County Commissioner- 

The assistant to the 

County Commissioner 

Kwale County 

Face to face 

Meeting took place at the 

Kwale County 

Commissioner’s Office 

-Courtesy call 

-Administrative and Institutional arrangements in the County 

County Government 

Professional Staff –

Kwale County 

Meeting with the 

County Executive 

Committee Member 

(CEC) of Agriculture, 

Livestock and 

Fisheries and Sub- 

County Fisheries 

Officer 

 

Face to Face 

Meeting took place at the 

office of the CEC for 

Agriculture, Livestock 

and Fisheries- Kwale 

-Fishing economy in Kwale County and challenges of the fishing 

industry, how KEMFSED projects will benefit fishing communities 

in Kwale 

 

-Existing fishing facilities, their locations, nature of repair/ 

rehabilitation/improvement works anticipated, any need for 

additional space/land to carry out improvements/extensions of the 

facilities. 

-New project activities envisaged for the KEMFSED project, their 

number, location, design and land requirements, sources of land 

- Any anticipated impacts from project activities during 

construction and operation. 

-Alternative project design to minimize impacts. 

- Asset categories likely to be affected 

-other economic activities communities are engaged-in apart from 

fishing 

-How best to compensate communities in case they are affected 

Kwale County 

Agriculture and 

Livestock Department 

Meeting with County 

Agri-Business Officer 

and County Livestock 

Production Officer 

Face to Face 

Meeting took place at the 

County Agriculture and 

Livestock office- Kwale 

Town 

-Type of farming and livestock activities, crops grown and animals 

kept at the county, crop and animal yields per hectare/acre of land. 

-Land use patterns, soil productivity/fertility and climate suitable 

for particular farming activities. 

-Livelihood practices of the people in the project areas and 
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potential impacts, average agricultural land sizes, tenure 

arrangements and individual claims to user rights on customary 

agricultural land. 

- Factors to consider and methods of valuing crops- annual and 

perennial crops, horticulture crops and fruit trees, valuing animals 

and zero grazing units, livestock pasture and other livestock 

facilities e.g. animal holding structures, cattle dip, water pads,  

crushes/spray races etc. 

-Tropical livestock unit (TLU), livestock unit (LU) and carrying 

capacity (C.C) of pasture land in Kwale County.  

-Farming activities of vulnerable and marginalized groups (VMGs) 

e.g.  Washirazi, Wa Pemba, Female headed households and people 

with disabilities and how best to compensate such persons in case 

they are affected. 

Kenya Forest 

Service(KFS)- Kwale 

Meeting with the 

Forester- Matuga Sub- 

County. 

 

Face to Face 

Meeting took place at the 

KFS office In Kwale 

Town 

-Forestry activities/forest farming practices in the County 

-Types of trees (indigenous and exotic trees, indigenous fruit trees, 

medicinal trees in the county) 

- Benefits from the trees to the local communities 

-Sacred forests in the county 

-Gazetted forest in the county. 

- Factors to consider and methods of valuing individual trees and 

forests 

Miji- Kenda Kaya 

Elders 

Meeting with the 

Chairman of Coast 

Kaya and his Son in 

Kaya Kinondo, Diani, 

Kwale County. 

Face to Face 

Meeting took place at the 

Kaya elder’s Home in 

Kaya Kinondo in Diani 

-Brief history of the Kayas and Kaya forests 

-Land ownership issues in the Kaya forest 

-Religious significance of the Kaya forests to the Miji- Kenda 

Communities 

-How they would wish to be compensated in case of loss of 

sections of Kaya forest or restrictions on access to kaya forest. 

-Cultural practices of the Miji Kenda relating to relocation of 

graves and cultural sites 

-Indigenous trees of religious and cultural significance to the Miji -

kenda. 

-Disputes settlement mechanisms 
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Potentially affected 

persons/interest 

groups 

Meeting with 

members/representativ

es of Munje BMU, 

Mwaembe BMU, 

Vanga BMU, Wasini 

BMU, Shimoni BMU, 

and Shimoni Slaves 

Cave CBO 

Face to face 

Meeting took place in 

Munje in Msambweni, 

Msambweni Turtle and 

Marine Conservation 

Group (MTMCG), Vanga 

Fisheries office, Shimoni 

Fisheries office, and 

Shimoni slave cave 

restaurant respectively.  

-Brief history of the groups 

-Livelihood activities of the groups and income sources of 

individual members 

-Fishing assets they possess collectively and individually 

- Assets and economic activities other than fishing 

-Land ownership issues of fish landing sites 

-Investments they require to improve their fishing activities 

-Historical and cultural sites and practices. 

- Compensation models they prefer 

-Assistance they would require in case they are to be relocated or 

restriction of access to the beaches and their productive assets. 

National Government 

officials from relevant 

ministry of Interior 

and coordination of 

National Government. 

Meeting with County 

Commissioner, Kilifi 

County 

Face to Face 

Meeting took place at 

Kilifi County 

Commissioner’s Office 

-Courtesy call 

-Administrative and Institutional arrangements in the County 

- Conflicts resolution mechanisms 

County Professional 

Staff, Kilifi County 

Meetings with CEC for 

Lands, Energy, 

Housing and Physical 

Planning and Chief 

officer of Natural 

Resources, Forests and 

Solid Waste 

Management 

Face to Face 

 

Meeting took place in 

respective officer’s 

Offices in Kilifi 

-Land tenure systems in Kilifi County 

-Land conflicts and how they are resolved 

-Types of forests and trees in Kilifi County. 

Community leaders 

(chiefs, assistant 

chiefs, religious 

leaders) 

Meeting with senior 

assistant chief and 

Assistant chief in 

Watamu, malindi, 

Kilifi County 

Face to face 

Meeting took place in 

Chief’s office, Watamu. 

- Courtesy call 

--Livelihood practices of the people 

- Identification of vulnerable and people with special needs and 

how they should be compensated if affected. 

-help in mapping out potentially affected asset categories 

- Nature of disputes/conflicts and how they are resolved. 

Potentially affected 

interest groups, 

Vulnerable and 

Marginalized groups- 

Kilifi County 

Meeting with members 

of Marereni and 

Kuruwitu BMUs 

 

Meeting with the 

Face to face 

Meeting took place in 

Vipingo in Kilifi. 

-Assets they owned 

-How they wish to be compensated if affected   
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Waatha community 

(VMG in Kilifi) 

National Government 

Ministry of Interior 

and Coordination Of 

National Government- 

Tana River County 

Meeting with Deputy 

County Commissioner 

(DCC) 

 

Face to face 

Meeting took place in 

County Head Quarters 

office, Garsen, Tana 

Delta. 

-Courtesy call 

-Administrative structures 

-Land tenure systems in the county 

-Nature of disputes and how they are resolved. 

Vulnerable and 

Marginalized groups- 

Lamu County 

Meeting with 

representatives of Awer 

and Sanye 

Communities who are 

marginalized 

communities in Lamu. 

Face to face 

Meeting took place in 

Mokowe in Lamu. 

-Assets they own 

-Income sources 

-How they would wish to be compensated if affected. 

NB: The field work aimed at collecting data/information to inform the development of the Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF) for the 5 KEMFSED project 

counties. The findings from the field engagements and consultations are incorporated in the various components of this RPF as summarized in section 1.6 on 

structure of the RPF.  
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1.6. Structure of the RPF Report 

23. The contents of this resettlement policy framework will include but not limited to the 

following: 

1. Introduction 

2. Description of the project and identification of its impacts 

3. Description of the components for which involuntary resettlement are required (e.g. 

relocation or loss of shelter, loss of assets or access to assets, loss of income sources 

or means of livelihood, involuntary restriction of access to legally designated 

recreational areas) 

4. Principles and objectives regarding resettlement preparation and implementation 

(e.g. restoration of livelihoods) 

5. Description of legal framework in the context of international good practice and 

national laws in relation to resettlement preparation and implementation 

6. Description of eligibility criteria (categories of displaced persons) 

7. Methods of valuing the assets of the affected population 

8. Organizational procedures for delivery of entitlements to the displaced persons 

9. Description of the implementation process of resettlement and construction works 

10. Description of methods of livelihood restoration beyond compensation for assets  

11. Description of grievance redress mechanisms for the project implementation 

12. Description of funding arrangements and budgets 

13. Arrangements for internal and independent external monitoring. 
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

2.1 Kenya Marine Fisheries and Socio-Economic Development (KEMFSED) Project 

24. The Government of Kenya through an Executive Order No. 1/2016, made a clear 

commitment towards a new approach, the blue economy, and taking into cognizance the 

importance of the sector to fuel the country’s economic growth, created the State Department 

for Fisheries and the Blue Economy. The coastal and marine space on which a blue economy 

is potentially founded contains a myriad of different uses, some currently destructive or 

unsustainable, while others are renewable, some mutually exclusive and others compatible. 

In a wider context, a blue economy approach is more proactive and embodies the need to 

focus on longer term sustainability despite it being understood as encompassing a better 

integrated approach to these sometimes-conflicting uses of marine resources, living and non-

living (including shipping, fossil energy and mining), and renewable or exhaustive. Blue 

economy comprises many sectors, however focus will be on fisheries and aquaculture; and 

maritime shipping and logistic services as priority sectors that would deliver fast socio-

economic benefits to the communities in the coastal areas. To strengthen fisheries 

governance for sustainable utilization and enhanced revenues for the government and 

employment creation, the government enacted the Fisheries Management and Development 

Act 2016 in September 2016. The Act established institutions that would strengthen the 

governance of the fishing industry and aquaculture and enable investments along the fisheries 

value chains for socio-economic benefits. The institutions established include; the Kenya 

Fisheries Service, Kenya Fish Marketing Authority and the Fish Levy Trust Fund. 

25. To attain economic benefits from the coastal and marine resources, the Government of Kenya 

(GoK) through the State Department for Fisheries, Aquaculture and the Blue Economy 

(SDFA&BE) requested the World Bank to support the proposed Kenya Marine Fisheries and 

Socio-Economic Development Project (KEMFSED). 

26. The Government of Kenya has received Project Preparation Advance from the World Bank 

towards the Kenya Marine Fisheries and Socioeconomic Development Project (KEMFSED). 

The KEMFSED project covers a period of 5 years. The development project overall goal is to 

enhance economic benefits and coastal livelihoods from marine fisheries and coastal 

aquaculture while safeguarding associated ecosystems’ integrity. The implementing agency 

will be the State Department for Fisheries Aquaculture & the Blue Economy (SDFA-BE) on 

behalf of the Government of Kenya. In Kenya, 5 counties along the Coast have been selected 

to be beneficiaries for the project namely Kwale, Mombasa, Kilifi, Tana River and Lamu. 

27. The project will be implemented through the State Department of Fisheries, Aquaculture and 

The Blue Economy, with funds made available by a credit of USD 100 million from the 

International Development Association (IDA) of the World Bank, USD 13 million from the 
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Government of Kenya (GoK) and community contributions. The IDA credit will be 

structured as an Investment Project Financing (IPF).  

28. KEMFSED Project seeks to empower coastal communities to improve management and 

value-addition of priority fisheries and mariculture and strengthen access to complementary 

livelihood activities. 

2.2 Project Development Objectives (PDO) 

29. The PDO objective of KEMFSED is to improve management and value-addition of priority 

fisheries and mariculture and strengthen access to complementary livelihood activities in 

coastal communities. The PDO is expected to be achieved taking into consideration the 

following key principles of project design:  

i. Kenya’s fisheries sector plays a significant role in contributing to the country’s blue 

economy in terms of employment, income generation, nutrition and food security. By 

engaging with a variety of stakeholders during project preparation and continuing to work 

with them in a consultative manner and seeking their commitment and cooperation during 

implementation, the project is expected to result in sustainable management of the 

fisheries, and make a substantial contribution to the development of Kenya’s blue 

economy; 

ii. Noting that it will be implemented in a sector that is highly devolved and where counties 

will play a key role in the execution of activities, the project is designed in a manner that 

is consistent with the principles of devolution at both levels of government. 

Implementation of this project will result in further strengthening of the fisheries sector in 

Kenya; and 

iii. The KEMFSED Project recognizes overfishing as an issue where several species are 

either at vulnerable levels or overfished. While it will be difficult for poor fishers to 

voluntarily reduce fishing effort, the project will provide technical and financial 

incentives for complementary livelihoods and diversification of income sources, as well 

as capacity building and support to obtain more value from existing artisanal fisheries 

production. 

2.3 Project Components 

30. The Project components have been designed to fit within Kenya’s broader Blue Economy 

Framework and the on-going devolution process. The components and sub-components were 

refined and regrouped to improve focus, flow, integration and better balancing of 

hard/infrastructure aspects with soft/technical assistance, training and capacity building 

aspects. 
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Figure 1: KEMFSED Project Theory of Change 

Component 1 – Improve Governance and Management of Marine Fisheries.  

31. This will focus on improving the management of marine fisheries in Kenyan waters. 

a) Sub-component 1.1: Enhanced governance of marine fisheries and blue economy. This 

sub-component aims to optimize the use of and increase the benefits derived from 

Kenya’s marine fisheries within the broader blue economy, while simultaneously not 

compromising the long-term sustainability of these resources. This will be achieved 

through: i) strengthening fisheries policy and regulation; ii) carrying out spatial marine 

planning; iii) strengthening the management of priority fisheries; iv) strengthening the 

monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS) of fisheries in both the nearshore and EEZ; 

and v) facilitating research. 

 

b) Sub-component 1.2: Under this sub-component the management of nearshore fisheries 

will be strengthened, in synergy with related priority fisheries stock assessments, FIPs, 

MSP and fisheries management, and FIMS developed under sub-component 1.1. 

Specifically, this sub-component will support formulating a standardized national 

governance framework for nearshore fisheries co-management and implementing and 

strengthening co-management on the ground in approximately a third of Kenya's 

nearshore waters, through direct engagement with approximately 35 of the 85 coastal 

fishing communities. 
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c) Sub-component 1.3: This sub-component will support the construction of key fisheries-

related infrastructure including: i) fisheries headquarters building in Nairobi, “Uvuvi 

House” or fisheries house, to house key entities undertaking and providing fisheries-

related functions and services, including the State Department of Fisheries, Aquaculture 

and the Blue Economy (SDFA&BE), Kenya Fisheries Service (KeFS), Kenya Fish 

Marketing Authority (KFMA), Fish Levy Trust Fund and Kenya Fisheries Advisory 

Council; ii) with a devolved fisheries sector and coastal counties playing a key role in the 

implementation of activities at the coastal and community level, the sub-component will 

upgrade select county fisheries department offices as needed. All new construction or 

rehabilitation/upgrading related works will ensure that climate change related impacts 

will be considered, and the infrastructure will be climate-resilient; and iii) recognizing the 

need to strengthen the technological and skills capacity in mariculture in Kenya, the sub-

component will support construction of a national mariculture resource and training 

center (NAMARET) including a laboratory and a research and training center. This 

facility will be in Kwale county and managed by the scientific and research parastatal 

agency, Kenya Marine Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI). This new facility will 

undertake the much-required research in fish breeding toward supplying commercial 

hatcheries with improved broodstock for fast and efficient production. The laboratory 

will support the scientific, experimental and technological requirements for a state-of-the-

art system, and the training center will be used for capacity development and training of 

skills in mariculture. 

 

Component 2 – Enable Sustainable Investment in Marine Fisheries and Aquaculture.  

32. The four main barriers that prevent responsible investment from contributing to sustainable 

fisheries: lack of reliable data for decision-making, ineffective fisheries management, 

unreliable infrastructure systems, and a paucity of investment-ready enterprises.1 Component 

2 will complement components 1 and 3 in addressing these barriers, particularly with regard 

to a lack of investment-ready SMEs linked to fisheries and mariculture, and in establishing 

an enabling environment for sustainable investment in these sub-sectors. The component will 

also work to build demand for responsibly produced Kenyan seafood by strengthening the 

newly-established KFMA and support the establishment of science-based management of 

fish stocks that may not be overexploited by conducing experimental fisheries in partnership 

with the private sector. It also addresses gaps in public infrastructure to enable fish landing 

sites to be more attractive to fishers and buyers and reduce start-up or expansion costs of 

mariculture ventures. Achievements under this component will be measured by SMEs with 

                                                           
1 Inamdar N, Larry B, Jorge M.A., Anderson J.T, and Vakil R (2016). Developing Impact Investment Opportunities for Return-Seeking 
Capital in Sustainable Marine Capture Fisheries. Washington, DC: World Bank 
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access to TA, infrastructure in fish handling established and operational and access by people 

in coastal communities to the infrastructure. 

a) Sub-Component 2.1: SME-DS in Coastal Communities. An SME-DS will be contracted, 

made up of a team of SME development-related experts, available to fishing communities 

along the Kenyan coast.  These experts will promote their services to Beach Management 

Units (BMUs) and coastal residents seeking to develop or expand a fisheries-related 

enterprise, and offer demand-driven technical assistance, analytical services, capacity 

building, and knowledge sharing services. The SME-DS will also identify systemic risks 

or issues that prevent potential projects from being investment ready and will recommend 

remediation steps required to remove or mitigate such risks. Training and guidance on 

accessing existing and emerging sources of credit will also be included. This sub-

component will also support SMEs that wish to develop services to add value and make 

more transparent seafood value chains. In addition, the project will provide technical 

assistance to guide the establishment and operation of Kenya Fish Marketing Authority. 

b) Sub-Component 2.2: Improve Fisheries and Mariculture Related Infrastructure for 

Value Chain development. This sub-component will target county-identified gaps in 

basic public infrastructure (water, electricity, transport) that are inhibiting private 

investment opportunities in marine fisheries and mariculture. To ensure that all 

investments will be clearly justified, support complementary private investment, and 

minimize the potential to stimulate excessive fishing effort, all value-chain related public 

infrastructure proposed by counties will be based on a county fishery and mariculture 

infrastructure development map and plan. Climate change related risks will be 

internalized in the development of all infrastructure investments. 
 

Component 3 – Coastal Community Empowerment and Livelihoods. (US$30 million) 

33. This component will focus on strengthening the livelihoods of poor households in coastal 

communities, both as an end, and to facilitate fishers to comply with fisheries management 

measures. A holistic approach, targeting complementary livelihood development, will be 

pursued, in part through the development of strategic partnerships with new or existing 

commercial enterprises applying agriculture or aquaculture contract farming schemes 

benefiting smallholder producers. More broadly, small-scale livelihood sub-projects, 

implemented by individual (micro) or small enterprise groups, will be supported through a 

combination of grant provision, technical assistance, and enterprise and skills training. 

a) Sub-Component 3.1: Enhance Coastal Community Livelihoods. This sub-component 

includes a grant fund providing financial support to eligible beneficiaries through three 

distinct channels: i) Livelihood grants for subprojects by eligible small-scale coastal 

producers; ii) Grants for social and environmental (natural capital) community sub-

projects; and iii) Capital injection grants to village savings and loans (VSL) groups. 

b) Sub-Component 3.2: Support Services for Livelihood Enhancement and Capacity 

Development.  Implemented by the individual counties, this sub-component will provide 

a package of support services and capacity-building to beneficiary groups needed to 
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deliver, and complement, the activities implemented under sub-component 3.1 including: 

i) Service and Technical Assistance (TA) provision to identify grant recipients and 

support preparation, management and oversight of sub-projects; ii) Provision of 

enterprise & skills training to grant recipients and other micro-enterprises; iii) Village 

Savings and Loans (VSL) program; and iv) Scholarships for formal skills,  vocational 

training, and academic education. 
 

Component 4 – Project Management. 

34. This Component 4 will finance supplemental support for project management at both 

national and county levels to ensure coordinated and timely execution of project activities. 

Specifically, it will support project oversight and coordination including facilitation of a 

National Project Steering Committee (NPSC) and Project Technical Advisory Committee 

(PTAC); establishment and operation of a Project Coordination Unit (PCU) at the national 

level, and Project Implementation Units (PIUs) at the county-level, including the provision of 

equipment; fiduciary management, including external/internal audits and accounting; quality 

control and assurance systems; environmental and social safeguards management; and 

technical audits as needed. The component will also finance the preparation and 

implementation of a communications strategy, and the implementation of a Monitoring and 

Evaluation. (M&E) system, which will need to be implemented to capture data on physical 

and financial progress, performance of the implementing agency and other entities/service 

providers, and the results achieved in terms of outputs and outcomes. In addition, it will 

support the creation of a Grievance Redress Mechanism and ensure citizens engagement. 

2.4 Project Location 

35. The KEMFSED project will be implemented in Kenya. The Country Kenya  is located in the 

eastern part of the African continent approximately between latitudes 4° 21’ N and 4° 28’ S 

and between longitudes 34° and 42° E. Kenya is bordered by Uganda to the west, Ethiopia 

and South Sudan to the north, Tanzania to the south and Somalia and the Indian Ocean to the 

east. Kenya covers an area of approx. 587,000 Km2, of which 11,000 KM2 consists of water 

bodies. Kenya’s landscape is grouped into geographical zones including; the savannah lands 

covering most of the arid and semi- arid areas, the Coastal Margin, the Rift Valley, the 

Highlands and the Lake Victoria Basin. 

36. The administrative and governance structure of Kenya consists of 47 Counties. The focus of 

the KEMFSED project covers only five counties along the Kenyan coast. The counties 

include; Kwale, Mombasa, Kilifi, Lamu, and Tana River as shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 2: Project Beneficiary Counties 

37. The KEMFSED project is under the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock & Fisheries in the 

State Department for Fisheries, Aquaculture and the Blue Economy as the lead implementing 

agency. Other implementing agencies include: - Kenya Fisheries Service, National 

Environmental Management Authority, Water Resources Authority, Kenya Maritime 

Authority, Kenya Fish Marketing Authority, Kenya Wildlife Services, Kenya Forest 

Services, Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute, Kenya Forest Research Institute.   

The following line Ministries and Departments will also be engaged as implementing 

agencies: Ministry of Public Service, National Treasury, Ministry of Lands & Physical 

Planning, National Land Commission, Youth and Gender Affairs; Department of Gender 

Affairs, Ministry of Environment and Forestry, Relevant County Governments and National 

Museums of Kenya. 
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2.5 Project Beneficiaries 

38. The KEMFSED project is set to benefit the poor vulnerable coastal communities and the 

fisheries dependent households in the five coastal counties. The project is expected to come 

up with investment activities which will enhance the communities’ ability to harness the 

economic benefits of marine fisheries and coastal aquaculture in a sustainable manner. 

Specific persons and groups targeted for the project are the elderly poor, disabled persons, 

women and women headed households, widows and widowers, indigenous and minority 

coastal communities etc.). It is further envisaged that the project will benefit the national and 

targeted coastal county governments through strengthening of the governance and 

management systems and structures of marine fisheries, enabling sustainable investment in 

marine fisheries and aquaculture through Small and Micro-Enterprises (SMEs) via private 

partners who will be involved in small and micro-enterprise interventions and coastal 

community empowerment and livelihoods in targeted communities along the coastal sub-

counties. It is expected that these interventions may require land acquisition and may 

potentially cause physical displacements of populations and disruptions of livelihoods. 

2.6 Existing and Anticipated KEMFSED Investment Projects 

Existing Investment Projects 

39. Field survey, observation and engagements with Key informants and discussions with 

interests’ groups in the five (5) project counties revealed the following facilities which are 

currently assisting local communities to harness the benefits of marine fisheries and coastal 

aquaculture: 

• Fish landing sites 

• Fish Banda’s with cold storage facilities for fish preservation- there were fish Banda’s in all the 5 

counties targeted for the KEMFSED project which are managed by the respective BMUs. 

• Police post for safety at ocean. 

• Jetties and a floating jetty at Shimoni in Kwale County 

• Administrative offices for County Department of Fisheries- These housed the County Fisheries 

officers and were in all the 5 counties visited. 

• Ongoing construction of fishing port facility. A fish port facility is being developed by Bandari 

(Kenya Ports Authority) in Shimoni, Kwale County. 

 

Anticipated KEMFSED investment Projects 

40. Anticipated investment projects that may require land acquisition will include construction of 

new and rehabilitation/repair or improvement of existing infrastructure such as fishing port 

facilities, fish landing sites, post-harvest fish processing and handling facilities and markets. 

During the field visits to the Counties, the consultant was informed that there are plans to 

modernize and improve the fish landing site and fish Banda in Shimoni and modernize the 

cold storage facility in Vanga. Such repair and modernization works may temporarily restrict 

access to these facilities by members of respective BMUs in Shimoni and disrupt livelihoods. 
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Kenya Marine Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI) intends to develop a Mariculture Centre 

in Shimoni, Kwale County which will be a resource Centre to support marine fisheries and 

aquaculture research and training. The center will house administration offices, a laboratory 

and accommodation facilities, as well as fish hatcheries. The proposed Mariculture center has 

6 acres of land reserved in Shimoni and therefore there may be no or minimal need for 

private land acquisition for its implementation. 

41. In Kwale County, the following facilities are needed to enhance fish  economy and activities: 

Provision of permanent access roads to the fish landing sites, electricity and water connection 

to the landing sites, provision of parking yards next to landing sites for Boda Boda (motor 

cycles), hand carts, pick -ups and  lorries coming to carry fish to markets , fishing and 

aquaculture training centers, fish processing plant and waste recycling plant to curb the 

environmental menace of plastic and other wastes in the coastal beaches, and a sea weed 

processing factory would assist kibuyuni sea weed farmers in value addition.  A Community 

Based Organization (CBO) that the consultant interviewed in Mombasa County known as 

Saving Mother Earth also pin pointed a waste recycling plant as a viable project that can be 

considered during implementation of the KEMFSED projects.  These and other project 

activities are likely to have negative environmental and social impacts (including private land 

acquisition and displacements) which will need to be managed through the preparation of 

adequate safeguards instruments including this RPF. 

2.7 Social- Economic Profile of Coastal Counties 

2.7.1 Ethnic and cultural diversity 

42. The native communities in the 5 coastal counties where KEMFSED project will be 

implemented include the Mijikenda (Giriama, Chonyi, Digo, Rabai, Duruma, Jibana, Kauma, 

Kambe and Ribe), Swahili, Pokomo, Bajuni, Orma, and Sagala. The vulnerable and 

marginalized coastal communities include Aweer/Boni, Watha, Munyoyaya, 

Malakote/Ilwana, Sanye, Wakifundi, Washirazi, Wachwaka and Makonde. The coast also 

has immigrants from inland Kenyan communities, Arabian nations, Asia, Somalia, Europe 

and the Americas. The dominant Mijikenda community occupies an expansive area of land 

from Kwale County (from the Tanzania border in the south) to the northern limit of Kilifi 

County. Due to its accessibility and socio-economic dynamics, which offer ample 

opportunities for livelihoods and leisure, the Kenyan coast has over the centuries attracted 

many different ethnic and racial groups. 

2.7.2 Population distribution and growth rate  

43. Population size and distribution at the coast of Kenya is driven by natural population growth, 

immigration due to availability of economic opportunities, proximity to social amenities, and 

administrative settlement policy. Opportunities in sectors such as tourism, maritime 

activities, construction and commerce have attracted people to migrate from other parts of the 
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country to settle in the coast. The coastal region of Kenya is 14.2% of Kenya’s land mass and 

has a population of 3.3 million people that translates to 8.61% of the total Kenyan 

population. The population density of the coast region is shown in Figure 5. The coast region 

has an average population density of 40 persons per km2 which is lower than the national 

average of 66 persons per km2. Most of the land has low population density. However, there 

are very high-density areas particularly along the coastline and in urban centres like 

Mombasa, Malindi and Kilifi, Ukunda and Mariakani.  

44. Approximately 44% (1,463,120 people) of coastal people reside in urban centers 

(Government of Kenya, 2010). Mombasa County is the largest urban centre with 97% of the 

population dwelling within the city. Since most of the coastal urban centres are located in 

close proximity to important ecosystems such as estuaries, mangrove swamps and coral 

lagoons, the high population exerts excessive pressure and threatens the sustainability of the 

coastal ecosystems. 

Table 2: Population data across the 5 KEMFSED Project Coastal Counties  

Demographic 

Profile 

Mombasa  Kilifi  Lamu Kwale  Tana River 

Population Size 939,370 1,109,735 101,539 649,931  240,075 

# of Males 486,924 535,526 53,045 315,997  119,853 

# of Females 452,446 574,209 48,494 333,934  120,222 

Male/Female Ratio 108 93 109 95   100 

Youthful population 

(18-35 Yrs.) 

401,664 304,327 30,928 177,494  62,177 

Population growth 

Rate 

4 7 3 3    3 

Population 

Density(Persons/Sq.

Km) 

4, 293 88 16    78 6 

Urban Population 939,370 285,482 20,238 117,676  36,065 

Rural Population  824,253 81,301 532,255  204,010 

Area (Sq.Km) 219 12,609.7 6,273 8,295  17,128 

Source: Government of Kenya, 2010.  

45. The overall growth rate of the coast counties is 2.88, slightly lower than the national average 

of 3.0%. It was projected that the coastal population will increase from 3.3 million in 2009 to 

about 4.4 million people by 2019. The highest growth rate was in Kilifi (7.38%). Besides the 

natural population growth, the coast region attracts internal and external emigrants who 

contribute to the increase in population. The coastal region’s rich biodiversity, sandy beaches 

and cultural heritage attracts about 60% of Kenya’s domestic and international tourist visits. 

2.7.3 Access to social services 

46. The Kenya vision 2030 identifies access to social services as a foundational pillar to 

economic transformation and alleviation of poverty. According to Vision 2030, the social 
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pillar aims at promoting equitable social development in a clean and secure environment with 

specific interventions in education, health, environment, urbanization, gender and vulnerable 

groups, and sports. A survey conducted in 2013 by the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 

(KNBS) and Society for International Development (SID) exploring Kenya’s inequality 

showed that the poverty line is estimated at Ksh 1,562 and Ksh 2913 for rural and urban 

dwellers respectively; the severity of poverty was highest in coast, with Tana River and 

Kwale counties having the highest poverty (44- 49%) of the population while the lowest was 

at Lamu (4-11%). The interaction between the poor coastal communities and the 

environment has resulted in undesirable consequences that have accelerated not only poverty 

levels but also the rate of environmental degradation throughout the region. 

2.7.4 Historical and cultural heritage  

47. The 5 Coast counties targeted for the project have numerous historical and archaeological 

sites, including old mosques, tombs, mounds and walls of ancient city houses, many of them 

linked with the development of the Swahili culture in East Africa. A number of these 

historical sites, such as Mombasa Old Town and Lamu Old Town have been designated 

Conservation Areas and are managed by the National Museums of Kenya. Lamu Old Town 

is a UNESCO-listed World Heritage Site. Several historical and archaeological sites, e.g. the 

Siyu Fort, have been declared National Monuments under the National Museums and 

Heritage Act 2006 of the Laws of Kenya. These cultural and historical sites serve as 

important tourist attractions for both local and foreign tourists.  

2.7.5 Kaya forests  

48. Kaya forests are cultural sacred sites of the Mijikenda, governed by customary laws, 

considered to be an intrinsic source of ritual power and the origin of cultural identity, used 

for prayer for members of the particular ethnic group. According to the current Chairman of 

the Coast Kaya and who the Consultant interviewed at his home in Kaya Kinondo in Diani, 

Kwale County, there are over 50 Kayas spread in different parts of Kwale and Kilifi Counties 

with examples like Kaya Kinondo, kaya muhaka, Kaya Tiwi, Kaya Ukunda, Kaya Zombo, 

Kaya Mrima, Kaya Mbombo and Kaya Waa, among others.  Kaya forest are sacred and are 

used by the Mijikenda community for such activities as religious ceremonies, prayers for 

rainfall, protection from enemies, prayers for peace and prayers against draught. The coast 

kaya chairman was very explicit that the Miji kenda tribes cannot allow even a single part of 

the kaya forest to be destroyed or cutting of trees. That they cannot accept any compensation 

and that it is a taboo to cut/destroy the kaya forest. In Kilifi County, the consultant had a 

discussion with the officer in charge of National Museums Coastal Forest Conservation Unit.  

According to the officer, Kaya forests under Museums (Monuments) and KFS (reserves) are 

sacred and protected under the law and therefore they cannot be destroyed to allow for any 

development project. However, Kaya forests under KFS control have lesser restrictions and 

can easily be given out to pave way for development activity. 
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2.7.6 Land management issues in the coastal counties 

49. There are four categories of land tenure systems in the coastal counties i.e. Private land, 

Public land, Community/Customary land and squatters. According to the Land Registrar and 

Land Officer for Mombasa County, private land is individually owned through ownership 

documents such as title deeds, Certificate of title, certificate of lease, allotment letters, share 

certificates, sale agreements and letters from chief. Public land is land owned by the 

government and is used for public purposes. Community land is where there is no individual 

ownership, but the land is commonly held by members of a particular ethnic group with the 

individual members having only the rights to use the land and till it in a manner acceptable to 

the tribal leaders. Individual community members can claim user rights but not ownership 

rights. Squattership is a common phenomenon at the coast. According to the Mombasa 

County Land Registrar, squattership is encouraged largely because of the phenomenon of 

absentee landlords where the registered land owners have left their lands idle and 

unoccupied.  Individuals then move, occupy and use the idle private or public lands and put 

up structures. They have no documents of land ownership.  

50. Fish landing sites are gazetted public lands. The landing sites are technically owned by the 

State Department for Fisheries and County Fisheries Department but managed and used by 

the Beach Management Units (BMUs). Most of the landing sites lack titles and some have 

been grabbed. In Kwale County, for example, the fish landing sites in Nyari, Kikadini and 

Tsunza have been grabbed. The KEMFSED investment projects can be developed on land 

owned by the Department of fisheries. More of this land can be obtained through 

repossession by government of the grabbed landing sites. The 5 KEMFSED project Counties 

also owns land and can donate land for the projects. Private acquisition of land should be 

minimal but is still a viable option of availing land for the KEMFSED projects. 

2.7.7 Land use, fertility and productivity of land in the coastal counties 

51. Land in the 5 coastal counties targeted for the project is used for both urban and 

agriculture/rural uses. Urban land uses include residential, commercial, industrial and leisure. 

Agriculture/rural uses include forestry, mining, crop and livestock farming. The coastal 

counties are divided into two ecological zones i.e. coastal lowlands which are the areas close 

to the beaches and the inland. The counties receive moderate rainfall spread in two seasons; 

the long and short rains with rainfall amounts ranging on average between 300mm to 

1200mm. The soils vary and range from sandy loams, clay loams, with some few areas 

having mixed soils with rock outcrops. In Mombasa County, about 129.1 km2 is agricultural 

land while the rest is used for other urban users. Agricultural land in the county varies in size 

between ½ acre to 20 acres while other urban users have plot sizes of between 1/8 acre and 2 

acres. In Kwale County, according to the District Agribusiness officer, average farm sizes 

range from 1.5 acres to 20 although some isolated areas have ranches. Tana River County 

also has ranches of huge sizes above 100 acres. Farm economy in the coastal counties 

consists of both crop and animal farming. Land productivity differs from county to county 
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and depends on the type of crop. In Mombasa county, average production of maize crop in 

2017 was 12 (90kg) bags per hectare, sorghum was 11 bags/ ha, cowpeas was 8 bags/ha and 

sweet potatoes was 10 tons per ha. In kwale county, Maize production is between 8- 12 bags 

per acre and production of beans is between 4 – 5 bags per acre. The productivity of pasture 

land based on carrying capacity varies from County to county but on average is 1:10 for the 

coastal counties. 

2.7.8 Income sources and livelihood practices in the coastal counties 

52. The field survey and observation revealed the following sources of income and livelihood 

activities for the communities and potentially affected persons in the 5 KEMFSED project 

counties: 

• Fishing and selling of fish 

• Selling of fried fish by mama karanga 

• Fish brokerage 

• Employment 

• Eco tourism-Entertaining foreign tourists, tour guide by beach boys, massage parlor by young 

women 

• Small scale trades and hawking along the beaches selling cloths, water/soda, ice creams and 

food items 

• Tourist hotels and restaurants 

• Sea weed farming and selling of sea weed (Mwani) 

• Fish farming 

• Crops and animal keeping for subsistence and sale 

• Charcoal business (illegal business but still undertaken by people) 

• Coral stone quarrying. 

 

2.8 KEMFSED Categories of PAPs 

53. During the field work and data collection exercise in the KEMFSED project counties the 

consultant was able to identify potentially affected persons and groups, who include, but not 

limited to the following; 

i) Fishers who are members of BMUs in the affected counties 

ii) Women who are members of various women groups and sell their merchandise e.g. 

fried fish (mama karanga), curios, cloths, foot ware etc. 

iii) Youth who carry out small scale businesses of selling curios, cassava/sweet potato 

crips, coconut (madafu), artifacts, antiques and sculptures etc. 

iv) Youth who are involved in eco-tourism e.g. beach boys, sport fishing, beach sports, 

sand bathing, snockling 

v) Farmers who grow crops and keep animals and poultry near the beach lines 

vi) Businessmen who run tourist hotels, restaurants near the beaches and creeks 

vii) Sea weed farmers 

viii) Fish farmers 
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ix) National and county governments for their structures and office buildings near the 

beach lines 

x) Vulnerable and marginalized ggroups (VMGs) eg the waata community in Kilibasi, 

Kwale County, Watha in Kilifi County and Awer and Sanye Communities in Lamu 

County. 
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3 POTENTIAL POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PROJECT IMPACTS 

54. Discussions with the various key informants and interest groups e.g. BMUs, Women groups, 

Youth groups across the five (5) KEMFSED project counties revealed the following potential 

positive and negative impacts, if the projects are implemented: 

3.1 Positive impacts 

55. Generally, the KEMFSED projects received overwhelming support during the consultations. 

Key informants and groups interviewed felt that the projects will improve social economic 

situation of the targeted coastal communities through income generating opportunities to be 

created through construction and repair works of new and improvement of existing facilities. 

Particularly to benefit are the vulnerable and marginalized groups who will benefit from skill 

development, training and equipment to enhance their capacity in fishing and competing 

effectively in the project’s anticipated benefits like employment creation and tenders for 

supply of goods and services. There will be increased access to education due to improved 

incomes and the project is expected to support children of the poor communities to access 

education.  

56. A key component of the KEMFSED project is infrastructure development which is aimed at 

supporting the management of fisheries at both the county and national level and this is 

expected to benefit the targeted communities, counties and the country as a whole.  The 

consultant was told of a proposed mariculture centre in Shimoni, Kwale County which is 

aimed at supporting fisheries research. The Kenya Ports Authority (KPA) is also coming up 

with a fishing port facility in Shimoni which is expected to be a game changer in the fishing 

industry in the coastal counties. Other targeted infrastructure includes an office building for 

the Kenya Fisheries Service (KeFS) in Nairobi. Potential fisheries infrastructure could 

include upgrading of county fisheries offices, and expansion of the Mombasa Bandari 

Maritime Training College and Supporting the installation and operationalization of a 

comprehensive Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) for Kenya. 

57. Currently, most Vulnerable and Marginalized Groups (VMGs) operate in an environment of 

poor roads communications network, undefined marketing chains, low quality trading 

environment. The establishment of Small- and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) 

Development Service (SME-DS) offering ready access to relevant expertise to entrepreneurs, 

SMEs and authorities in coastal counties, as well as facilitating increasing the value 

generated from fisheries and mariculture by investing in public infrastructure will benefit the 

VMGs directly.  Poor infrastructure has been identified as one of the primary causes of poor 

economic and employment growth in Kenya.  If the KEMFSED succeeds therefore, the 

program will translate to overall measurable economic growth for the country.  
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3.2 Negative Impacts 

Social impacts 

58. According to the social assessment (SA) report which is one of the safeguard instruments 

being prepared for implementation of KEMFSED, the VMGs to a large extent depend on 

natural resources, particularly the forestry and wildlife resources for their livelihood. They 

depend on the forests for honey, fruits, medicinal plants, firewood and charcoal. These 

communities also use forests for worship and performance of rituals. The VMGs therefore 

are likely to be adversely affected if they are stopped/restricted from accessing the forests 

because the forestry resources constitute a significant proportion of their lives.   

59. Furthermore, the VMGs complained during the social assessment that they are currently 

being excluded by regulatory authorities such as Kenya Wildlife Service, Kenya Forest 

Service etc. from the efforts to conserve the natural resources within their communities. They 

are particularly worried about the depletion of forests and wildlife despite the fact that the 

government has employed additional forest and wildlife officers.  

60. The VMG communities further explained that the conservation of forests and wildlife can 

benefit from their indigenous knowledge which has been used to sustainably manage the 

forests and wildlife resources. Such a suggestion points to the fact that the indigenous 

knowledge can be potentially used to conserve the natural resources when combined with the 

current efforts by the government through Kenya Wildlife Services and the Kenya Forest 

Services. Thus, the adverse effects that the VMGs are likely to encounter due to the 

implementation of KEMFSED would be loss of a livelihood through the restrictions of the 

entry of forests and use of forest resources that they have depended on for a livelihood.  

61. The main social risk is that of exclusion of the VMGs. Specific social risks envisioned in the 

implementation of KEMFSED include:  

i. Possibility of elite capture at the community and county levels thus excluding target groups;  

ii. Leakages of inputs and resources as funds are to be channeled to community groups. These risks 

will be mitigated through the following: sequencing of project so that in first year focuses on 

building capacity of VMGs at community levels, lobbying and advocacy skills to understand and 

influence the project implementation process to ensure social accountability. 

62. In all the VMGs, focus group discussions showed that these communities were living among 

other major ethnic groups that they had strong suspicion for. Most of the groups blame the 

dominant ethnic groups for the marginalization. Most VMGs fear that they will not benefit 

from training due to low education. Their opportunities are likely to be taken by other 

communities. There are inherent risks at the county level which include weak capacity to 

implement and monitor safeguards at the county level in order for the positive impacts to be 

realized. Most VMGs are worried that the project benefits might not be realized since they 

are likely to be sidelined once the project is implemented. 
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Environmental impacts 

63. Potential environmental impacts due to the KEMFSED projects may include; pollution of 

soil and water and Wildlife disturbance in case forest and natural habitants are acquired for 

development projects, discharge of effluents into ocean and noise pollution due to activities 

related to development of new and rehabilitation of existing fishing investments and 

facilities.  Destruction of trees especially mangrove trees, loss of pasture land and 

degradation of vegetation cover. 

Resettlement impacts 

64. The following are the resettlement impacts envisaged during the implementation of the 

KEMFSED projects: 

a) Loss of agricultural land- according to Kwale county livestock production officer, for example, 

agricultural and crop activities take place within a radius of 3 to 5kms from the beach fronts 

hence possibility of loss of such lands in case a KEMFSED investment were to be developed 

within that radius. 

b) Loss of urban land for residential, commercial, leisure and recreational use- observations along 

the coastal beach fronts showed there were lands with potential for various urban uses which 

could be lost in case of development of the projects. 

c) Loss of access to the beach fronts and fish landing sites- in case of improvements of fish landing 

sites or development of KEMFSED projects, there could be temporary or permanent loss of 

access to the beach fronts which could affect the economic activities of fisher members of BMUs, 

and small scale traders selling merchandise along the beaches and activities of sea weed farmers 

and other eco tourist groups and youth groups. 

d) Loss of shelter/building structures (temporary and permanent structures) for people and animals. 

e) Loss of cultural sites/historical sites, buildings of historical and architectural value, grave yards 

and commonly held assets like wells, pasture land, boreholes, bridges etc. 

f) Loss of means of livelihoods especially among BMU members, women and youth selling 

merchandise along the beaches and those who buy fish from the fishers to go sell in other places 

(the loss can be temporary or permanent). 

g) Temporary or permanent disruption of economic activities or restriction on access to business 

activities carried out along the coastal beaches. 

h) Relocation to areas where the potentially affected persons and groups cannot profitably conduct 

their business.  

i) Loss of employment income. 

j) Loss of Fish Ponds 

k) Disruption of social networks where family members, kins, friends are separated due to physical 

displacements. 

 

3.3 Mitigation Measures 

65. The following mitigation measures were suggested by the key informants and groups that the 

interviewed across the five coastal counties: 

i) Fair cash compensation for lost land 

ii) Fair cash compensation for lost crops (food and cash crops/annual and perennial crops) and trees 

(exotic and indigenous, medicinal trees). 
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iii) Fair cash compensation for lost residence and business structures for both people and animals. 

The compensation for structures to be at full replacement cost without accounting for depreciation 

of the structure 

iv) Fair compensation for lost business income 

v) Alternative/replacement land of same level of fertility/productivity as land lost 

vi) Redesign project or look for alternative land for the project 

vii) Where possible, members of the same clan, neighbors/friends who are displaced should be 

considered for resettlement land and not cash compensation and should be settled on the same 

land near each other. 

viii) Create alternative access/route to the beaches and landing sites to enable potentially affected 

persons continue with their activities e.g. BMU members, sea weed farmers, fish farmers, eco 

tourist groups, and youth fishing group members 

ix) Give employment opportunities in the KEMFSED investments to persons likely to be 

permanently affected. 

x) Give sponsorship to children of potentially affected families up to at least form 4 

xi) Provide alternative skills/training to fishers and eco -tourism groups to be able to undertake other 

kinds of income generating activities like farming. For example, members of Shimoni slave cave 

said their members who are predominantly involved in fishing related activities lack skills in 

good crop and animal husbandry. 

xii) Give opportunities for tenders and supply of say building materials and food to the potentially 

affected persons 

xiii) Give capital to potentially affected persons to start new/alternative business ventures. For 

example, a woman in Milele Pamoja women group in Majaoni shanzu said that keeping of 

traditional kitchen (poultry) and selling water are viable business ventures in the area and 

therefore if given capital she can undertake such businesses in case she is not able to continue 

with her business of selling fried fish.  For selling water, she would require money to dig a 

shallow well, which should be adequately protected against contamination by providing a 

concrete cover at the top and enclosing it with a fence. 

xiv) Where zero grazing units are to be affected, compensate for the structure and the animals since its 

difficult relocating dairy cows. The same applies to bee keeping and poultry. 

xv) For cultural sites/structures and grave yards, provide adequate cash to enable affected families 

perform traditional ceremonies necessary to relocate such sites and grave yards. For example, 

among the Giriama and Duruma sub- tribes of the MijiKenda in the coast, they perform a 

ceremony called ‘Matanga’ in exhuming and reburying bodies. According to   a Giriama village 

elder who is a member of Kidongo BMU whom the consultant interviewed, the following is 

required to perform the Matanga Ceremony: 2 cows, 10 goats, Rice, Mnazi (traditional brew 

common at the coast). He however said, the requirements may vary depending on the magnitude 

of the ceremony anticipated. To relocate a cultural/spiritual site among the Giriama and Duruma, 

you have to meet all the requirements of the Mganga (traditional/spiritual healer). In most cases, 

the Mganga would require: 4 chicken, 2 goats, 2 sheep, I cow (black in colour), Rice, Marashi 

(perfume), 2 kgs of ubani (incense), 2 metre piece of cloth with red and white strips.  The Mgaga 

resides in a Bamboo tree and therefore you must also pay for the Bamboo tree. In addition, you 

give the mganga a Fungu (Some little Cash about Ksh. 4,000). If you don’t meet the Mganga’s 

requirements, then he will refuse to relocate! If the Mgaga agrees to relocate, he carries his own 

things and does not require any relocation assistance! 

 

Among the Digo tribe and the Swahili Muslims at the coast, it is a taboo to exhume a dead body 

for reburying. They said they don’t accept any compensation for grave yards. Therefore, the only 
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mitigation measure for such case is to redesign the project to ensure it doesn’t affect the grave 

yard, or to look for alternative land for the project. 

xvi) For vulnerable and marginalized groups and communities( VMGs) including female heads of 

households, elderly and sick, people with disability and others with special needs, over and above 

fair compensation for lost land, structures and crops and trees, provide additional assistance e.g. 

free labour to build new structures, assist in searching for alternative land and assist in looking for 

means of transport to relocate their belongings to the new site, and any other relevant assistance 

to be determined on a case by case basis. 

xvii) From information obtained from the Social Assessment report, marginalized communities living 

within the KEMFSED project counties proposed a number of measures appropriate to ensure that 

they benefit from the envisaged projects, which include among others, the need to incorporate 

them through affirmative action, to ensure they are represented in all tiers of project management 

decisions. For example, among the Waata Community in Kwale county and Dabaso in Kilifi, the 

marginalized communities felt that they have no power to push for their interests in development 

fora due to low education among the community members. There is lack of political goodwill to 

foster their representation in the county assembly or county government management decisions. 

These marginalized communities felt the need to have strong and effective monitoring of the 

implementation of the project activities in order to ensure that the project objectives are realized 

equitably. They also proposed that they should be included in the conservation efforts of forests 

and other natural resources. The marginalized communities also proposed that they should be 

trained, and their capacity developed so that they can effectively benefit from the employment 

opportunities likely to arise during project implementation. 

xviii) From information obtained from the Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF) 

which is one of the safeguard instruments prepared under KEMFSED, environmental impacts can 

be mitigated by adherence to NEMA regulations and compliance with environmental protection 

laws on waste management and protection of environment and natural habitats. 

3.4 Alternative Project Design to Minimize Impacts 

66. In line with the World Bank safeguard policy OP 4.12, and following the consultant’s 

discussions and engagements with Key informants and interest groups during the field 

survey, the KEMFSED project will minimize displacement through the following design 

procedures: 

i) Wherever inhabited dwellings may potentially be affected by a component of a project, the 

project shall be redesigned (facility relocated or rerouted) to avoid any impact on such dwellings 

and to avoid displacement/relocation accordingly. 

ii) Wherever, the project may potentially affect a graveyard, cultural site and historical buildings 

relocate or re-route the facility to avoid the impact. 

iii) In the construction of new roads or improvement of existing roads of access to the fish land sites, 

where the road may potentially pass through a densely populated area heavily settled by people 

and their businesses, re- align the road to avoid or minimize impact. 

iv) Minimization of land impact will be factored into the design of the buildings/structures of the 

proposed projects by having buildings with small but functionally efficient spaces. 

v) To the extent possible, project facilities will be located on public spaces and on land owned by 

the County Department of Fisheries, Kenya Fisheries Service and community land to avoid 

private land acquisition. 
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vi) Infrastructures required by the project will be routed inside existing right-of ways e.g. road 

reserves. 

vii) Where a proposed project will occupy a large portion of an individual’s land leaving an 

uneconomically efficient portion and if the project’s buildings/structures cannot be redesigned to 

occupy a smaller space, then consider paying for the whole land. Also pay for the whole land if 

the project is likely to emit obnoxious elements harmful to the neighboring environment.  
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4 LEGAL AND POLICY CONTEXT 

67. This section identifies and presents in a tabular form national (Kenyan) and international 

legislations and policies relevant in land acquisition compensation and involuntary 

resettlement. 

4.1 National Regulations, Laws and Policies on Involuntary Resettlement 

Table 3: National Regulations, Laws and Policies on Involuntary Resettlement 

Legislations and Policies Relevance to Land acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement 

Constitution of Kenya Article 60 and 61: “Land in Kenya shall be held, used and managed in a 

manner that is equitable, efficient, productive and sustainable and in 

accordance with the principles of; (a) Equitable access; and (b) Security of 

land rights, among others”.  

Section 40 under the bill of rights guarantees protection of right to property 

and require prompt and just compensation to a person who has been 

deprived of his/her interest in property. 

Land Act no.6 of 2012 In article 7 of the Land Act, land in Kenya may be acquired through (a) 

allocation; (b) land adjudication process; compulsory acquisition, among 

other methods. Under section 128 of the Land Act, all compensation 

disputes are to be referred to the Environment and land Court. 

National Land Policy 

 

 

Article 45: The policy provides for compulsory acquisition as the power of 

the State to extinguish or acquire any title or other interest in land for a 

public purpose, subject to prompt payment of compensation 

National Land Commission 

(NLC) Act 

Section 5-6 outlines the functions and powers of the National Land 

Commission, among them, management of public land, and acquisition of 

land for public purpose.  

 

National Land Commission 

(NLC) Rules and 

Guidelines for the 

Assessment of Just 

Compensation 

The NLC Rules for just compensation are set out in the third schedule of 

the Land Regulations 2017. The Rules outlines the matters/factors that shall 

be considered in assessing just compensation, as follows: 

i) The market value of the asset of affected persons 

ii) Any damage sustained or likely to be sustained by affected persons at 

the time of the Commission’s taking possession of the land by reason 

of severing the land from his/her other land 

iii) Any damage sustained or likely to be sustained by affected persons at 

the time of the Commission’s taking possession of the land by reason 

of the acquisition injuriously affecting his/her other property, whether 

moveable or immoveable, in any other manner or his or her actual 

earnings. 

iv) Consequences of the Acquisition, any of the affected persons is or 

will be compelled to change his or her residence or place of business, 

reasonable expenses incidental to the change. 

v) Damage genuinely resulting from the diminution of the profits of the 

land between the date of publication in the Gazette of the notice of 

intention to acquire the land and the date the commission takes 

possession of the land. 

vi) Paragraph 2 of the Rules states that the market value of the land to be 
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acquired shall be the basis of the compensation Award. 

Paragraph 4 of the Rules states that ‘there shall be added a sum equal to 

fifteen (15) per cent of the market value to the amount of compensation as 

compensation for disturbance. 

Community Land Act The Act provides for the recognition, protection and registration of 

community land rights, management and administration of community land 

and the role of County Governments in relation to unregistered community 

land.  

Evictions and Resettlement 

Bill, 2014 

Bill proposes procedures for evictions and resettlement of displaced 

persons. Guiding principles of the Bill are:  Every person shall be protected 

from arbitrary eviction, Persons affected by an eviction should not be 

violated of their basic human rights and that evictions should be carried out 

in a humane manner, the state while carrying out eviction and resettlement, 

must observe the human dignity, equity, social justice, human rights, non- 

discrimination and protection of the marginalized and vulnerable groups 

and that every person has the right to administrative action that is 

expeditious, efficient, reasonable and procedurally fair 

Prevention, Protection and 

Assistance to Internally 

Displaced Persons and 

Affected Communities Act 

No. 56 of 2012. 

The Act defines Internally Displaced Persons as a person or group of 

persons who have been forced to leave their homes or places of habitual 

residence as a result of large scale development projects. Hence this project 

triggers the Act.  

 

According to article 5(2) and 6(3), the government shall prevent such 

displacements except where it is justified by overriding public interests. 

 

Article 12(1), authorizes the formation of a National Consultative 

Coordination Committee for internally displaced persons that can deal with 

matters that arise out of displacement and relocation. While article 22(1-5) 

explains the procedures for displacement induced by development projects, 

which should take into consideration the free and informed consent of the 

affected persons, among other matters.. 

Matrimonial Property Act This is an Act of parliament to provide for the rights and responsibilities of 

spouses in relation to matrimonial property. Matrimonial property includes 

the matrimonial home or homes and any other immovable and movable 

property jointly owned and acquired during the subsistence of the marriage. 

The Act, among other things, gives equal status of spouses to acquire, 

administer, hold, control, use and dispose of property whether movable or 

immovable. Thus if matrimonial proerty is compulsory acquired, both 

spouses will have equal share in the compensation awarded. 

Public Participation Bill, 

2018 

This Bill seeks to enhance, promote and facilitate public participation and 

democracy in governance processes and particularly to give effect to the 

principles of public participation as provided for in section 10 of the 

Constitution of Kenya. The guiding principles for public participation in 

this Bill, amongst others, is that the public, communities and organizations 

to be affected by a decision shall have a right to be consulted and involved 

in the decision making process. 

Valuers Act Cap 532 The Act guides the professional practice and conduct of a valuer in Kenya. 

The Act establishes the Valuers Registration Board (VRB) with the 
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responsibility of registering and regulating the activities and conduct of 

registered and licensed valuers. Section 21 of the valuers Act stipulates that 

no individual shall carry on business as practicing valuer in Kenya unless 

he/she is a registered and licensed valuer  

Institution of Surveyors of 

Kenya (ISK) Valuation 

Standards 

 

ISK Valuation standards contained in the Blue book sets guidelines for 

valuation practice with a view to raise the level of quality in the delivery of 

valuation services. The objective of the standards is to protect the integrity 

of the valuation profession, protect the public and consumers of valuation 

services and generally ensure high quality valuation services from all those 

practicing as valuers in Kenya. The standards ensure that all those 

practicing as valuers in Kenya possesses the necessary education and 

professional qualifications, are properly trained and adhere to some code of 

professional ethics. 

National Museums and 

Heritage Act (2006) 

This prohibits areas gazetted as heritage and historical monuments to be 

removed, defaced or interfered with in any manner 

Forest Conservation and 

Management Act(No.34 of 

2016) 

This prohibits any development projects that will interfere with ecosystems. 

 

4.2 International Regulations, Laws and Policies on Involuntary Resettlement 

Table 4: International Regulations, Laws and Policies on Involuntary Resettlement 

Policies/guidelines/standards Relevance to land acquisition and involuntary Resettlement 

World Bank Involuntary 

Resettlement policy OP 4.12 

World Bank Involuntary Resettlement (OP 4.12), deals with 

resettlement and emphasizes on:  

i). Public participation process  

ii). Project affected persons (PAPs), source of livelihood to be restored 

as it was before the start of project or even made better  

iii). Minimization of resettlement/relocation where feasible, to allow 

the persons displaced by the project the opportunity to share in project 

benefits as well as safeguarding their production systems.  

International Finance 

Corporation (IFC) 

Performance Standards on 

Environmental and Social 

Sustainability. 

 

 IFC has a set of eight (8) performance standards (PS) that aims to 

safeguard and cushion displaced persons from environmental and social 

risks.  These standards, however, apply to private sector projects that 

may potentially cause resettlement impacts. The relevant standards are; 

IFC PS 5 on land acquisition and involuntary resettlement; IFC PS 7 on 

indigenous peoples; and IFC PS 8 on Cultural Heritage. The guiding 

principles in these standards are; avoidance of the project, and when 

avoidance is not possible, minimize displacement by exploring 

alternative project designs, provision of relocation assistance and 

transition support to the PAPs, and compensation of indigenous people 

and cultural assets in a culturally appropriate manner, respectively. 

According to IFC standards, compensation of lost assets of the PAPs 

due to displacement should be at full replacement cost. 

ADB Involuntary 

Resettlement Policy  

The African Development Bank (ADB) policy emphasizes on: 

  

i). Minimizing the disruption of livelihood of the PAPs  
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 ii). Persons Affected by the Project (PAPS) are treated equitably, and 

that they share in the benefits of the project  

iii). Assistance to be given to a category of displaced persons who have 

no recognizable legal right or claim to the land they are occupying in 

the project area. 

International Valuation 

standards- IVS 2017 

The International Valuation Standards (IVS) are standards for 

undertaking valuation assignments using generally recognized and 

globally accepted concepts and principles that promote transparency 

and consistency in valuation practice. The IVS standards are set by the 

International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC) which is an 

independent, not-for-profit organization committed to advancing 

quality in the valuation profession. The objective of the IVSC is to 

build confidence and public trust in valuation by producing valuation 

standards and securing their universal adoption and implementation for 

the valuation of assets across the World. The IVS standards, among 

other things, specify valuation bases and approaches/ methods to be 

adopted and employed in the valuation of all asset categories. The IVS 

also sets general principles for valuers following the IVS regarding 

objectivity, integrity, judgment, competence and independence in 

carrying out professional valuation work. The current version of IVS is 

IVS 2017. 

Royal Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors (RICS) Global 

Valuation Standards (The 

Redbook) 

These standards are applicable in the United Kingdom and many other 

countries in the developed and developing countries. The standards are 

meant to guide professional valuers in the delivery of high quality 

valuation advice that meets the expectations and requirements of 

clients; of governments, regulatory bodies and other standard-setters; 

and of the public. 

European Valuation Standards These provide internationally recognized valuation standards and 

guidelines of valuation practice applicable in the European Union 

member countries. The standards provide the basis of carrying out 

market value, the valuation process and qualifications expected of a 

qualified valuer. 

 

4.3 Gap analysis of World Bank (WB) 0P 4.12 and Kenya laws 

68. Prior to the enactment of the Kenya Constitution 2010 and the formulation of the NLC rules 

and guidelines for the assessment of just compensation, there were glaring gaps between the 

provisions of Kenya laws and the World Bank’s safeguard policy requirements with regard to 

resettlement and compensation of PAPs. There was, for instance, no requirement under 

Kenya laws for consultation and public participation of PAPs and only PAPS with land titles 

were eligible for compensation. These gaps have now been addressed by the constitution and 

the NLC rules on assessment of just compensation. 
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69. Kenya laws, regulations and guidelines are, however, still not explicit on mechanisms for the 

full restoration of PAPs livelihoods. For instance, other than making provision for a 15% 

statutory addition for disturbance on top of market value of lost land and assets, Kenya law is 

unclear on specific measures that would constitute full restoration of the PAPs livelihoods 

and is left to the compensation valuer to decide. World Bank policy, however, provides for 

compensation for lost assets (land, structures etc.) at full replacement cost disregarding 

depreciation and taking into account transactional expenses in addition to other costs such as 

moving/transport cost, transitional/rehabilitation support, as appropriate. World Bank policy 

also recognizes other forms of support especially for VMGs like training and capacity 

development which are not explicitly provided in Kenya law. 

70. Under Kenya law, there is no explicit requirement for RAPs and Livelihood Restoration 

Plans (LRPs) to be prepared prior to project implementation, neither are the guidelines and 

activities of standard RAP preparation spelt out. As per World Bank, RAPs are required for 

projects that result in involuntary resettlement. Further the various forms of displacements 

(Physical and economic displacements) are defined and explained under World Bank but not 

defined under Kenya law. 

71. Kenya law does not explicitly provide for feasible alternative project designs to be 

considered to avoid or at least minimize physical or economic displacement; World Bank on 

the other hand explicitly requires that resettlement be minimized by exploring alternative 

project designs. Kenya laws are unclear on how a cut- off date is to be enforced. World Bank 

requires the project proponent and lead implementing agency to establish and enforce a cut- 

off date for eligibility for resettlement benefits which should be well documented and 

disseminated throughout the project area. Lastly, World Bank requires that appropriate 

grievance redress mechanisms (GRMs) be established at lower level to determine all 

resettlement and compensation issues. Under Kenya laws, compensation issues are referred 

to the Courts (Environment and Land Court). 

72. The following measures are proposed to bridge the identified gaps between Kenya laws and 

World Bank policy requirements: 

a) Specific RAPs to be prepared for the implementation of the KEMFSED projects should clearly 

specify measures and items that would result to full restoration of PAPs livelihood to include 

compensation of assets at full replacement cost, moving/transport allowance, rehabilitation cost, 

training and capacity building, as appropriate. 

b) The project proponents or lead implementing agency for KEMFSED should commit to preparing 

project specific RAPs and LRPs. 

c) The project proponents under KEMFSED should commit to avoiding or minimizing project 

impacts by exploring alternative project designs. 

d) Cut-off date for eligibility should be well documented and disseminated throughout the project 

area including relevant government ministries and KEMFSED participating county governments. 
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e) KEMFSED lead implementing agency to establish appropriate grievance redress mechanisms to 

sort out arising resettlement and compensation issues of PAPs at lower level before considering 

the courts. 
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5 LAND ACCESS, RESETTLEMENT AND COMPENSATION 

STRATEGY 

5.1 Land Access Approaches 

73. One of the aims of this RPF is to secure access to land to enable the KEMFSED related 

investment projects to be developed, implemented and operated. A proper strategy to ensure 

access to land and sources of development land should be devised. The strategy and source of 

land will depend on the magnitude of the project, the purpose and duration for which land is 

required, that is, either permanent or temporary occupation/use. Permanent occupation 

involves obtaining rights to access land for long term use, for example, in the construction of 

fishing port facilities, expansion/upgrading of fish landing centers and 

rehabilitation/upgrading of post- harvest fish processing facilities. Temporary occupation 

involves obtaining rights to access land for a limited period (the duration of the project 

activity) after which the land is returned to the land owner. Examples for which land may be 

temporary required is for storage of construction equipment and materials or where there is 

temporary restriction of access to the beaches/landing sites and PAPs are to be given 

alternative land to carry on with their businesses. Temporary land access may also be 

obtained to create alternative route to the beaches/ landing sites in case there is temporary 

closure of existing routes during construction of the projects. 

74. Whether land is required on a permanent or temporary basis, the following land access 

approaches may be employed: 

5.1.1 Negotiated Land Leasing  

75. This is where Land may be leased from willing land owners. Here KEMFSED project 

proponents or lead implementing agency will enter into tenancy agreements directly with the 

project affected persons for a tenancy period defined by the construction period of the project 

but not more than 21 years. 

5.1.2 License  

76. PAPs may give permission/license to the project proponents to occupy and use their lands for 

a certain period of time. This land access approach may work well where land is to be 

occupied for a very short period, say storing construction equipment/ materials, or creating 

temporary access/route to the beaches/ landing sites. 

5.1.3 Easements/ Rights of Way 

77. Easements and rights of way permit someone to use the land of another either to lay pipes or 

build infrastructure like road. This land access approach may be used if land is required to 

create access route to the beach or fish landing site or to expand and improve the existing 

routes. 
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5.1.4 Negotiated land purchase  

78. Where the KEMFSED project proponent or lead implementing agency will purchase land 

from PAPs on a willing buyer-willing seller basis. The land price offered will be at current 

market value as determined by a registered valuer. The physical possession of the land will 

be taken only after price offered is fully paid. The land to be purchased must be free of all 

encroachment and other encumbrances. 

5.1.5 Voluntary Land Donation (VLD). 

79. Land for development of KEMFSED projects may be voluntary donated by the lead 

implementing agency i.e. the State Department for Fisheries and the Blue Economy (SDF-

BE). Land may also be donated by the respective County Government; the community may 

also donate land or voluntary land donation by private land owners.  The KEMFSED projects 

that can benefit from voluntary land donation may include improvements/ upgrading of 

landing sites, construction of parking yards for motor cycles, lorries and pick- ups that come 

to carry fish to the markets, construction of fishing port facilities, construction of new and 

improvement of existing post-harvest fish handling and processing facilities, cold storage 

facilities and waste recycling plants. 

80. Where land for KEMFSED is to be voluntary donated, the voluntary land donation process 

must comply with the World Bank principles as follows: 

• The infrastructure must not be site specific. 

• The impacts must be minor, that is, involve no more than 10 percent of the area of any 

holding and require no physical relocation of people. 

• The land required to meet technical project criteria must be identified by the affected 

community, not by the executing agency (nonetheless, technical authorities can help ensure 

that the land is appropriate for project purposes and that the project will produce no health or              

environmental safety hazards). 

• The land in question must be in the absolute ownership of the donor free of squatters, 

encroachers, or other claims or encumbrances. 

• Verification (for example, notarized or witnessed statements) of the voluntary nature of land 

donations must be obtained from each person donating land. 

• If any loss of income or physical displacement is envisaged, verification of voluntary 

acceptance of community-devised mitigatory measures must be obtained from those expected 

to be adversely affected. 

• If community services are to be provided under the project, land title must be vested in the 

community, or appropriate guarantees of public access to services must be given by the 

private titleholder. 

• Grievance redress mechanisms must be available. 

Process of Voluntary Land Donation 

81. The procedure of voluntary land donation should be as transparent as possible with all efforts 

being made to comply with the World Bank principles above. Usually the KEMFSED lead 

implementing agency i.e. SDF-BE is expected to initiate the land donation process by 
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identifying genuine land title holders willing to donate land. SDE-BE will verify their 

willingness and be sure that they have no hidden motives. The land is then investigated to 

ensure it is suitable for the intended project. This may involve carrying out geotechnical 

surveys and title searches at the respective land registry where the land is registered to ensure 

that it is free from all legal and other forms of encumbrances. A formal subdivision is then 

carried out by a licensed surveyor to create two titles. The title for the donated land is 

formally transferred and registered in the name of SDF-BE. The remaining title is handed 

back to the private land donor. 

Voluntary Donation of Unregistered Community Land in Kenya. 

82. Where the land to be donated for KEMFSED is unregistered community land as defined in 

community Land Act in Kenya, the land donation process must comply with the guidelines 

for voluntary donation of land in Community Driven Development Projects (CDD) projects 

in Kenya. The guidelines are listed in Box 2 of Annex 4: World Bank Approach to Voluntary 

Land Donation for Unregistered Community Land in Kenya and Community Land 

Resolution and Consent Form for VLD. 

5.1.6 Compulsory land acquisition/Expropriation 

83. Compulsory acquisition of land also known as expropriation should be minimal but is still a 

viable option of availing land for the KEMFSED projects. Compulsory land acquisition 

should only be used if other land access approaches are not feasible. It is expected that  the 

compulsory land acquisition process will be led by the National Land Commission (NLC) in 

accordance with Kenya laws and will comply with Article 40’(3) of the constitution of Kenya 

which  empowers the government to acquire land (private or community) compulsorily for 

public benefit upon prompt payment in full, of just compensation. 

Process of compulsory Land Acquisition in Kenya 

84. The process of compulsory land acquisition in Kenya is spelt out in the Land Act No. 6 of 

2012-part VIII section 107 empowers the National Land Commission (NLC) to acquire land 

compulsorily. The acquiring public body which is the KEMFSED lead implementing agency 

i.e. The SDF-BE shall write to the Cabinet Secretary (CS) responsible for Lands and Physical 

Planning requesting the compulsory acquisition of the land. If the CS is satisfied that the land 

is actually needed for the said public purpose or the land acquisition is in public interest, the 

CS shall instruct/direct the NLC to acquire the land compulsorily. The acquiring public body 

may also write directly to the Chairman of the National Land Commission (NLC) and if 

satisfied that the intended acquisition is for public interest/benefit, the NLC chairman will 

initiate the land acquisition process. NLC will cause a notice of intention to acquire the land 

to be published in the Kenya Gazette informing affected land owners that the government 

intends to acquire their land. The notice indicates the plot numbers and areas acquired and 

the names of persons affected. This notice is served on every person who appears interested 
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in the land. The NLC shall appoint a date not earlier than thirty days and not later than twelve 

months after the publication of the notice to acquire for the holding of an inquiry for the 

claims to compensation by persons interested in the land. The persons affected by the 

acquisition are requested to submit claims on or before the date of inquiry. At the Inquiry 

(public hearing), claims to compensation are made and ownership and identification 

documents provided. The NLC and its valuers then inspect the land and value it to determine 

the validity of the claims submitted. In most cases, the inspections and valuations by NLC 

valuers take place before the day of the inquiry. After valuation, separate award is given to 

any person interested in the land. The award letter shows the following:   

a) The land reference number/ Plot number 

b) The area of the land to be acquired 

c) The value of the land and improvements 

d) The amount of total compensation 

e) The person to whom payment will be made 

85. NLC then issues and serves a notice of award on each person who has been determined as 

interested in the land. The NLC through the acquiring public body pays compensation as 

soon as practical. After the award has been made, the commission takes possession of the 

land by serving on every person interested in the land a notice that on a specified date which 

shall not be later than sixty days after the award has been made, possession of the land and 

the title to the land will vest in the Government. Affected persons not satisfied with the 

awards can appeal to the Environment and Land Court created under the Environment and 

Land court Act No. 19 of 2011. 

5.2 Resettlement and Compensation Strategy 

86. World Bank safeguard policies on involuntary resettlement require project owners to avoid 

the disturbance and displacement of human populations, but where such disturbance is 

unavoidable, a proper resettlement and compensation strategy should be in place to ensure 

that people who are physically or economically displaced as a result of a project end up no 

worse off and preferably better off than they were before the project was undertaken. The 

resettlement strategy may entail giving affected persons and groups adequate compensation 

in cash for lost assets and livelihood restoration to ensure that they acquire similar assets 

elsewhere or offering affected persons alternative replacement land where they can re locate 

to re-establish and continue with their lives. Where the strategy is cash compensation, there is 

need to ensure that the assets of the affected persons are valued through a process which is 

fair, equitable and transparent and that meets the requirements of local (Kenyan) and 

international valuation standards, as well as local and international policies and guidelines on 

involuntary resettlement. Where the resettlement strategy is to offer alternative replacement 

land, identification of several possible relocation sites and preparation of the replacement 
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land is critical to ensure that the displaced persons enjoy the same level of amenities and land 

productivity as before or even better. 

87. A proper resettlement strategy should also ensure that the resettlement process is adequately 

planned and managed. Resettlement planning and management is a systematic process with 

the ultimate goal of obtaining and sustaining a project’s public acceptance and social license 

to operate. Without proper planning and management, involuntary resettlement may result in 

long term hardships for affected people and environmental damage to the locations in which 

they are resettled. Through proper resettlement planning, a project proponent can enhance the 

developmental impact of a project and thereby improve the living standards of affected 

people. 

88. A typical resettlement planning process for the KEMFSED project will consist of the 

following phases, among others:  

i. Screening/ Rapid impact scoping- This will be done to minimize potential land related 

impacts. The screening will assess ways to avoid or minimize impacts in consultation with 

affected population. Screening will entail detailed investigation of affected land to ascertain 

whether the land is suitable for the intended project, carrying out due diligence to ascertain 

ownership claims, and a critical look of the intended projects with the view of identifying 

potential impacts. 

ii. RAP development- This will involve collection of base line data, community/stakeholder 

engagement where project proponent will explain the potential benefits of the projects and 

risks and measures already put in place to cushion against those risks. The aim of the 

engagements are  to obtain the project’s social license to operate, identification of affected 

persons/groups including VMGs and affected assets and their livelihood practices, 

determination of compensation rates for lost assets, preparation of livelihood restoration 

plans(LRPs),  identification, investigation and preparation of resettlement land/site and 

securing the land. The deliverable in this phase will be a Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) or 

Abbreviated RAP that will be submitted to the government/project proponent and project 

financier for approval. The RAP will be specific to particular project. 

iii. Implementation Phase- Once the RAP is approved, a compensation and resettlement 

agreement will be signed with affected persons/groups, construction of resettlement housing 

(if necessary and especially for VMGs), completion of physical relocation and 

implementation of livelihood restoration plan will commence. 

iv. Monitoring and Evaluation Phase- Although not a distinct phase, the ongoing monitoring 

and final auditing activities are important quality assurance mechanisms to guide and direct 

the planning and implementation phases in relation to agreed outcomes. 

5.3 Compensation and Valuation Principles 

89. The potentially affected persons and groups under KEMFSED are entitled to fair and 

adequate compensation for losses as a result of displacement.  The compensation package 

must take cognizance not only of the value of the lost assets, but also the disturbance/ 

disruption the resettlement is likely to cause.  The compensation and valuation process 

should conform to national (Kenyan) and international laws and policies on compensation 
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and involuntary resettlement as specified in Part 3 on Legal and policy context.  For example, 

Kenya Constitution (Article 3) states that where land is compulsorily acquired for a public 

purpose or in public interest, just compensation should be paid in full and promptly. 

Provision should be made to pay compensation not only to title holders but also to occupants 

in good faith of the land acquired. Compensation does not extend to any property which has 

been acquired unlawfully. 

90. For purposes of valuation and compensation, all the assets of the PAPs and their income 

sources should be identified with close consultation and participation of the PAPs to ensure 

fairness, equity and transparency. The assets should be valued by qualified valuers using 

generally accepted valuation principles and procedures that conform to national (Kenyan) 

valuation standards and the international valuation standards. The valuers to carry out the 

valuation of the assets must be full members of the Institution of Surveyors of Kenya (ISK) 

in the Valuation and Estate Management Surveyors Chapter and registered under the Valuers 

Act CAP 532 of the laws of Kenya. The valuers must also possess current annual practicing 

license issued by the Valuers Registration Board (VRB) of Kenya. 

91. In the preparation of resettlement and compensation packages for the potentially affected 

persons and groups under the KEMFSED project, all the seven (7) resettlement principles 

specified in section 1.3 on principles and objectives of resettlement policy Framework will 

apply.  In addition, the following compensation and valuation principles shall apply: 

• Valuation of assets will be at full replacement cost. Depreciation of the assets will not be taken 

into consideration. 

• Valuation of assets must separate the different interests in the asset under review. Each interest 

must be valued in terms of fairness and adequacy. For instance, where there are tenants in an 

affected asset, their interest will be captured and valued separately. 

• Land will be valued separately from any improvements to facilitate the valuation of separate 

interests and allow for the establishment of consistent land rates across the project. 

• Where replacement land is offered, the offer must include all transactional expenses associated 

with the acquisition of replacement land, including titling and transfer fees and required taxes. 

• Where replacement housing is offered, it must be of a better quality than the one lost and should 

be appropriate in terms of the culture of the affected person. 

• Annual crops are not valued if sufficient notice is given to harvest the crops.  

•  The value of salvaged materials at the time of resettlement will not be deducted from 

compensation. 

• A statutory allowance of 15% shall be added on compensation amounts for each affected asset 

category as compensation for disturbance to conform to Kenya laws (see NLC rules on 

assessment of just compensation 2017 in part 3 of this RPF report). 

 

5.4 Categories of Potentially Affected Land & Assets. 

92. From data and information gathered during the field survey in the KEMSFED project 

Counties, the following are the categories of potentially affected land and assets: 
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a) Urban and agriculture land (registered and unregistered, formal and informal ownership) 

b) Permanent and temporary residential shelter made of coral stones walls/GCI roof, timber/wood 

walls/ thatch roof, mud/wattle walls/ thatch/grass roof, cement screed floors/earth floors, GCI 

walls and roof, among other building materials types that the consultant observed during field 

survey 

c) Permanent and temporary business shelters with similar building materials as above 

d) Permanent office buildings owned by the national and the county governments 

e) Permanent and temporary animal holding structures e.g. animal sheds, water pads, crushes/spray 

races, dips etc.  

f) Fish ponds, fishing boats and canons, and nets, basket trap, fish line with hooks, spear gun, 

octopus fishing gear, flippers and other equipment used for fishing 

g) Crops both food crops and tree crops and horticulture crops. Some examples of crops that we 

observed and heard from the key informants include:  

i. Food crops- maize (zea mays), cowpeas (Vigna unguiculata), green grams (vigna 

aureans), cassava (manihot esculenta), sweet potatoes (Ipomoea batatas), beans, Rice 

etc 

ii. Horticulture crops- Water melons, pawpaws, bananas, mangoes, kale (Sukuma wiki), 

spinach, Amarantha (mchicha) etc 

iii. Tree crops- coconut (cocos nucifera), cashewnuts (Anncadium occadentale) Bixa, 

oranges (citrus sinensis) etc 

h) Indigenous trees, medicinal trees, spiritual trees, exotic trees and indigenous fruit trees with 

examples as follows: 

i. Indigenous (listed trees) eg Mbambakofi (Afzelia cuzinsis), Mkarabai, Mrini, 

Mkelekele, mfudu, Mkoko (mangrove tree species), Mpingo, Mbuyu (Baobab tree) 

ii. Medicinal trees eg mkoko (mangrove), Moringa etc 

iii. Spiritual trees eg Bamboo tree, Baobab tree etc 

iv. Indigeneous fruit trees eg Mpera (Guava), Mkungu, Mkembwa, Mkwaju (Tamarind 

tree), Mkoma, Mkuyu etc 

v. Exotic trees eg Ashoka tree, Neem tree (Mharubaini tree), Casuarina tree, 

Eucalyptus.  

i) Animals e.g. cattle i.e. dairy and beef cattle, exotic breeds eg Friesians, traditional breeds eg Short 

horn zebus, and crosses; goats, sheep( very few in the coastal counties), poultry e.g. broillers, 

ducks,turkeys, Geese, guinea folds( kanga); pigs and bee- keeping mostly in the mangrove trees; 

camels, donkey, Rabits etc 

j) Cultural/religious assets eg shrines (traditional shrines e.g. Mizimu cultural/spiritual site in 

Majaoni Shanzu near Mtwapa creek, Magwagwa (spiritual caves in Msambweni), Mgombani 

(cultural heritage site in Tana Delta whose importance is fish and Bird species breeding), modern 

churches, mosques; historical buildings in wasini, old town Mombasa and historical trees in 

Wasini island. 

k) Sacred forest eg kaya forests for the Miji -Kenda 

l) Graves and grave yards 

m) Tangible non- market assets e.g. historical buildings, churches and Mosques, Jetty, floating jetty, 

bridges (wooden and concrete bridges) e.g there was a concrete bridge in Lunga- Lunga in Kwale 

County, wooden bridge in Ozi Village in Kipini, Tana Delta. 

n) Intangible non- market assets e.g. benefits of recreation on sand beaches, sport fishing, diving, 

snockling ( swimming in the ocean), sand bathing, beach sports eg volley ball, net ball; Sunset 

seeing, hunting and gathering wild fruits in the kaya forest, spiritual benefits of forests, caves, 

trees, carbon sequestration( carbon capture by trees, soils and ocean). 
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o) Commonly held assets e.g. community/ Public toilets, Grazing pasture, communal infrastructure 

like roads, bridges, water wells, boreholes, bridges, community hospitals and schools, rivers. 

5.5 Factors to Consider when Valuing Potentially Affected Assets and Quantifying Loss 

of Livelihoods 

93. The following factors may be taken into consideration when valuing potentially affected 

assets in the KEMFSED project counties: 

i. For land and physical assets consider the physical attributes e.g. size, condition, construction 

materials, location and neighborhood characteristics 

ii. For crops consider the type of crop (i.e. whether food crop or cash crop or annual or perennial 

crop), stage of maturity and economic uses and life of the crop, among other factors. Crop 

compensation rates may be obtained from the County Department of Agriculture/ Ministry of 

Agriculture. 

iii. For structures consider structure type, design type, quality of construction materials, size and use 

of the structure. 

iv. For trees consider tree species, whether indigenous or exotic tree, soft or hard wood, stage of 

maturity, age of tree, diameter of tree and trunk height, as well as the economic or otherwise 

benefits of the tree. Tree compensation rates may be obtained from the Kenya Forest Service- 

General Service order 

v. For businesses consider income/ profit generated or likely to be generated and, stock and other 

assets which are part of the business enterprise. 

vi. For cultural assets including graves consider cultural practices and ceremonies performed, among 

other factors. 

vii. For sacred kaya forests, Kaya elders stated very clearly that they cannot allow even a single part 

of the forest to be destroyed or cutting of trees. That they cannot accept any compensation and 

that it is a taboo to cut/destroy the kaya forest.  

viii. For animals, consider the breed/species, age of the animal, carcass weight or cold dressed weight 

for beef animals, milk production, lactation period and butter/fat content for dairy cows, egg 

production for poultry etc. 

ix. For pasture land and ranches consider the carrying capacity (cc) and tropical livestock unit (TLU) 

for the county. CC and TLU measures the ability of pasture or ranch land to support one livestock 

unit for a year without exhausting it. This RPF advices RAP experts for the specific KEMFSED 

projects to try to establish the CC and TLU rates for the pasture land being valued. C.C. and TLU 

rates can be obtained from the County Department of Livestock. 

x. For livelihood restoration, it depends on whether the affected persons are physically displaced, or 

permanent or temporary loss of source of livelihood or restriction of access to income assets. 

Where persons are physically displaced, it is important to consider additional payments like 

transport/moving expenses and some kind of transitional support that would cater for the person 

for the period before they’re establish their lives and businesses afresh. Displaced persons who 

are vulnerable and with special needs require preferential treatments and handling e.g. provide 

additional assistance like free labour to build new structures, assist in searching for alternative 

land and assist in looking for means of transport to relocate their belongings to the new site, and 

any other relevant assistance to be determined on a case by case basis. 
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5.6 Methods of Valuing Affected Assets and Quantifying Loss of Livelihoods 

94. While there are valuation methods and approaches recommended for asset valuation in local 

(Kenyan) and international valuation standards, both Kenya laws and international policies 

on involuntary resettlement are not explicit on the particular valuation method/s and 

procedures to be used in valuing each affected asset category. Registered and qualified 

professional valuers are therefore free to use valuation methodologies and livelihood 

restoration approaches which will lead to a fair and equitable determination of asset values 

and full restoration of livelihoods of the potentially affected persons. The valuation methods 

and livelihood restoration approaches adopted should be explained to the PAPs using simple 

language so that they fully understand how their asset values will be arrived at. 

95. Kenya and international valuation standards (IVS) recognize three (3) main valuation 

methods; the Cost Approach, Market Approach and the Income Approach. Each of the three 

valuation methods may be applied in the valuation of various categories of properties and 

assets. The goal in selecting valuation approaches and methods for an asset is to find the 

most appropriate method under the particular circumstances. No one method is suitable in 

every possible situation. The choice of a valuation method for valuing a particular asset 

category depends on the type of asset, the purpose of the valuation and availability of reliable 

and appropriate information and data needed to apply the method. Valuers are not required to 

use more than one method for the valuation of an asset, particularly when the valuer has a 

high degree of confidence in the accuracy and reliability of a single method, given the facts 

and circumstances of the valuation engagement. However, valuers should consider the use of 

multiple approaches and methods and more than one valuation approach or methods should 

be considered and may be used to arrive at an indication of value, particularly when there are 

insufficient factual or observable inputs for a single method to produce a reliable conclusion. 

Where more than one approach and method is used, the conclusion of value based on those 

multiple approaches and/or methods should be reasonable and the process of analyzing and 

reconciling the differing values into a single conclusion, without averaging, should be 

described by the valuer in the valuation report.  Below is a description of each of the main 

valuation methods: 

96. Market Approach: This method of valuation is also known as the sales comparison method 

or comparative sales method. It is the simplest and most direct method of valuation of assets. 

It is the most realistic method, since it derives from what other similar/comparable property 

assets have recently sold in the market. The method involves comparing the asset to be 

valued with the prices obtained for other similar/comparable assets sold earlier in the general 

area the subject property is located. The method is premised on the assumption that no 

prudent buyer would pay for an asset more than what other similar or comparable assets have 

recently sold in the market. The method is mostly applicable where there are active 

transactions of the subject asset or other similar assets in the market.  However, the market 
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approach may not fully align with the World Bank/ IFC requirements for full replacement 

cost not including depreciation and including any transactional costs and may therefore need 

to be adjusted accordingly to meet World Bank/IFC requirements of Full Replacement Cost. 

97. Cost Approach: The cost approach also known as the contractors or Summation method 

provides an indication of value using the economic principle that a buyer will pay no more 

for an asset than the cost to obtain an asset of equal utility, whether by purchase or by 

construction. The approach provides an indication of value by calculating the current 

replacement or reproduction cost of an asset and making deductions for physical 

deterioration and all other relevant forms of obsolescence. Where depreciation and other 

forms of obsolescence are not deducted, the value indication is the gross or full replacement 

cost.  

98. Income Approach: The income approach also known as the income capitalization method or 

investment method of valuation provides an indication of value by converting future cash 

flow from an investment asset to a single current value. Under the income approach, the 

value of an asset is determined by reference to the value of income, cash flow or cost savings 

generated by the asset. The method is used to value assets which produce income or those 

which are currently not producing income but are capable of producing income. The value of 

such property will depend on the amount of income being produced or capable of being 

produced over a given period of time. The income being generated by the property during 

that period is converted into a capital value at the date of valuation through a process called 

capitalization or discounting. The final discounted value obtained is called the present value 

or worth of that property. The method is thus premised on the assumption that no prudent 

buyer would buy a property more than the present value of the series or flow of incomes 

which are being generated or expected to be generated by the property asset.  

99. Apart from the IVS recommended methods, there are other approaches that a valuer can 

employ to arrive at the value of an asset:  

100. Profits/ Accounts Method: This method is almost like the income method of valuation 

and is preferred in the valuation of business enterprises e.g. shops, hotels or any other 

commercial venture that is producing or capable of producing some profits. The volume of 

business sales in such properties determine the level of profits and profits in turn determines 

the value someone will pay for that property. The amount of net profits (gross profits minus 

expenses) is capitalized just like in the income approach to obtain the present value or the 

worth of the asset.  

101. Residual Method: This method is used to obtain the value of a vacant land site with 

potential for development or re- development potential. The method is also suitable where 

there are no comparable sales of vacant plots in the area. The method provides indication of 

the maximum value for such a site. The method is purely based on assumptions. The valuer 
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assumes a development to be put on the site and estimates the value of such a development. 

From the gross development value, the valuer subtracts the expected development costs and 

developer’s profit and what remains is the maximum value of the vacant land that reflects the 

site’s potential for development.  

102. Contingent Valuation Method: This method is used in the valuation of assets which are 

not traded in the open market. The method is survey based and it involves asking people 

direct questions on how much they are willing to pay (WTP) for a particular asset or how 

much they are willing to be compensated for the loss of a particular asset. The method may 

be applied in the valuation of environmental benefits of natural resources, assets with 

spiritual values, graves, historical sites and monuments, public parks, rivers and lakes. The 

method is however, highly subjective, time consuming and expensive to implement.  It is not 

recommended for use in the respective RAPs. 
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6 PREPARATION OF RESETTLEMENT ACTION PLANS (RAPs) 

AND LIVELIHOOD RESTORATION PLANS (LRPs) 

6.1 Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) 

103. A Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) shall be prepared for specific projects under 

KEMFSED where there is potential displacement of persons and groups. A RAP is defined 

as a document that explains the procedures and processes that the project proponent intents to 

undertake to ensure the proposed project does not adversely affect persons who ordinarily 

reside and derive their livelihoods in the project area. A RAP also explains what the project 

proponent intends to do to ensure the potentially affected communities derive full benefits 

from the project. The RAP/s is the project proponent’s commitment to the Government, the 

project funder and to the potentially affected people that it will meet its obligations from 

involuntary resettlement. The RAP(s) must identify the full range of people affected by the 

project and justify their displacement ‘after consideration of alternatives that would minimize 

or avoid displacement’ and should take cognizance of the principles of this RPF. The content 

of the RAP will depend on the magnitude of the intended project and anticipated impacts. 

Where the project’s impacts are expected to be minimal, an Abbreviated Resettlement Action 

Plan (ARAP) will be prepared instead. 

6.1.1 Process for Screening of sub-projects, preparing and approval of RAPs 

104. One of the components of project launching will be to conduct an assessment of the 

social impacts of each sub-project. The assessment will help principally to determine which 

mitigation measures to be taken; and secondly to establish whether or not detailed 

resettlement action plans with timetables and budgets should be prepared. While KEMFSED 

project may not involve much land acquisition on components which are on public land such 

as landing sites, there will be non-the-less encroachments on these parcels of land. However, 

it is in components 2 and 3 where expected physical investments may potentially cause 

physical displacements and disruption of community livelihoods that may need massive 

restoration. A key task to be conducted under this process is a household survey describing 

the extent of the social impacts. The social survey should contain general household data that 

include family size, gender and age information; education; occupation; land ownership, 

tenure arrangements and so forth. In addition to describing standard household 

characteristics, socio-economic surveys should describe: 

a) The names of affected families 

b) The magnitude of displacement; 

c) Information on the full resource base of the affected community;  

d) The extent to which the groups will experience total or partial loss of assets; 

e) Public infrastructure and social services that will be affected; 

f) Formal and informal institutions (such as community organizations, ritual groups etc.) that can 

assist with designing and implementing the resettlement programs; and  
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g) Attitudes on resettlement options. 

105. The survey will estimate the extent to which the affected families will experience loss of 

assets, including control over resources, as well as infrastructure and social services 

available. The survey should further describe local organizations and institutions in place 

(religious groups, youth groups, women groups, councils of elders, etc.) which could later 

participate in planning and implementation of the resettlement options. Expected changes in 

demography and health impacts should also be addressed. A cutoff date will also be 

proclaimed in order to avoid an influx of people trying to take advantage of the compensation 

and resettlement. That means, a date from which eligibility for compensation will be 

terminated.  New inhabitants coming to the project affected areas will not be considered for 

compensation. Photographs of PAPs and their assets will be taken to supplement 

identification and enable transparency with respect to material assets. The census survey data 

will assist in preparing the micro plans for each PAP and will be used to monitor the success 

of the RAP process. 

106. The loss of land or structures often implies that those who lived on the land need to 

relocate to other areas within or without the locality.  A critical task of the social impact 

assessment will be to monitor timely disbursement of compensation to enable PAPs who will 

lose their land purchase alternative land. The principles of compensation/resettlement 

addressed in earlier sections of this RPF will be triggered wherever there will be land 

acquisition and adverse social impacts. However, should the social assessment findings 

reveal that a relatively large number of more than 200 people are affected by a sub-project 

then a Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) will have to be prepared KEMFSED being a public 

project, OP 4.12 will be triggered wherever there will be involuntary land acquisition and 

resettlement and /or compensation and adverse social impacts. However, it allows for an 

abbreviated resettlement plan (ARP) to be prepared for situations where the impacts on the 

entire displaced population is minor (i.e. affected people are not physically displaced and less 

than 10% of their productive assets are lost) or fewer than 200 people are displaced. The 

components of the RAP or ARAP will depend on the magnitude of the intended project and 

anticipated impacts. As a minimum, however, the RAP(s) will be required to include the 

following essential components: 

• Identification of project impacts and affected persons and groups; 

• A base line social economic survey of project area/s; 

• A legal framework for land acquisition and compensation; 

• A compensation framework; 

• A description of resettlement and relocation assistance and restoration of livelihood activities 

where PAPs are affected appreciably; 

• A detailed budget; 

• An implementation schedule; 

• A description of organizational responsibilities; 

• A framework for public consultation, participation, and development planning; 
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• A description of provisions for redress of grievances; and 

• A framework for monitoring, evaluation and reporting. 

107. Once specific RAPs for KEMFSED are prepared, they will be approved by the lead 

implementing agency i.e. SDF-BE and the project funder before implementation. 

6.1.2 Capacity Strengthening for RAP Implementation 

108. Effective implementation of the RAP as well as other components of KEMFSED will 

require adequate capacity enhancement within the implementing institutions and other 

stakeholders. There is thus need for capacity building across the project implementing 

structures at the National, County and Community levels. In order to effectively carry out the 

RAP management responsibilities for subproject implementation, institutional strengthening 

will be required. Capacity building will encompass all KEMFSED staff and sub-project 

implementing agencies and technical agents. Therefore, as part of RAP process, KEMFSED 

will facilitate the preparation of a training plan and training modules for the project staff and 

relevant advisory committees at national and county levels, and the beneficiary groups as 

appropriate. The training needs identified include but not limited to the following: 

a) Public consultations in the RAP preparation process 

b) Community mobilization/participation and social inclusion  

c) Training on how to generate baseline data  

d) Training impact analysis and impact rating  

e) Awareness creation on basis of compensation assessment for various assets 

f) Awareness creation on basis of restoration of livelihoods 

g) Design of appropriate sub-project mitigation measures.  

h) Design of appropriate monitoring indicators for the sub-project’s mitigation measures  

i) Integration of sub-project RAPs into the KEMFSED’s cycles during their project 

implementation stages.  

j) Grievance Redress Mechanism  

k) Monitoring and evaluation process 

 

109. The timelines for the activities will be determined during RAP preparation, and the 

stakeholder participation will be based on the needs for each level as summarized in the table 

5: 

Table 5: Capacity Building Needs 

Level  Key target groups   Type Training / Activity 

National level  National Steering 

Committee  

National Technical 

Advisory Committee  

Public consultation 

Sensitization on the RPF  

Compensation assessment process 

Restoration of livelihoods  

Monitoring and evaluation indicators 

County level  County Project Steering 

Committee,  

County Project Technical 

Sensitization on the RPF  

Compensation assessment process 

Restoration of livelihoods Social  
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Advisory Committee with 

line department and 

ministries at the county 

level  

Application of the screening checklists,  

Conflict resolution and the grievance redress 

mechanism  

Social Audits  

Citizen/stakeholder engagement  

Decision making on screening results  

Monitoring and evaluation indicators 

Community 

level  

Community level 

structures (value chain 

producer organizations, 

community interest 

groups, vulnerable and 

marginalized groups, and 

the community 

development 

committees).  

Compensation assessment process 

Restoration of livelihoods Social  

Sensitization on equity and inclusivity with respect to 

VMGs and gender screening 

Conflict resolution mechanisms 

Participatory M & E and reporting  

Lobby and advocacy for PAPs 

Enhancing enterprise groups BMUs, farmers, tourist 

enterprises)  

Training on financial management of compensation 

funds  

 

6.2 Livelihood Restoration Plans (LRPs) 

110. The aim of livelihood restoration is to ensure that the livelihoods of people affected by 

land acquisition for project infrastructure development or inherent restriction are maintained 

at the same level, and preferably, improved – both in terms of sustainability and standard. In 

addition, it aims to ensure that the standard of living is improved for the poor and vulnerable. 

According to the World Bank, restoration of livelihoods of PAPs means not only restoring 

incomes but also the capacity in relation to human, social, financial, natural and physical 

resources (or capital). A proper LRP should thus be formulated prior to project 

implementation to ensure that all facets of PAPs livelihoods are captured and taken into 

consideration in the compensation and entitlement matrix for the PAPs. An LRP for a project 

may be prepared as a separate document or may be a component of a RAP. Where projects or 

sub projects are not anticipated to generate physical displacements or re location of people, 

but loss or restrictions of access to livelihood sources are expected, then only a LRP should 

be prepared.   A typical livelihood restoration planning process for the KEMFSED project 

will consist of the following phases, among others: 

i. Census: A census will be undertaken to identify eligible land owners and users (i.e. formal and 

informal land users/owners and vulnerable groups) that are entitled to compensation and 

livelihood assistance. The census and socioeconomic baseline survey will entail further defining 

the characteristics of the affected land owners and users.  

ii. Socio-economic survey: A socio-economic survey will be undertaken to obtain data on affected 

land owners/ users (including any informal people), trades and business or any houses that its’ 

rights of way will be affected. A series of data will be collected from PAPs including: household 

composition; age; source of income (including number of livestock); place of residence; gender (a 
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separate survey and consultation will be conducted to ensure women’s concerns and needs are 

taken into account in the implementation of livelihood restoration plan); number of years 

working; access to telephones / mobile phones; education; health; seasonal variations (if any); 

including status of seasonal workers at lands; views on type of assistance they would prioritise 

(i.e. assistance to access farming equipment, assistance to access loans.); and eligibility –

eligibility criteria.  

 

iii. Stakeholder consultation: A series of stakeholder engagement activities will be undertaken in 

order to develop the livelihood restoration plan and complete the process. The consultation 

activities will cover all the affected land owners and users (including any informal people and 

local businesses).  

111. Development of livelihood restoration plan: The livelihood restoration plan will be developed and 

implemented prior to land acquisition and agreement with the KEMFSED PAPs and will be specific 

to project the livelihood restoration, compensation and entitlements for PAPs in the 

KEMFSED project has been presented in the entitlement matrix in Table 6.  
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7 ELIGIBILITY AND ENTITLEMENTS 

112. In RAP and LRP preparation, the identification of persons and groups who are likely to 

be affected by the project is important as it protects the project owner against unanticipated 

or exaggerated claims from individuals who have spurious (false) eligibility for re- settlement 

benefits.  Such spurious claimants may not only make the project expensive, but also, 

mediation of such claims can cause significant delays in project implementation. In some 

cases, spurious claims to eligibility for resettlement benefits may lead to the abandonment of 

the project. Thus, it is important to understand from the onset who owns what and where, and 

who does what in order to appreciate the nature and severity of impacts potentially affected 

persons will experience in case of loss of assets or restrictions of access to assets occasioned 

by the implementation of the project.  An identification of project affected persons and 

impacts the project is likely to cause them is crucial in the design of appropriate 

compensation and entitlements necessary for the full restoration of the PAPs livelihood.  In 

trying to identify persons who are eligible for resettlement benefits, a good strategy which is 

a World Bank requirement is setting a cut- off date which is a deadline date for potentially 

affected persons to declare all their interests, assets and livelihoods likely to be affected. The 

date of census of affected persons is usually considered as the cut-off-date for World Bank 

projects. Any person moving into the land located within the specific location of the project 

after this cut-off date will not be eligible for compensation, relocation and livelihood 

restoration and rehabilitation entitlements. It is proposed in this RPF that the SDF-BE who 

are the lead implementing agency for the KEMFSED will establish a cut-off date which will 

be disclosed to the PAPs through consultative meetings, focus group discussions (FGD)and 

field surveys, and formalized through documentation and disclosure of reports. 

113. During the field survey in the KEMFSED project counties, the consultant was able to 

identify potential KEMFSED category of PAPs presented earlier in section 2.7 in this RPF. 

The consultant was also able to identify potential KEMFSED project impacts in section 2.8 

and categories of potentially affected land and assets in section 4.4; and income sources and 

livelihood practices in sub-section 2.6.8 of this RPF report.  

114.  It should be noted that these categories of PAPs, potential impacts, livelihood practices 

and affected assets is not exhaustive and therefore RAP/LRP experts for specific KEMFSED 

projects will be required to identify PAPs, potential impacts and assets specific to the project 

they shall be dealing with. 

115. Using the data and information gathered in the field, this RPF presents   guideline for 

preparing compensation and entitlements for PAPS in the KEMFSED entitlement matrix 

below in Table 6. The matrix identifies the category of PAP, anticipated impact and 

suggested livelihood restoration, compensation and entitlement/s necessary to fully restore 

their livelihoods. 
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Table 6: KEMFSED Entitlement Matrix 

S/N0 KEMFSED Category 

of PAPs 

Nature of Impact/s Compensation Entitlements/ 

Livelihood restoration 

Remarks 

1 Owners of agriculture 

land (crops and animal 

farmers) 

 

 

 

 

-Permanent or 

Temporary loss of 

land 

-Permanent or 

temporary restriction 

of access to land 

-loss of crops 

-loss of animals 

-loss of trees 

-Market value for lost land 

including transactional expenses 

e.g. taxes, lawyers’ cost, plus 15% 

disturbance allowance 

-  For temporary loss or restriction 

on access to land, provide cash 

sufficient to rent alternative land. 

- Cash compensation for lost crops, 

trees and animals. 

 

2 Fish farmers -permanent loss of 

fish ponds 

- restriction of access 

to fish pond 

-Full replacement cost of fish ponds 

and provide alternative site to 

construct a new pond if possible.  

- For temporary loss of access to 

fish pond provide cash equivalent 

to the daily net earnings from the 

fish farming enterprise. 

 

3 Sea weed farmers -permanent/temporary 

loss of access to the 

ocean or restriction of 

access to ocean 

-For permanent loss of access, 

provide sufficient capital to start 

alternative business and provide 

training skills for new enterprise. 

- For temporary loss of access, 

provide cash equivalent to daily net 

earnings for the duration access is 

restricted. Alternatively, create 

alternative route to the ocean. 

 

4 Owners of plots (urban 

land) 

- Permanent or 

Temporary loss of 

land 

-Permanent or 

temporary restriction 

of access to land 

-Market value for lost land 

including transactional expenses 

e.g. taxes, lawyers cost, plus 15% 

disturbance allowance 

- Provide cash sufficient to rent 

alternative land for temporary loss 

or restriction on access to land  

 

5 Owners of 

buildings/structures ( 

permanent & temporary 

structures) 

Loss of 

buildings/structures 

-Full replacement cost of 

buildings/structures as assessed by 

a registered valuer without 

deducting depreciation plus: 

i).accommodation allowance to 

cater for transition period as agreed 

between PAPS and SDF-BE. 

ii).Moving /transport allowance to 

carry belongings to new site 

iii).add 15% disturbance allowance 

 

6 Members of BMUs -Temporary loss of -create alternative access route to  
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access to fish landing 

sites and fish Banda’s 

or restriction of access  

due to improvement 

works on access 

routes or 

repair/rehabilitation 

works on landing sites 

and Banda 

the land site 

-Construct a temporary fish Banda 

on nearby land and equip with cold 

storage facility if possible. 

Alternatively, give each affected 

BMU member cash equivalent to 

daily net earnings for the period 

access is restricted. 

-If restriction is for a long duration, 

give BMU members jobs in 

ongoing construction projects and 

equip them with requisite job skills. 

7 Owners of small-scale 

businesses e.g. women, 

youth selling fried fish, 

curios, shoes, cloths 

etc., and fish brokers 

-permanent or 

temporary loss 

/restriction of access 

to the ocean fronts 

-Loss of business 

income 

-Create alternative route to the 

ocean front. 

-Assist in relocating to alternative 

ocean front by providing full 

replacement cost of lost business 

structures, moving/transport 

allowance and transition support 

equivalent to daily net earnings for 

the transition period plus 15% 

disturbance allowance. 

-Provide capital to start new 

business enterprise and training 

incase option 2 above can’t work. 

NB- For beach hawkers and fish 

brokers with no structures, provide 

alternative route, or give them jobs 

in project or capital and training to 

start new businesses. 

 

8 Ecotourism – beach 

boys, Massage girls etc. 

-permanent or 

temporary loss 

/restriction of access 

to the ocean fronts 

-Loss of income 

-Create alternative route to the 

ocean front. 

-Relocate to new site and give 

necessary relocation assistance, 

transitional support 

- give them jobs in project or 

capital and training to start new 

businesses. 

 

9 Owners of established 

businesses e.g. hotels 

and Restaurants 

-permanent or 

temporary loss 

/restriction of access 

to their facilities 

-Loss of business 

income 

-Create alternative route to the 

facility  

-Assist in relocation to another site 

by providing full replacement cost 

of lost business property, 

moving/transport allowance, 

transition support equivalent to 

daily net earnings for the transition 

period plus 15% disturbance 

allowance in accordance with 

Kenya law. 

Owners of 

businesses 

should 

provide 

evidence of 

earnings as 

recorded in 

their books 

of accounts 

and tax 

returns to 
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NB-For temporary loss/restriction 

of access to facility, provide cash 

equivalent to daily net earnings 

from business for the period of 

restriction.    

KRA if 

possible 

10 Employees in affected 

businesses e.g. hotels, 

restaurants etc. 

Permanent or 

temporary loss of 

employment income 

-For permanent loss of income, 

provide jobs in KEMFSED project 

and training. –provide opportunities 

for tenders for supply of goods in 

the projects 

- Assist them educate their children 

up to at least form 4. 

-For temporary loss, give them cash 

allowance equivalent to 

daily/monthly wage for the period 

employment is lost. 

 

11 Tenants of residential 

and business property 

and land 

-Permanent/temporary 

loss of access to 

rented property  

-Loss of income 

-provide cash to rent alternative 

accommodation and moving/ 

transport allowance for residential 

tenants 

-provide cash to rent alternative 

business premises and moving/ 

transport allowance, plus 

transitional support equivalent to 

lost net profits during transition 

period. 

-In all above cases, provide cash 

sufficient to search for new rented 

property including advertising 

costs, lawyer’s charges for lease 

preparation and taxes if any.  

During our 

field work in 

the project 

counties, we 

did not 

encounter 

tenants, but 

these 

compensatio

n/ 

entitlement 

measures are 

put here in 

case there 

will be 

affected 

tenants. 

12 Poultry farmers/Bee 

keepers and owners of 

zero grazing units  

-loss of farming 

activity and income 

-Full replacement cost of structures  

plus 15% disturbance allowance 

Since its 

difficult to 

get new sites 

to continue 

with these 

kind of 

farming 

activities, 

full 

replacement 

cost of lost 

farming 

activity is 

sufficient 

compensatio

n/entitlement 
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for these 

PAPs. 

13 Herders and owners of 

ranches 

-Loss of pasture land 

and ranch income 

-Market value of pasture land and 

ranch plus 15% disturbance 

allowance 

NB: where pasture land and ranches 

are affected, it’s advisable to value 

the land, animals, structures and 

farm equipment separately. 

-From our 

field 

engagements

, pasture land 

and ranches 

are unlikely 

to be affected 

by the 

Kemfsed 

projects. 

-Also The 

Kwale 

County 

Livestock 

Officer Mr 

Juma Risasi 

told the 

consultant 

that herders 

who come to 

graze near 

beach lines 

are usually 

nomads 

looking for 

grass and not 

residents, 

therefore not 

eligible for 

compensatio

n 

entitlements. 

14 National and County 

Governments, resident 

communities 

-loss of government 

offices and facilities 

e.g. fisheries offices, 

police posts, fish 

banda, jetty etc. 

-Loss of community 

facilities e.g. common 

wells, boreholes, 

bridges,  

-loss of 

cultural/religious 

assets e.g. Traditional 

shrines, graveyards, 

kaya forests, churches 

and Mosques 

-For government facilities, provide 

Full replacement cost of facility 

-For community facilities, provide 

full replacement cost of the facility 

-For cultural assets, redesign the 

project to avoid impact. However, 

for graveyards, among the Non- 

Muslim communities compensate 

by providing sufficient money to 

exhume the body,  cost of buying 

new coffin and preparing remains, 

transport remains to new reburial 

site, cost of digging new grave, and 

cost of performing burial 

ceremonies in accordance with the 

- For 

facilities 

owned by the 

National and 

County 

Governments

, it is 

possible 

there will be 

no need for 

compensatio

n only 

government 

to 

government 
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customs of the affected community 

and person. 

agreements 

may take 

place. 

15 Vulnerable and 

marginalized persons 

and groups( VMGs) 

e.g. women heads of 

households, men only 

heads of households, 

elderly, sick people, 

and indigenous people  

at the coastal counties  

-Loss of land 

-loss of 

homes/structures 

-loss of business 

income 

-over and above fully compensating 

them in the manner described for 

all other normal PAPs in the Project 

area, VMGs should be given 

special assistance like should be 

helped in searching for new land, 

helped in logistics of moving to 

new locations, helped in obtaining 

designs for new homes and 

approvals of designs, helped in 

management of construction of new 

house.  

-In addition, VMGs should be 

included in enjoying project’s 

benefits like jobs, supply tenders 

and should be trained to enhance 

their competiveness in in receiving 

project’s benefits. 

 

16 Members of same 

family, clan members, 

neighbors and youth 

who grew up together. 

-Disruption of social 

networks and 

friendships 

-The best compensation strategy for 

such people is giving them 

replacement land and not cash 

compensation. Also ensure that 

they are re settled next to each other 

so that they retain their social 

networks and friendships, as before 

displacement. 
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8 INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR RESETTLEMENT 

IMPLEMENTATION 

8.1 Resettlement Implementation Agencies and their Mandates 

116. The main implementing agency of resettlement shall be the State Department for 

Fisheries, Aquaculture and the Blue Economy (SDFA-BE) who will actively coordinate the 

resettlement planning and implementation process and engage other stakeholders at 

community level, sub- County and County Level including stakeholders in National and 

County Governments.  

117. And while the SDF-BE will coordinate the resettlement process and activities, policy and 

strategic decisions will invariably involve a number of institutions and stakeholders that 

include but not limited to: 

a) National Government, particularly: 

i. Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries 

ii. Ministry of Interior and Co-ordination of National Government, 

iii. Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning, 

iv. The National Treasury 

v. Ministry of Roads and Infrastructure 

vi. Ministry of Public Service 

vii. Ministry of Youth, sports & Gender Affairs 

viii. Ministry of Environment and Forestry  

b) County Governments of : 

i. Tana River, 

ii. Lamu. 

iii. Kilifi. 

iv. Kwale and  

v. Mombasa 

c) Government agencies, particularly:  

i. National Land Commission (NLC) and  

ii. Kenya Marine Fisheries & Research Institute 

iii. Kenya Forest Service 

iv. Kenya Forest Research Institute 

v. Kenya Fisheries Service 

vi. Kenya Fish Marketing Authority 

vii. Kenya Wildlife Service 

viii. Kenya National Museums 

ix. Coast Development Authority (CDA) 

x. Kenya Rural Roads Authority (KeRRA) 

xi. Kenya Urban Roads Authority (KURA) 

d) The Community/Project Affected Persons (PAPs) including  

i. Fishers (BMUs), 

ii. Aquatic farming community (fish farmers, seaweed farmers) 

iii. Livestock &poultry farmers 
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iv. Women (groups and traders), 

v. Youth (in eco-tourism, informal activities), 

vi. Hospitality business community with hotels and restaurants near beaches 

vii. Vulnerable and marginalized groups (VMGs), notably Waata in Kwale,Watha in Kilifi 

and Awer and Sanye in Lamu 

viii. Local administrators e.g. chief, assistant chief 

ix. Village elders/ religious leaders 

e) National and local NGOs, CBOs and CSOs 

 

118. These institutions will participate in the resettlement process at different levels, with a 

three-tier institutional arrangement as shown in the organogram in figure 3: 

 

 
 

 

 

Tier 1: Comprises of National Steering Committee and National Technical Implementation Unit 

a) National Steering Committee (NSC) 

119. The National Steering Committee (NSC) is the technical advisory/decision making body 

on all resettlement issues. It will make decisions about the policy direction of the project and 

sub-projects. It should be chaired by the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries or 

the State Department for Fisheries and Blue Economy and include high level sector 

specialties from: 

• Respective National Government Ministries 

• Respective County Governments 

• National Land Commission and  

• Kenya Marine Fisheries and Research Institute 

Tier 1: National Steering Committee and National Technical Implementation Unit 
Representatives of National Government Ministries, County Governments, National Land Commission, Kenya Marine 
Fisheries and Research Institute, NEMA, etc will form the National Steering Committee. National Technical 
Implementation Unit will comprise Resettlement Specialists such as socio-economists, environmentalists, surveyors, 
valuers, fishery experts, business/economists; etc 

Tier 2: County Steering Committee and County Technical Implementation Unit  
National and county government and other stakeholders’ representatives at county level form the steering 
committee. Resettlement Specialists including socio-economists, environmentalists, surveyors, valuers, 
fishery experts, business/economists; etc. will form the Technical Implementation Unit 
 

Tier 3: PAPs Grievance Redress Committees  
Comprising of representatives from: PAPs group in the area (farmers, businesses, youths, women, VMGs, BMUs, 

etc.), and local administration (Chiefs, ward administrators, community development officers, etc.) as well as 

NGOs and CBOs operating in the area 

 
Figure 3: Institutional arrangement 
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• Kenya Wildlife Service 

• Kenya Forest Service 

• National Environment Management Authority 

120. The execution of the project on a day-to-day basis will be delegated to the project co-

ordination/implementation office which will also serve as the secretariat for the IMSC. 

 

b) National Technical Implementation Unit (NTIU) 

121. This will be the national secretariat for KEMFSED comprising full time employees of the 

State Department for Fisheries and Blue Economy from various specializations to co-

ordinate and monitors the resettlement activities. The team will include among other socio-

economists, environmentalists, surveyors, valuers, fishery experts, business/economists; etc. 

They will be in charge of developing the Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) and supervise its 

implementation as appropriate. As a rule, RAP implementation will involve sensitization of 

PAPs through workshops, defining tasks and responsibilities of each stakeholder, putting in 

place mechanisms for compensation and redress mechanisms, holding periodic review 

meetings and carrying out any curative measures or improvements. 

Tier 2: Comprises of County Steering Committee and County Technical Implementation Unit 

122. Like in the case of Tier 1, the County Steering Committee will comprise the stakeholders 

at the county level to provide close supervision on the policy directions as provided by the 

national committee. Both national and county government relevant departments as well as 

other stakeholders will be represented. The County Technical Unit will be responsible for 

direct implementation and target monitoring of the RAP. As a consequence, it will be 

composed of RAP specialists as provided for but in greater numbers than at the national 

level. 

Tier 3: PAPs Grievance Redress Committees 

123. Grievances may arise from time to time among the PAPs regarding eligibility or 

otherwise to receive compensation, or even the quantum of compensation itself. Other 

grievances may include promptness or otherwise of service delivery, livelihood restoration or 

other forms of assistance. 

124. It will therefore be necessary to form a PAPs Grievance Redress Committee for each 

ward in each KEMFSED project County comprising representatives from: 

• Each PAPs group in the area (farmers, businesses, youths, women, VMGs, BMUs, etc.) 

• County Government e.g. county valuer, planner, livestock and agriculture officer 

• National Government (Chiefs, Community Development/Welfare Officers, land registrar/land 

officer/land adjudication& settlement officer, etc.) 

• NGOs and CBOs operating in the area. 

 

125. The role of the Committee in each case is to receive grievances from PAPs, verify the 

same, and attempt to reconcile the grievances between the concerned PAPs and the State 
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Department for Fisheries and Blue Economy through PIU. It is only when the Committee 

cannot resolve the issue that the matter should go to the law courts for redress. It may 

perhaps be necessary to have a committee at the sub-county or county levels to solve further 

grievances not resolved at the ward level before reference for further mediation at PIU.  

Figure 4 illustrates grievance redress procedure to be adopted: 

 

Affected PAP declares 

grievance/complaint 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grievance  

resolved 
 

 

 

  

Grievance  

resolved 

 

 

Grievance  

resolved 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Grievance Redress Procedure 
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No further 
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with the decision  
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8.2 Stakeholder and Institutional Capacity Building  

126. The implementing stakeholders need an understanding of the RPF and RAP in order to 

either direct, implement or monitor the process because each level of stakeholders and type 

will have a different role in the RAP process. While the national level structures may require 

just the sensitization/awareness regarding the RPF and RAP good practices, the county levels 

will require more detailed training since some of them will be implementors. The 

beneficiaries at community level will require capacity building which though not technical 

but enough to allow them to understand and appreciates the processes and the expected 

outcomes. The trainings for community level structures will, for instance, include 

governance, group dynamics, beneficiary screening, gender mainstreaming, financial 

prudence, investment strategies, and conflict resolution mechanisms. While the national level 

may require just the sensitization/awareness approach, the county level who are closer to 

implementation will require some level of technical competence in procurement, 

compensation process, equity issues as well as monitoring and evaluation. They also need to 

be familiar with the other sub projects of KEMFSED in order to appreciate the synergy. 

Capacity building for the RAP will no doubt have positive impacts that include but not 

limited to the following: 

a) Increased conformity to RAP implementation good practice by all stakeholders 

b) Increased participation of all stakeholders with enhanced inclusion of all segments of the 

community and gender mainstreaming and VMGs in micro-project activities and community 

level decision-making structures   

c) Realization of just and prompt compensation for the PAPs 

d) Enhanced livelihood restoration by all the PAPs including individual fishermen/ BMU, 

smallholder farmer, pastoral and community-based investments, so that they can take care of 

their needs. 
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9 CONSULTATION, PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND 

DISCLOSURE 

127. The stakeholder participation and disclosure workshops on the draft RPF were held on 

19th and 20th June 2019 at KEMFRI headquarters in Mombasa. It was attended by several 

stakeholders who participated with representatives of different organizations. They included: 

World Bank representative; Staff of the State Department of Fisheries, Blue Economy and 

Aquaculture within the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries; KEMFSED 

Technical Project Preparation Team; County Government staff who included; Chief Officers 

of Fisheries, County Director of Fisheries, County Project Coordinator and Social Safeguards 

Officer/Social officer; representatives from Central Government such as  NEMA; several 

envisaged project implementing agencies; members of fisheries Value Chain Common 

Interest Groups; Representatives of VMGs/IPs, various representatives of special interest 

groups such as women, youth, the disabled, Development Partners, Non-State actors and 

NGOs undertaking community-based value chain activities. The list of participants and 

summary of issues discussed during this stakeholder consultations and disclosure are 

appended on this safeguard instruments as annex 5. 

128. After the stakeholders’ consultation and disclosure workshops and having incorporated 

all comments by the participants; the RPF will be disclosed by the client on the Website of 

Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries and the link shared with the World Bank. A 

summary of the framework will also be advertised in the main local daily newspapers. 

Subsequently, the framework will be disclosed in the WB external website and all project 

documents updated accordingly. 

129. While Kenya Constitution (2010) makes consultation and public participation mandatory 

in undertaking all public projects, the operationalization of the process of inclusion has to a 

large extent been subjective and dependent on the goodwill of the implementing agency. It is 

in this light that Kenya on Public Participation Bill, 2018 has been formulated to promote 

public participation that includes minorities and marginalized groups at both national and 

county government levels. It calls for minority and marginalized group mapping, tailoring 

communication to meet their needs, and ensuring plans for their engagement including 

provisions for appropriate hours and venue for meetings. 

130. For greater engagement and inclusion of all stakeholders in the KEMFSED there is need 

to involve the community at all stages of the project. During planning and implementation, 

inclusion of minority and VMGs and their relationships with other communities, as well as 

the impact of the project on their welfare should be adequately monitored. As observed in the 

social assessment study, appropriate communication and outreach activities should be 

mainstreamed throughout the various communication activities undertaken as part of the 
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operational cycles. It is expected that these will be on-going throughout the KEMFSED 

operational cycles, and further reinforced during KEMFSED. Communication tools and 

approaches will include broad based community barazas, radio, SMS, brochures/leaflets, 

megaphone announcements etc. Specifically, the Beneficiary Outreach Strategy (BOS) with 

nuanced VMG messages would be used to ensure inclusion of VMGs and would provide the 

appropriate mechanisms to ascertain that VMGs are reached and that information is provided 

in ways that are easily understood. This may need to be tailored to different VMG groups, 

depending on their remoteness, language, literacy level, integration into the broader 

communities and civic education. 

131. The political will from the county governments, particularly the MCAs as local 

representatives, as well as opinion leaders in the community including the chiefs and CBOs 

will be key in consultation and public participation. It is essential that stakeholders are 

represented through various committees at the village, location and ward levels as structured 

channels to air their concerns to project implementation team from very early. As already 

suggested, there will be need for the information for dissemination to be owned and 

popularized through the following structure. 

a) National Project Steering Committee 

b) Project Technical Advisory Committee/Secretariat 

c) Project Co-ordination Units at the KEMFSED Counties 

d) Project Affected Persons Committees at the KEMFSED Wards 

 

132. Following the collection of the baseline data, market surveys for structures, land and 

crops a resettlement action plan or compensation framework will be developed providing 

options for eligible PAPs taking cognizance of the feedback from the various stakeholders. 

Meetings will be set up to disclose the various resettlement and compensations options 

available for all PAPs within the affected wards in in the KEMFSED project counties. At the 

meeting the resettlement, rehabilitation, assistance and compensation options available will 

be discussed in broad general terms. The PAPs will be informed about the basis of 

compensation largely based on (i) market value of land,(ii) replacement cost of new 

structure,(iii)loss of business income for 3 months and rental income for 6 months,(iv) ex-

gratia /disturbance payment @15% of compensation value of lost assets,(v) investment 

advice and other forms of assistance as appropriate. 

133. Further disclosure meetings will be arranged to discuss with individual PAPs the specific 

resettlement, rehabilitation, assistance and compensation options that are applicable to them 

for concurrence and or adjustments as appropriate. The project recognizes that households 

falling within a certain threshold such as VMGs, women and the elderly could become more 

vulnerable than others and may need additional rehabilitation assistance. Such PAPs will be 

identified as early as possible in the process and will be provided with additional support, 
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assistance or compensation based on a reasonable and rational criterion, but essentially in 

capacity building and inclusivity in the projects. 
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10 RESETTLEMENT BUDGET AND FINANCING 

134. Budgeting and financing are critical step in the resettlement planning and implementation 

process. Specific RAPs prepared for KEMFSED project must therefore provide indicative 

budget which should clearly specify all activities in the resettlement implementation process, 

their estimated costs as well as the source of funds. It is expected that the budget for 

resettlement will be prepared by the project’ s lead implementing agency and will be 

determined during the RAP preparation exercise after the base line data is collected and all 

potential impacts have been identified. In the case of KEMFSED project, the resettlement 

budget is expected to be financed through a credit facility advanced to the Government of 

Kenya by the World Bank through the State Department for Fisheries, Aquaculture and the 

Blue Economy (SDF-BE) covering all project activities including resettlement 

costs/expenses.  

135. It is understood that the Government of Kenya is responsible for financing of any land 

acquisition and resettlement. Therefore, in terms of flow of funds, it is proposed that the 

resettlement funds be deposited by SDF-BE into a project account. From there payments can 

be made on specific resettlement activities/items after review and approval of the expenditure 

by the KEMFSED project staff with close oversight and supervision by the National 

Treasury and The World Bank. Since there could be disputes during the compensation 

process, for instance, where a PAP rejects the compensation amount offered, it is proposed 

that an escrow account should be established in accordance with the land Act 2012 to deposit 

the offered amount, plus 10% for resolving the dispute concerning said offer of compensation 

in a timely and equitable manner.  

136. In order to ensure that the compensation and resettlement component will be 

implemented smoothly, efforts will need to be made to develop realistic cost estimates during 

preparation of the RAP. It is expected that not all eventualities will be foreseen and a 

reasonable contingency (10%) should be included. Provision is also included in the budget 

for training of staff in all aspects of resettlement plan preparation, implementation and 

monitoring. This is based on training staff members during project implementation. The 

budget should specify the annual inflation rates to be applied to all cash payments 

137. Since at this stage it is not possible to prepare accurate budgets) as the KEMFSED 

projects are yet to be conceived, guidance for preparing the resettlement budgets (Table 7) is 

offered in this RPF is generalized to include the following issues: 

a) Consultancy cost of preparing the specific RAP/s 

b) Full replacement cost of lost assets i.e. land, structures, crops, trees, livestock, and common 

infrastructure 

c) Cost of providing replacement land including transactional expenses, land search costs, cost of 

developing infrastructure and putting up replacement housing if need be. 
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d) Income and livelihood restoration costs 

e) Cost of relocation of people and their belongings i.e. moving/transport allowance 

f) Special resettlement assistance costs for VMGs e.g. training and new skill development for 

VMGs, cost of acquiring re-employment equipment, logistical support costs etc. 

g) Transitional support costs including costs of obtaining alternative accommodation during the 

transition period 

h) Cost/expenses incurred in performing traditional/cultural ceremonies necessary in grave 

removal/exhuming and reburying bodies 

i) Costs of obtaining architectural designs, construction management costs and structural approval 

costs 

j) Cost of compensation for lost employment wages 

k) Monitoring and auditing costs 

l) Cost of building institutional capacity for resettlement implementation e.g. constructing new 

office/hiring offices for project management staff, cost of hiring of project staff, training staff and 

meeting their welfare needs.  

m) Any other reasonable cost determined during RAP preparation for specific investment project/s 

 

138. While some of the costs above such as consultancy cost of preparing the specific RAP/s 

and full replacement cost of lost assets are readily quantifiable, other aspects of RAP 

activities such as capacity building and restoration of livelihoods are location/project. The 

following are some of the safeguard activities and tools identified by the SA and VMG 

reports in the KEMFSED counties required in the restoration of livelihoods and capacity 

building. 

a) Capacity building in fishing skills, coxswain, fishing skills, tourist enterprises Affirmative 

action for gender access to complimentary activities 

b) Empowering communities with fishing equipment (nets, boats) through credit or grants 

c) Enhancement of access to finance  

d) Mentoring beneficiaries of credit or grant support 

e) Licensing of fish boats 

f) Monitoring performance of BMUs 

g) Community sensitization for support of KEMFSED activities. 

 

139. The above may be implemented through the following courses of action: 

a) Targeted credit or grant support 

b) Community sensitization workshops 

c) Short skill training workshops 

d) Education sponsorship/scholarships 

e) Promotion of ecosystem activities 

 

Table 7: Resettlement Budget and Financing 

  Activity Estimated Cost (US$) Remarks 

1  Initial sensitisation 

training/workshops 

xxxxxxxxxxxx 

(10,000??) 

Preparatory workshops/barazas 

and formation of stakeholders 

structures at the national, county 
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and community levels 

2  Capacity building training 

workshops for implanting 

structures 

xxxxxxxxxxxxx 

(10,000???) 

Specifically for implementation 

and monitoring processes 

3  Preparation of RAP xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

(100,000???) 

RAP whether in-house or 

outsourced 

4  Provision for 

compensation for land 

and structures 

To be determined 

during preparation of 

RAP based on market 

values and current 

construction costs. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

a) While component 1 of 

KEMFSED is largely 

public land, there may 

be need to compensate 

for existing structures 

on site 

b) Components 2&3 will 

require physical 

investments that may 

potentially cause 

displacements and 

disruption of 

livelihoods 

5  Provision for  

compensation for trees 

and crops  

To be determined 

during  preparation of 

RAP based on 

prevailing market 

values for timber and 

crops current  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

When construction starts there 

may be damage to trees and 

crops on land acquired or 

adjacent land 

6  Disturbance  15% of the cost of 

land, structures, trees 

and crops, being 

compensation for 

disturbance 

Kenyan legislation provides for 

a lumpsum figure of 15% of 

compensation amount. 

7  Cost of relocation of 

people and assets 

This is a relatively 

small part of the 

compensation, and 

could be absorbed 

within the amount for 

contigency. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Given that people move to 

different locations and because 

it is not known at the time of 

preparation of RAP, this may be 

presented as a claim by each 

PAP as appropriate 

8  Livelihood 

restoration/enhancement 

This is as important as 

disturbance allowance 

and estimated @15% 

This may include 

credit/financial 

grants,mentoring/investment 
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of the compensation 

amount. 

advisory to 

beneficiaries,promotion of 

sustainable ecosystem 

activities,monitoring BMUs,etc. 

8  Validation training 

workshops for RAP 

xxxxxxxxxxxxx 

(10,000??) 

Individual RAPs require 

concurrence at all structures to 

be implementable 

9  Business advisory 

/financial management 

training for PAPs 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

(10,000??) 

When compensation amounts 

are known there is need for 

investment advisory to be given 

to beneficiaries 

10  Monitoring and auditing xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

(50% of the cost of 

RAP preparation???) 

Done during implementation of 

RAP and at completion as 

quality control measure 

                        TOTAL xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

11  Contingencies (10%) of 

total cost 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

(10% of total above) 

 

                     GRAND TOTAL XXXXXXXXXXXXX  
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11 MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

140. The purpose of monitoring is to determine the effectiveness of project implementation 

including the physical progress of resettlement activities, the disbursement of compensation, 

the effectiveness of public consultation and participation activities, and the sustainability of 

income restoration and development efforts among the PAPs. This will facilitate timely 

identification of problems and successes and appropriate adjustment of implementation 

arrangements. Therefore, RAP activities should have a monitoring plan that identifies the 

organizational responsibilities, the methodology, and the schedule for monitoring and 

reporting. The monitoring plan should have the following three components namely: 

a) Performance monitoring,  

b) Impact monitoring,  

c) Audit monitoring  

 

141. Performance Monitoring is an internal management function carried out regularly, 

usually quarterly, to measure physical progress against milestones established in the RAP. 

The report compares achievements at the inspection date against the targets for the required 

actions.  

142. Impact Monitoring measures the effectiveness of the RAP and its implementation in 

meeting the needs of the affected population. This may be conducted internally by PIU or an 

independent external agency, every six months. Where feasible, affected people should be 

included in all phases of impact monitoring, including the identification and measurement of 

baseline indicators. 

143. Completion Audit- is to determine to what extent the RAP activities have been 

implemented.  

144. The audit should verify that all physical inputs committed in the RAP have been 

delivered and all services provided. The audit should evaluate whether the mitigation actions 

prescribed in the RAP have had the desired effect. This is usually carried out at the end of 

project completion after all RAP inputs  so as to evaluate  achievements against the baseline 

conditions of the population before displacement, as established through the census and 

socioeconomic studies. 
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Annex 1: List of Key Informants Consulted  

S/No Name Designation Organization Tel No/Email 

1.  Mr. Martin Shimba SCED NEMA Mombasa 0722671007 

2.  Ms. Mary Amai County Environment Officer NEMA Mombasa 0726994243 

3.  Mr. Simon K. 

Wahome 

Head of Conservancy, Coast 

Region 

KFS Mombasa skwahome@yahoo.c

om 

 

4.  Dr Joshua Okello 

Belle 

Asst. Conservancy, Coast 

Region 

KFS Mombasa 070087524 

5.  Mr Erastus Sanga 

Mwatine 

DDLFC Fisheries 

Mombasa 

0721562476 

6.  Dr Godffrey 

Nyongesa Nato 

CECM, Environment, Waste 

Management and Energy 

Mombasa County 0732325974 

7.  Daniel M Imunya 

 

Deputy Director Agriculture, 

Fisheries and livestock 

Mombasa. 

Mombasa County 0723672062 

8.  Dr Geofrey Nato  Mombasa County 0732325974 

9.  Mr. Samuel 

Lopokoiyit 

County Director of 

Environment 

NEMA 0720895507 

10.  Ms Agnes Wambua County Environment Officer NEMA 0725141353 

11.  Hon Charles Dadu CECM, Kilifi County 0722424425 

12.  Dr James Nguzo Chief Officer, Lands Kilifi County 0725824648 

13.  Mr. Wilfred Baya Energy Officer Kilifi County 0713619022 

14.  Mr. Habel Mwarabu Incharge, KOSAP Kilifi County 0721781223 

15.  Mr. Lawrence Chiru National Museums of Kenya Kilifi County 0721316115 

16.  Mr. Juma Nahupa 

Dalu 

Forester KFS 0725453303 

17.  Mr. Kaluma Assistant County 

Commissioner 

Kwale County  

18.  Ronald Dure Fisheries Officer Kwale County 0717813060 

19.  Martin Kiogora County Director Fisheries Kwale County kiogoramk@gmail.co

m  

20.  Charles Odindo 

 

Senior Fisheries Officer Kenya Fisheries 

Service 

Odindo78@yahoo.co

m  

21.  Joseph Juba Agriculture Kwale County 0717051727 

22.  Juma Risasi County Livestock Production 

Officer 

Kwale County 0722551015 

23.  Mr Patrick Boit Investigation Assistant KWS, Kwale 0721677824 

24.  Mr Patrick Nganga National Museums of Kenya, 

Shimoni Caves 

Kwale County 0728271185 

25.  Simon M Komu Co-Fisheries Lamu County Simonkomu2000@g

mail.com  

26.  Simon Matara Principal Fisheries Officer Lamu County 0727989512 

27.  Benson Kirathe Chief Fisheries Officer Lamu County 0723157464 

28.  Louis Ronoh Deputy County 

Commissioner 

Lamu County 0724758431 

29.  Haji Mohammed Ali Principal Curator Lamu County alihajimohamed@ya

mailto:skwahome@yahoo.com
mailto:skwahome@yahoo.com
mailto:kiogoramk@gmail.com
mailto:kiogoramk@gmail.com
mailto:Odindo78@yahoo.com
mailto:Odindo78@yahoo.com
mailto:Simonkomu2000@gmail.com
mailto:Simonkomu2000@gmail.com
mailto:alihajimohamed@yahoo.com
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hoo.com  

 

Table 8: Beach Management Units Consulted 

S/No Name Organization 

1.  Shimoni BMU kwale County 

2.  Wasini BMU Chairman Kwale County 

3.  Vanga BMU Kwale  County 

4.  Muunje BMU Kwale County 

5.  Mwaembe BMU Kwale County 

6.  Marereni BMU Kilifi County 

7.  Kuruwitu BMU Kilifi County 

8.  Shela BMU Lamu county 

9.  Chairman of all BMUs Lamu County 

 

Table 9: Community Based Organization and NGOs 

S/No Name Organization 

1.  Msambweni turtle and marine conservation 

group 

Kwale County 

2.  Shimoni slave cave CBO Kwale County 

3.  Dabaso  Mida Creek Conservation group Kilifi County 

4.  Prawns Lake conservation group Kilifi  County 

5.  Watamu Marine Excursions and Reef Tour 

Group 

Kilifi County 

6.  Kuruwitu Conservation Group Kilifi  County 

7.  Marereni BMU Kilifi County 

8.  Kuruwitu BMU Kilifi County 

9.  Save Lamu Lamu County 

10.  Lamu Youth Alliance Lamu County 

11.  Kenya Marine Forum Lamu County 

 

 

mailto:alihajimohamed@yahoo.com
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Annex 2: Checklist for data collection 
 

1. What are the major sources of livelihoods in the community? 

 

2. What are the resources in the project area that would negatively affect the standard of living and 

livelihoods of the community if interfered with (destroyed, restricted access) by the project 

implementation?  

 

3. Who in the community structure participates in the resources exploitation within and  in the 

neighborhood of the proposed project area( who stands to lose or gain through loss of exploitation)?: 

a. Who farms the land, harvests the forest, fishes the sea, feeds the livestock etc? 

b. Who mills the timber, cans the fish, processes the milk etc? 

c. Who hauls commodities to market, warehouses them, and package them? 

d. Who sells or trades the commodities? 

e. Who builds and maintains the bridges, roads, docks and landing sites through which goods move? 

f. Who manufactures the tools, equipment, supplies and vehicles used in these activities? 

 

4. Which of the following impacts do they consider to be the likely results of the KEMSFED project 

implementation in the community? 

a. May potentially involve temporary or permanent and full or partial physical displacement? 

b. May possibly result in economic displacement (e.g. loss of assets or access to resources due to 

land acquisition or access restrictions,even in the absence of physical relocation)? 

c.  May possibly lead to forced evictions? 

d. May possibly affect affect land tenure arrangements and/or community based property 

rights/customary rights to land, territories and/or resources? 

 

5. What are the possible mitigating actions against the following possible risks occurring in the  

projected areas that are not environmentally mitigated against? 

  

a. How to support the communities in the project area  due to economic displacement, changes to 

land rights and/or restricted access to resources  

b. How best to restore livelihoods of affected  populations within and adjacent to the fisheries and 

blue economy in the proposed projects areas 

c. How best marginalized stakeholder groups, including women and ethnic minorities, VMGs, etc, 

can be particularly facilitated to  meaningfully participate in project activities to reduce/eliminate 

possible negative impact.  

6. What does the community consider as possible positive aspects of the project? 

7. What opportunities exist in the community to enable them take advantage of the project benefits 

notably: 

a. What is their human resource— education, skills, organizational capability and motivations?  

b. What organizational resources or social capital do they enjoy? 

c. Which assets and capabilities are present in the community? 

d. How capable is the community to self-insure against project risks? 

e. What risk management measures would appropriate in each project area? 
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8. To what extent are the community aware of the status of land in the area in respect of the following 

legal regime in Kenya and how the project may impact on their land rights? 

a. Kenya Constitution 2010? 

b. Land Act 2012 and the subsequent regulations on public and private land? 

c. Land Registration Act 2012 and subsequent regulations on land registration? 

d. Community Land Act 2016 and subsequent regulations on registration, converting community 

land to private or public land? 

9. How best would the community wish to be compensated for possible losses for each of the following 

assets arising from displacement or restriction of access? 

10.  

Item  Mode of compensation where appropriate 

Monetary Replacement In kind 

1 a) Land for use for the project 

 

b) Land for use by the communal 

activities 

   

   

2 Improvements(buildings,etc)    

3 Indigenous trees    

4 Fruit trees    

5 Fishing  and landing rights    

6 Grazing rights    

7 Small businesses    

8 Cultural sites(graves,shrines,etc)    

 

11. Other than compensation for loss of assets what other form of assistance would the community 

expect? 

e. Relocation assistance? 

f. Vocational training? 

g. Employment 

h. Tenders? 

i. Scholarships? 

 

12. How would the community wish to have grievances arising from the proposed project to be 

efficiently and effectively handled? 

  

j. Is the community aware of any previous projects in the area? 

k. What structure was in place to handle grievances? 

l. What did the community feel about the efficiency and effectiveness of the structures in the light 

of constitutional requirements on public participation? 

m. What suggestions can the community make for an appropriate structure for grievance redress that 

would be acceptable? 
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Annex 3: Field photos 

             

 

             

 

      

 

   
 

 

 

FDG with ALHUD HUD women group 
in Shanzu Mombasa County  

FGDs with Kidongo BMU, Mombasa 
County  

RPF team with Mbuyuni BMU 
Old Town Mombasa County  

Resettlement Expert with Land Registrar 
Mombasa County  

Resettlement Expert with Crops Officer 
Mombasa County  

RPF Team with Kaya Elder, Diani, Kwale 
County  

Small Businesses along the 
Coastal Beach, Mombasa 
County  

Mangrove Trees in Vanga 
Kwale County  

Typical Structure in Kwale 
County  

Common Water Well in Kwale 
County  

Floating Jetty in Shimoni Kwale 
County  

Makeshift wooden Bridge in Kipini 
Tana Delta. 
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Annex 4: World Bank Approach to Voluntary Land Donations for Unregistered 

Community Land in Kenya and Community Land Resolution and Consent 

Form for VLD. 
 

Kenyan context and law 

 

Around 60% of the land in Kenya is unregistered community land. Community land has equal status to public and 

private land and is guided by the Community Land Act, 2016 (which repealed the The Trust lands Act), Community 

Land Regulations, 2017, and protected by the Constitution. Despite this, the implementation mechanisms for 

registering community land are not yet in place. 

 

Box 1: Key extracts from Kenyan Law 

 

Community Land Act, Article 8: A county government shall not sell, dispose, transfer, convert for private purposes 

or in any other way dispose of any unregistered community land that it is holding in trust on behalf of the 

communities for which it is held. 

 

Constitution, Article 40 (3): no interest in, or right over community land may be compulsorily acquired by the State 

except in accordance with the law, for a public purpose, and upon prompt payment of just compensation to the 

person or persons, in full or by negotiated settlement. 

 

Community Land Act; Article 6 (2)The respective county government shall hold in trust for a community any 

monies payable as compensation for compulsory acquisition of any unregistered community land.(3) Upon 

registration of community land, the respective county government shall promptly release to the community all such 

monies payable for compulsory acquisition.(4) Any such monies shall be deposited in a special interest earning 

account by the county government. 

Community Land Act; Article 15 (1) Community land may be converted into public land through compulsory 

acquisition in the manner prescribed under the Land Act, 2012. (2) A community land management committee shall 

present any notice of intention to compulsory acquire part or the whole of the community land from the National 

Land Commission given accordance with section 131 of the Land Act, 2012, to the community assembly for 

information and any other direction on the matter regarding the compulsory acquisition process. (3) Community 

land may also be converted into public land through transfer and surrender with the approval at least two thirds of 

the community assembly. 

16. (1) A community may convert whole or part of its land to private land through transfer with the approval of at 

least two thirds of the community assembly. 
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A. Land donation for World Bank financed community driven development projects (where community 

investments are identified by the community) 

     

Box 2: Guidelines for voluntary donation of land in CDD projects2: 

1. Land to be donated must be identified by the community through a participatory approach; 

2. Impacts of proposed activities on donated land must be fully explained to the donor; 

3. The potential donor is aware that refusal is an option, and that right of refusal is specified in the donation 

document the donor will sign; 

4. The act of donation is undertaken without coercion, manipulation, or any form of pressure on the part of 

public or traditional authorities; 

5. The donor may request monetary or non-monetary benefits or incentives as a condition for donation; 

6. The proportion of land that may be donated cannot exceed the area required to maintain the donor’s 

livelihood or that of his/her household; 

7. Donation of land cannot occur if it requires any household relocation; 

8. For community or collective land, donation can only occur with the consent of individuals using or 

occupying the land; 

9. Verification must be obtained from each person donating land (either through proper documentation or 

through confirmation by at least two witnesses); 

10. The implementing agency establishes that the land to be donated is free of encumbrances or encroachment 

and registers the donated land in an official land registry. 

11. The implementing agency establishes that the land to be donated is free of encumbrances or encroachment 

and registers the land in an official land registry. 

 

In addition: 

12. donors must be engaged individually, i.e. away from those who could potentially coerce them.  

13. All the above, needs to be documented adequately.   

 

Practical guidance: 

STEP 1: Establish a rapport with the chief and community representatives to explain the objective of the project and 

how it will benefit the community and the need for consultations.  

STEP 2: For unregistered community land: a comprehensive survey of all occupiers and regular users of land 

(including nomadic pastoralists, other ethnic groups who may use the area as a drought fall back reserve, women 

and other vulnerable and marginalised groups including other groups that may have claims on the land).  

STEP 2: A community baraza (minutes and with a photo and signed participant’s list indicating name, ID, 

sublocation, gender of participants to which all occupiers and users of the land are invited in which there is 

overwhelming consensus that the land under question should be allocated for this use and nominate 5 representatives 

to sign the community land resolution and agreement form on their behalf.  The barazaa MUST explain the 

voluntary land requirements for World bank CDD projects given above including: 

a) The impacts of proposed activities on donated land; 

b) That the community can refuse to donate the land; 

                                                           
2World Bank (2015) How to Note on Application of Social Safeguards Policies to Community-Driven Development 
Projects 
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c) Ensure that the donation of the land is undertaken without coercion, manipulation, or any form of pressure 

on the part of public or traditional authorities; 

d) That they could request monetary or non-monetary benefits or incentives as a condition for donation 

(although cash compensation would be held in kind by the county government on their behalf – see CLA 

6(2)); 

e) The proportion of land that they are donating does not exceed the area required to maintain the community 

members’ livelihoods or that of his/her household; 

f) The donation of land will not require any household relocation; 

g) The people agreeing to the donation of the community land should indicate when they sign the participants 

list. 

h) There are no encumbrances or encroachments or any dispute about the ownership of the land. 

 

STEP 3: Community land resolution and agreement form signed by the chief, administrator, land registrar, the 

physical planning department, the project team leaders, and the CEC from the relevant line ministry (See Annex A). 

STEP 4: The project staff to complete the summary safeguards reporting format section for voluntary land 

donations, explaining how all requirements have been met, attaching the minutes of the community baraaza and 

community land resolution form (See Annex B). 

 

B. Land donation for non CDD projects 

 

Box 3: Extracts from Involuntary Resettlement Source Book (pgs 22-23): 

In some projects, communities may agree to voluntarily provide land in exchange for desired community benefits. 

The OP does not apply if people or communities make voluntary land donations in exchange for benefits or services 

related to the project. Land donations can be voluntary only if the infrastructure is not location specific. That is, a 

school or clinic can be sited in a different location if the landowner objects. But in case of location specific 

infrastructure, such as a dam or reservoir, voluntary donation is precluded, since objectors can be coerced into 

acceptance. Thus, if the location of the proposed infrastructure cannot be changed, OP 4.12 would generally apply. 

Further, arrangements for voluntary resettlement are expected to involve no physical displacement or significant 

adverse impacts on incomes (or they are expected to include community-devised mitigatory mechanisms acceptable 

to those affected). OP 4.12 defines “minor impacts” as loss of less than 10 percent of an individual’s holdings 

(endnote 25). 

Because determining informed consent can be difficult, the following criteria are suggested as guidelines: 

1. The infrastructure must not be site specific. 

2. The impacts must be minor, that is, involve no more than 10 percent of the area of any holding and require no 

physical relocation. 

3. The land required to meet technical project criteria must be identified by the affected community, not by line 

agencies or project authorities (nonetheless, technical authorities can help ensure that the land is appropriate 

for project purposes and that the project will produce no health or environmental safety hazards). 

4. The land in question must be free of squatters, encroachers, or other claims or encumbrances. 

5. Verification (for example, notarized or witnessed statements) of the voluntary nature of land donations must be 

obtained from each person donating land. 

6. If any loss of income or physical displacement is envisaged, verification of voluntary acceptance of community-

devised mitigatory measures must be obtained from those expected to be adversely affected. 

7. If community services are to be provided under the project, land title must be vested in the community, or 

appropriate guarantees of public access to services must be given by the private titleholder. 

8. Grievance mechanisms must be available. 
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Practical guidance 

- Voluntary land donation can only be considered if the community selects the site and is getting direct benefit 

from the project. 

- VLD is precluded in cases of location specific sites to avoid coercing people/communities into acceptance 

- If a project is site/location specific, i.e. the site/location cannot be moved or changed, then OP 4.12 applies 

In-Kind Compensation is Preferred and Encouraged in Unregistered Community Land  

 

1. In None CDD-type projects, where PAPs are entitled to compensation, in-kind compensation is preferred 

and encouraged (despite the right/entitlement to cash compensation). This is because: 

a. The valuation of community land is not yet developed; 

b. The community and who should benefit is not defined. 

c. As per the Community Land Act; Article 6 (2), money has to be held by the county government in 

an interest-bearing account until the community is registered. The registration of land may take 

some time and it is not possible to guarantee that the county government will protect the funds. 

2. When in-kind compensation is agreed upon, it should be, as much as possible, related to the project and 

should be agreed upon by, and accessible to, all PAPs 

 

Finally, the procedure should to be followed for VLD in non-CDD projects is the same as for CDD investments 

outlined above. 
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COMMUNITY LAND RESOLUTION AND CONSENT FORM FOR VLD 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

Project name  

Name of Investment  

Detailed specifications of investment  

Project Location:  

GPS coordinates  

Estimated cost of the investment  

 

Please attach the community baraza minutes and summary safeguards report explaining how the requirements for 

voluntary land donation for this investment have been met. 

 

TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT 

1. As discussed in our community baraaza on ………………………..to which all residents and regular users 

of the investment area (specify) ……………………………………………………………….. were invited.  

We the nominated representatives at that meeting confirm that the following issues were discussed and the 

residents and regular users of this land are in unanimous agreement. 

2. That , ………………………………………………………………………………..   shall be site of the 

proposed ……………………………………………………………………….. and that: 

3. We all are aware that the land set aside for the investment is community land and no one is claiming 

individual ownership because it belongs to all of us, and no alternative claims will be made later on the 

land. 

4. We have all agreed unanimously that the project implementation should continue.  

5. We will all allow other neighbouring and cross-border communities access to the investment as agreed 

between elders of both communities. 

6. We all shall strive to peacefully resolve any conflicts with other communities concerning the investment. 

7. We will would strive to peacefully co-exist and resolve any conflict arising out of the investment facility 

following due process provided by the laws of Kenya. 

8. The land to be donated was identified in consultation with all residents and users of the land. 

9. We all understand the likely impacts of proposed activities on donated land. 

10. We all understand that the community could have refused this investment. 

11. We all agreed to this investment and donation of the land without coercion, manipulation, or any form of 

pressure on the part of public or traditional authorities. 
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12. We all agreed that we not require any monetary or non-monetary benefits or incentives as a condition for 

the donation. 

13. Donation of land will not adversely affect the livelihoods of occupiers and users of the land. 

14. If any structure will be moved or any access to land be limited as a result of the sub-project, support will be 

provided to the individual so their livelihoods are not adversely affected. 

15. The land is free of encumbrances or encroachment and is not claimed by any individual and its ownership 

is not contested.  

We have been designated by the community of (__________________________________________,  

____________________________________, __________________________________________)  

Confirm the above information to be true and that we have resolved to abide by ALL terms of this agreement. 

(Please attach minutes of the community meeting including the signed attendance sheet and photos of the meeting).  

S/No. Name  Village/Location ID/No. Signature 

1.      

2.      

3.      

4.      

5.      

 

Witnessed on this ………. Day of ………………….. in the Year……………….: by: 

1. Area Chief  

Name ID/No. Signature & R/Stamp  

   

 

2. Ward Administrator 

Name ID/No. Signature & R/Stamp 

 

 

 

  

 

3. Land Registrar/adjudication officer 

Name ID/No. Signature & R/Stamp 

 

 

 

  

 

4. County Government (Physical Planning Department) 

Name ID/No. Signature & R/Stamp 
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5. County Ministry Relevant to the project e.g. Water/Livestock Production etc. 

Name P/No. Designation Signature & 

R/Stamp  

 

 

 

   

 

6. County Project Team Leader  

Name ID/No. Signature & R/Stamp 
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Annex 5: Minutes of Disclosure Workshop 

 

MINUTES OF A DISCLOSURE WORKSHOP MEETING OF THE STAKEHOLDERS 

AND CONSULTANTS HELD IN MOMBASA, AT KEMFI HEADQUARTERS ON 19TH 

JUNE 2019 

 

The meeting was called to order at 9:35 am, on June 19, 2019, at KEMFRI’s meeting boardroom. 

The meeting began with prayers followed with Individuals introducing themselves – by name 

and the interests they represent. Even though most participants speak English, Swahili language 

was recommended so that the message communicated reached in their native tongue. See 

participants list attached as Annex. 

1. Agenda 

Validation of KEMFSED frameworks (ESMF, VMGF, SA, RPF and PF) 

• Presentation of individual frameworks by lead experts 

• Reactions by the stakeholders to the frameworks through comments, questions. 

• Consultants and technocrats’ responses to the comments and questions raised by 

stakeholders. 

2. Introduction and Briefing on the project 
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Technocrats, from KEMFRI, KEFIS and the ministry, Dr Jacob Ochiewo, Jared Agano, and Mrs. 

Rose Koboge, Project’s Technical Director then gave their opening remarks and briefs about the 

project. 

3. Presentations of frameworks  

Prof Nyambedha, the head of MRDC, the research consultancy for KEMFSED, made a general, 

high level introduction of the project area, scope - the counties and sub-counties targeted, the 

methodology used – key informants, BMUs, fisheries officers, etc. He introduced the various 

frameworks and the lead experts who would later present them to the stakeholders. 

Presentation of ESMF by Dr Kurauka 

Dr Joseph Kurauka, the lead expert on environment, made his presentation on ESMF. He 

highlighted the focus areas, legal frameworks used in preparing it (NEMA Act, Vision 2030, 

Constitution, etc), the methodology and literature review. He talked about the level of 

consultations, mentioning some of the communities and institutions consulted. He talked about 

free prior and informed consultation, interviews, FGDs and KIIs with county officials. He 

showed images of group meetings as evidence of extensive community consultations. He also 

showed maps of county boundaries with GPS coordinates on where the research team visited. 

The maps also showed the targeted landing sites. He discussed in detail the effects (positive and 

negative) of the proposed project on livelihoods, fish species, mangroves, coral reefs, water 

pollution (oil spills in Lamu), hydrological changes, etc. He showed slides of areas which require 

urgent intervention, including damaged and endangered mangrove forests, damaged bridges, salt 

mines in Kilifi, water pollution (no toilets, etc, waste from Lamu and other continents), dust at 

road construction. He also highlights mitigation measures. 

Question / Comment / Feedback on ESMF: 

Salim Ali Mohammed of Tuna Fisheries Alliance, Indian Ocean Network observed that the 

impact of siltation on River Sabaki during South East Monsoon winds kills corals, rare species 

such as turtles, and destroys their breeding nests. He also noted salt mining as a major challenge 

in Kilifi County. He said that these issues have to be captured and asked how the project intends 

to address them. 

Kahindi Heri, Environment Officer, NEMA, Lamu County said that a strategic environmental 

assessment must be done because the project is too big. According to him, the specific projects 

under the main KEMFSED project will then require EIA to be conducted. He went further to 

clarify the environmental laws. He asked Dr Kurauka to quote EMCA Cap 387 correctly. He 

urged that since NEMA has done a lot of work on these regulations, the framework should speak 

about EMCA regulations that are affected such as water quality regulations, noise regulation. 

Responses to comments / questions on ESMF: 

Dr Kurauka acknowledged that salt mining and siltation are major challenges, especially in Kilifi 

County. He confirmed that these issues have been captured in the frameworks. He gave examples 
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of conservation groups and organizations they spoke with, such as Kiunga Sea Turtle, those 

protecting the red macabre, and various tree/plant species. He reiterated that resources must be 

given to protect them. As for turtles, he said that there is need for more resources to motivate 

fishermen. Whenever a fisherman catches a turtle, they should be able to capture the GPS 

location, release the turtle and be paid for it. Otherwise turtles will be endangered and extinct in 

a few years. 

He noted that siltation poses both negative and positive effects. He gave the example of the Tana 

River at the mouth meeting the Indian Ocean having a lot more mangroves than any other place 

along the Kenyan coast as an advantage of a combination of siltation and salty waters. 

About the pollution on Sabaki River, he traced the source to Nairobi and Athi River, which is 

polluted mainly in Nairobi’s Industrial Area, before it faces more pollution in other towns such 

as Thika and Machakos. He talked of presence of heavy metals and industrial waste all polluting 

the ocean. He advised that it is important to apply an ecosystem approach to manage these 

challenges. 

Dr Kurauka agreed with comment that strategic environmental assessment is important for huge 

projects. He clarified, however, that this is a framework. He pointed out that if there was time, he 

would have shown samples of EIAs for small projects e.g. for construction of landing sites. For a 

sewer system in Lamu, a strategic environmental assessment will be necessary. About Cap 387, 

he said that changes will be made as suggested. He further pointed out that reference to the 

regulations/guidelines have been made in the detailed reports. 

Prof Nyambedha explained that the project has not begun, that this is a framework, a guideline. 

Specific project plans and assessments will be conducted once the projects begin.  

Jared Agano – KEFIS also clarified that, laws and regulations and measures put in place are 

sufficient to safeguard various risks. He assures participants that the project hasn’t begun, but 

that there is a framework that will guide the project once it starts to guard potential effects. 

The meeting was adjourned at 11:20 am to enable participants have a tea-break. 

The meeting was reconvened at 11:40 am. 

Before the session began proper, Prof Nyambedha once again clarified that these are specific 

frameworks which will guide the project implementation on key areas such as social, 

environmental, VMGs, and not a concrete project plan. This was to dispel the misconceptions 

about frameworks being the project plan. 

Due to time constraints, the moderators asked that participants note down their observations, 

comments or questions and would then be given time to engage / ask after all experts have 

presented, rather than after each presentation. 

Presentation of Social Assessment by Dr Peter Shimon  
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Dr Shimon discussed observations made by researchers on the social and cultural dynamics. He 

talked about the VMGs and the institutions - social and government - that work closely with 

them. He discussed other thematic issues such as unemployment, youth, women, politics, 

changing environmental and social landscape vs traditional methods of livelihood 

(hunting/gathering), education, water access (salty water even upon drilling boreholes), main 

source of livelihood (fishing), how communities may benefit optimally from the project – 

through community consultations (local leaders – chief, village elders). He noted that it is 

important for the agenda for meetings to be clarified ahead of meetings, and meeting venues be 

made accessible (not too far from stakeholders). He also observed that meeting composition by 

gender is crucial as women need to be spared from men so that their voices are not drowned. 

Experts from outside need to consult closely with local communities. He highlighted the 

importance for capacity building before projects start is due to high illiteracy level. He noted that 

the project will raise capacity to fish. He cautioned against elite capture and advocated for co-

management. He observed that local communities would like to experience tangible project 

benefits, and that it is important to compose committees that are inclusive. 

Presentation of RPF by Prof Syaga 

Prof Syaga talked about RPF, explained what RPF all is about, provided overview on WB 

involvement. He gave the example of Ndakaini Dam project in which people were compensated 

but there was no follow up as to what they did with their money, thus having many misusing the 

funds. He noted that the WB tries as much as possible to avoid displacement of the people. Since 

projects must be there and, in the event, government doesn’t have land, private property will be 

used. However, people must not be punished. They must be compensated for the property. Their 

livelihoods must be restored so as to continue living as before. It must not be destroyed. He used 

a matrix on his slides presentation to educate participants on guidelines on compensation. 

Presentation of VMGF by Prof Nyambedha 

Prof Nyambedha clarified the value of social networks, in part as an explanation to Prof Syaga’s 

presentation on the difficulty of placing valuation on non-tangible benefits. He noted that all the 

counties targeted, except Mombasa, have VMGs. He highlights that the project targets all 

communities along the coastline, without discrimination or favoritism of any specific group(s). 

He assured them that all community members will be involved. 

The session was adjourned at 1:40 pm to allow participants have a lunch break. 

The session resumed at 2:30 pm. 

Presentation of PF by M/s Pauline Ikumi 

Dr Ikumi explained to the plenary that the Process Framework looks at the procedures and 

activities, interests and needs of stakeholders. She posited that the PF follows participatory 

framework and should be seen as a people’s project in which all key stakeholders take a role / are 

involved in deciding. 
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Questions, Comments Responses on various presentations of frameworks 

Jane Njona, Kilifi Sub County 

noted that albinos, though 

physically disabled, are not 

considered by this project and 

should be brought on board / to 

participate in consultations. 

Mwalimu Ali, PWDs, Kwale 

(VMGF, PF, and SA) was 

concerned that he hasn’t heard 

much about persons with 

disabilities and noted that VMGF 

presentation had been specific 

about ethnic communities. He 

asked how PWDs can benefit. He 

said that inclusion must be also 

consider PWDs, noting that 

disability act allocates them 5% of 

resources/representation. 

 

Prof Nyambedha responded that although it may not have 

come out strongly in the presentation, this is in the report, 

and that if one looks carefully, they will find it well 

covered. 

Benjamin Kilaka, World Bank explained that the VMGs 

were lumped together in the design of this project 

(KEMFSED). He talked about the indigenous people not 

being assimilated, and whose livelihoods are mostly in 

the forests (hunter-gatherer), political representation – 

none, education – low, socio-economically down, even 

population is low. They cannot elect their leaders due to 

low numbers. He pointed out that the Kenya government 

argues that all Kenyans are indigenous, that the WB has 

to go to the constitution: Articles 43 and 56. GoK and 

WB agreed on a definition. Goals of WB to eradicate 

poverty by 2030, and shared equality through ensure 

share of benefits – O.P. 4.10. He said that the physically 

challenged are covered in that framework. He said that 

the reason leaders are here is to engage with PIU to 

sensitize communities. 

Naima Twahi, Entrepreneur 

asked, who indigenous people are. 

She gave an example of her 

parents having been born in 

Lamu, moving to and settling in 

Mombasa. Assuming they are 

chased from Mombasa, where do 

they go, since they have no place 

in Lamu anymore? 

 

Prof Nyambedha in response said that there is a 

difference between indigenous and minority. Indigenous 

doesn’t have to be minority. The Kenyan Government 

recognizes 22 communities as being VMGs. The World 

Bank defines VMGs as people whose culture and 

livelihood depend on natural resources such as forests. 

Their language and culture haven’t enabled them to 

integrate well with other communities. Wakifundi, 

Wachwaka, Waboni/Awer, Waelwana, Watta. Many 

groups may be minority but not indigenous. 

Naima Twahi, also pointed out 

that the experts spoke of 

representation. She asked which 

one it should be, between 

representation and decision 

making? 

 

On the issue of representation, Prof Nyambedha 

responded that representation should not be just for 

affirmative action. He said that the PF and VMGF have 

M&E. M&E will interrogate and show if project is being 

run in the required way. They must be seen to benefit, not 

just to be seen to be represented. 

To the question of representation, Benjamin Kilaka, WB 

said that leadership is about popularity, yet the minority 
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do not have the numbers. Therefore, as leaders, the 

stakeholders have to decide to apply affirmative action to 

give seats to the VMGs. This, he said, it is within the 

constitution and Policy. 

Athmani Mwambire, Watamu (on 

Social Assessment) asked about 

the enforcement of NEMA laws. 

He singles out the issue of 

monofilament fishing nets 

(plastic, transparent, fish cannot 

see), which is outlawed, but is still 

widely used. He said that 

fishermen are not involved in 

making laws that regulate their 

trade. These laws hurt fishermen, 

why are the laws made that hurt 

fishermen? Why were they not 

involved? 

Kahindi Kheri, NEMA (Lamu) said, in NEMA’s defense, 

that the NEMA has bi-laws, EMCA 387, and that 

enforcement issues are due to NEMA’s limited resources. 

People want a good environment but do not wish to take 

responsibility. Communities are hesitant to say who are 

responsible for breaking environmental laws, making 

enforcement difficult. He said that NEMA has safeguards 

in the event of collusion or corruption – environmental 

complaints committee, tribunals to investigate. 

Mtengo, BMU chairman, said that BMUs can arrest and 

seize illegal fishing equipment, but cannot enforce the 

law alone. They do not have necessary support from 

stakeholders. Sometimes culprits are armed at the time of 

crime. 

Salim Ali refuted the notion that monofilament fishing is 

the problem. He questions why it is legal to manufacture 

and sell monofilament, yet fishermen are outlawed to use 

it? 

Somo Somo, in a rejoinder said that the danger isn’t in 

their (monofilament) transparency, but in their destruction 

of corals – once they have been dumped, they do not 

decay like the fabric fishing nets. 

Somo Somo, observed that 

KEMFSED is an extension of 

KCDP. They did not benefit from 

KCDP. Only officers in charge, 

women, youth, and few interest 

groups benefited. He quotes the 

disproportionate ownership of 

boats by women who are also 

dealers. Women also own other 

resources. How about the men? 

Jared Agano, KEFIS responded that the project aims to 

build further upon on the gains and capacity building of 

KCDP. But it is not KCDP’s continuation. 

 

Somo Somo, also noted (on RPF) 

that resettlement / compensation 

should consider further effects 

Prof Syaga noted that all his reports (RPF) incorporate the 

human rights element. 
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such as relocation and separation 

of spouses over lengthier period 

of time. 

 

 

Said Ali Chufu (on VMGF) 

observed that tribes are an ageless 

concept that did not start today. 

Those which alienated themselves 

from the rest of the societies still 

have the same issues which drove 

them away. They should be 

consulted on why they keep 

alienating themselves / what 

drove them away. 

 

Said Ali Chufu said that chiefs are 

involved in all government land 

compensations and that all 

grabbed landing sites should be 

returned and non-gazetted ones be 

gazetted. 

Jared Agano said that a team has been constituted to look 

into issue of all grabbed public landing sites, came to the 

ground, report ready, at the national office of the land 

commission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Land Policy, Prof Syaga said that the NLC was to 

recover all irregularly allocated land. They would not 

know without communities showing them. 

 

Mohamad Athman, Lamu County, 

Project Coordinator – KEMFSED, 

asked Dr Kurauka to adjust 

components to be consistent with 

KEMFSED (3 vs 4 – 1.2 was 

removed). 

Benjamin Kilaka (WB) and Rose Koboge clarified that 

there have been revisions on the WB components. 

Component 3 was too complex and there was no money 

to implement. 

 

One participant asked that they be 

furnished with necessary 

information and tools since 

officers will need documents 

ahead of implementation. 

 

(on ESMF) Salim Ali 

Mohammed, Indian Ocean Body 

Network - noted that there are 

It was agreed that all the summary reports will be availed 

to them. 
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plain historical sites - without any 

structures (e’g’ Sadaka ya Pwani) 

– how shall these be handled? 

(on RPF) - Salim Ali Mohammed, 

Indian Ocean Body Network (on 

ESMF) also asked that with gaps 

existing between EACC or NLC 

valuations, which ones will be 

used? 

(on PF) Salim Ali Mohammed, 

Indian Ocean Body Network (on 

ESMF) said that local 

communities should be given 

priority in allocation of job 

opportunities before others are 

considered. 

Prof Syaga asked, how the ocean resources can be 

quantified to the extent that we can put a price to them, 

say when there’s destruction. 

 

Isak Aboubakar, appealed to 

people who use VMGs for their 

own personal gains to stop 

immediately. He said that the 

practice is rampant even in county 

government tendering processes. 

He asked officers to desist from 

trading with government through 

their companies or proxies. He 

also cautions that stakeholders 

must be vigilant to ensure that the 

project doesn’t go the KCDP way. 

All recommendations by 

consultants should be 

implemented to the letter. 

 

Charles Janji Nyadhe, BMU 

Network said that the government 

institutions are not pulling 

together, which is a problem to 

stakeholders. He said that 

harmonization is necessary for 

report’s implementation to be 

Prof Nyambedha on representation of fishermen in 

decision / law making. He said that fishermen gave 

feedback that corruption is rampant. BMU should be 

empowered to arrest. 

 

Jared Agano, DG, KEFIS said that the creation of the 

laws involved everyone from grassroots through to Senate 

and national assembly, before amendments and then 

signing into law by president. Involvement may be done 

through representation. He said that the BMUs are 

empowered to arrest or confiscate equipment of 

fishermen breaking laws, and hand over to the police. He 

pointed out that women have been given 30% 

representation. He adds that the laws, made in 2007, are 

currently being revised. 
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successful. All (NEMA, KWS, 

Police, etc) should be involved in 

consultations / meetings. 

 

Tom Ng’ar, Coast Development, 

asked in what ways it is possible 

that compensation may not benefit 

the women. 

Tom Ng’ar also asked Prof Syaga 

(on RAP) why he could not learn 

from other areas (even outside 

Kenya). He asked if Prof Syaga 

has looked at other Kenyans who 

are satisfied? He noted that many 

are still languishing in poverty 

despite compensation. 

Tom Ng’ar also noted that he was 

not seeing where private 

partnership is involved in the 

project. 

 

Prof Syaga said that valuation is never done without 

benchmarking. He clarified that valuation is not 

theoretical but must be practical. He gave examples of 

various countries he has travelled to for benchmarking 

purposes. He informed participants that before a report is 

accepted, it must demonstrate where benchmarking has 

been done. He noted that the challenge is to cover every 

interest and how do to implement.  He also noted that 

human rights demand for adequate and prompt 

compensation, but how does one know that it is adequate? 

This, he said, is why/where we call all experts – 

sociologists, anthropologists, environmentalists, 

economists, etc. He asked how to bring in social networks 

and human rights into compensation. He questioned if 

they can be converted into money. He advised that 

compensation does not end with money. As a first step, 

one has to see how affected people continue with their 

livelihoods. The second step will be the person doing 

RAP physically going door to door, with government 

representatives present, and the property owner and land 

valuers present. All have to sign. He warned that at the 

moment, we do not yet even know what will be approved. 

That time will come. He said that what we are giving 

them is a framework on what to look for while preparing 

that RAP.  

 

Kokota Tchavati Mduze, on 

mariculture, he said that he hasn’t 

`seen clauses that will help 

improve mariculture projects. 

“We do not have hatchery set ups. 

What are the measures you have 

put in place? On environment & 

mangroves, he said that they have 

nurseries. But they now have 

challenges, such as bags used 

Jared Agano, informs participants that mariculture and 

hatcheries have been extensively covered in the project. 
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being banned by NEMA. What 

measures are there to improve the 

situation? 

 

Adero, Nature Kenya said that 

they have documents that are 

important for the protection of the 

ecosystem. She encouraged 

stakeholders / experts to make use 

of these documents. 

 

 

 

AOB: With the comments, questions and responses session over, the moderators shared a 

few closing remarks. 

Madam Waka noted that this meeting is just the beginning. She urged stakeholders to keep 

talking, discussing, and engaging, for the better implementation and benefit of the communities. 

She said that their offices are open for questions, comments, so anyone can pop in. 

Benjamin Kilaka, WB thanks participants for their participation, and for taking time to discuss. 

He noted that this is a milestone in the KEMFSED project. He said that from here, the project 

will go to the appraisal level after tomorrow. He observed that he realized that many 

representatives were civil societies and urged them to keep government on toes. He challenged 

leaders to integrity test following Prof Syaga’s appeal to the same. He also challenged 

participants to tap into the positive energy and talent they had demonstrated towards the 

improvement / betterment of our people. He cautioned that this was a loan, not a grant. He said 

that after the meeting with the VMGs, consultants will update all the instruments. He reminded 

stakeholders to do the work. He said that their office is open and he can be called or texted. He 

will listen. 

Gomu, County Government of Mombasa, gave a vote of thanks. He thanked everyone for 

coming, consultants for their work/input. He said that the purpose of the project was to uplift the 

livelihoods of Coastal people. He noted that is their project. It was about creating alternative 

livelihoods. He said that counties are actively involved in the implementation of project. 

Adjournment 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 pm after a prayer. The next meeting will be held on 20th June 

2019 with VMG representatives. 
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MINUTES OF A DISCLOSURE WORKSHOP MEETING OF THE STAKEHOLDERS 

AND CONSULTANTS HELD IN MOMBASA, AT KEMFI HEADQUARTERS ON 20TH 

JUNE 2019 WITH VMGs & OTHER INTEREST GROUPS REPRESENTATIVES 

 

The meeting was called to order at 10:00 am, on June 20, 2019, at KEMFRI’s boardroom. 

The meeting began with prayers followed with Individuals introducing themselves – by name 

and the interests they represent. It was agreed that due to the composition of workshop 

participants, Swahili language be used to make presentations and deliberations. Moderators 

inform participants that all presentations by experts will be done first before they make 

comments and ask questions.  

See participants list attached. 

1. Agenda 

Validation of KEMFSED frameworks (ESMF, VMGF, SA, RPF and PF) 

• Presentation of individual frameworks by lead experts 

• Reactions by the stakeholders to the frameworks through comments, questions. 

• Consultants and technocrats’ responses to the comments and questions raised by 

stakeholders. 
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2. The lead consultants present the various frameworks in this order: SA, VMGF, RPF, 

ESMF then PF. 

Adjournment 

The meeting was adjourned briefly to allow for tea-break. 

3. Question / Comment / Feedback / Response Time: 

Jared Agano, KEFIS went over the comments and questions from the previous day so as to 

ensure participants are aware some of the issues addressed, and to avoid redundancy. 

He mentioned that there is a misperception that the target of KEMFSED is to build Shimoni port. 

He clarified that this is not KEMFSED’s goal. In case of such a plan, consultations similar to 

these shall be undertaken. 

After brief deliberation, it was agreed that all participants be allowed to ask their questions, 

regardless of repetitiveness / redundancy with the ones from the day before. 

 

Questions and Comments Responses on various presentations of 

frameworks 

Bajina, Kipini East Ward, Tana River County 

commented that there are factors considered 

in different groups (women, youth). He asked 

about PWDs who equally stay within the 

project target area and even use sea resources. 

He asked about epileptic people who die at 

sea in the event of attacks. He urged that the 

project plan should incorporate them since 

they can’t go into boats to go fish so 

alternatives should be sought for them. 

On Land, Bajina, Kipini East Ward, Tana 

River County said that land is an unavoidable 

debate. He cautioned that bad politics may 

creep onto the project. He urged communities 

to watch out against peddlers and inciters who 

will be out to derail the implementation of the 

projects. He appealed to them to ensure local 

leaders (chiefs, ward admins) in the event 

issues come up – such as land disputes on 

public land. He pointed out that there are 

grievance mechanisms, but such may delay 

Jared Agano, KEFIS, on access to reports 

informed the participants that the reports are 

public domain, if they need them. They are 

available on WB websites, but they can also 

pass by their representatives and they will be 

able to get them. 
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the process of bringing development to the 

grounds. He urged communities to find 

solutions locally as courts take long and 

projects stall due to litigation. 

 

Bajina, Kipini East Ward, Tana River County 

asked that leaders be furnished with the info 

presented so that they too are equipped to 

share the same with their people on the 

ground. In the event they are not able to 

answer, they would refer to the right experts. 

 

Mchambi, Jimbo, Vanga, Kwale said that just 

as they were on the ground, gave their views 

on the project, so should the project follow a 

same approach. A work plan should be made 

in which the team goes back to the ground to 

help avoid many questions and suspicions. 

 

 

On market access, Mchambi, Jimbo, Vanga, 

Kwale said there is no market. He wondered 

where the improved catch would be. 

 

On greed, Mchambi, Jimbo, Vanga, Kwale 

said that some professionals working on the 

ground are corrupt. He accused them of lack 

of accountability, with projects ending 

without tangible, visible results, and no one to 

ask. 

 

On discrimination and division, Mchambi, 

Jimbo, Vanga, Kwale advised that first 

priority be given to people on the ground. 

Leadership be given to local people without 

discrimination, without consideration of 

disability or else. It is divisive. He said that 

design, procurement, costing of equipment 

should be transparent. He also asked that 

Shikami pointed that prioritization would 

follow the PICD process. Leaders, chiefs, 

county reps will be involved. All consulted / 

involved. 
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evaluation be done at least every 6 months. 

Don’t wait for too long, then drive in in big 

cars to show off. 

He also said that the project design is good, 

but discriminatory in some respects. He 

decried the splitting of people into groups as 

it isn’t healthy. He noted that even BMU 

leadership composition takes care of diversity 

/ interests. 

A participant asked Rose Koboge why the 

project is targeting the ocean yet Rivers (Tana 

etc) have fish too. Fishermen have equipment 

and catch fish as well. 

 

Shikami, on focus on ocean and not rivers, 

remarked that all projects have limits. He said 

that KCDP targeted all communities at the 

coast, but that it didn’t benefit all. KEMFSED 

focus is channeled to Ocean fishing due to the 

potential of exploiting the unreached high 

seas. The whole world is focusing Blue 

Economy. The ocean is the epicenter of the 

blue economy, not rivers and lakes. If Tana 

River is taken, even other rivers will have to 

be considered. Lake Victoria exploits more 

than the Indian Ocean.  

 

Kami, VMG chairman, Tana River asked 

Peter Shimon to change Waata & Waatha to 

WATTA and Abagaaza to Abagaasa on the 

SA documents. 

Comment was received and changes made 

accordingly. 

 

Kami, VMG chairman, Tana River also asked 

Dr Kurauka how harvesting / spraying destroy 

the environment. He also questioned why 

Taita Taveta is on the map, yet there is no sea 

or river. 

Dr Kurauka clarified that Tana River County 

appeared on the map only by virtue of being a 

neighboring county to Kwale County. 

 

On representation, Kami, VMG chairman, 

Tana River asked Dr Ikumi what criteria will 

be used to involve them in the project. 

Dr Ikumi on composition / involvement noted 

that everyone will be involved. She assured 

the participants that this is just a framework. 

They will have to prepare the criteria to guide 

the process to ensure all are on board. 

Kami, VMG chairman, Tana River also 

questioned if farming activities such as 

Dr Ikumi on the question about maize and 

chicken farmers, said that we can’t specify 
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growing maize, keeping livestock, rearing 

chicken will also be considered in the project. 

 

individual projects in a framework. She said 

that we didn’t go into that level of detail and 

that it will be for the communities to decide. 

 

Jared Agano, KEFIS DG observed that the 

maize and chicken farmers have been listed as 

alternative sources of livelihood. 

Kami, VMG chairman, Tana River wanted to 

know when they shall plan for the project – 

prioritization and budget planning. 

 

Jared Agano, KEFIS said that even this 

meeting was part of planning. He noted that 

the planning started in earnest around Jan 

2008. He said that counties had already given 

their budgets and that the team was working 

on costing. He assured participants that the 

plan and budget were being refined. 

Shikami added that money had been set aside 

in blocks, not the complete amount. There 

was no need to panic as they would be 

involved at the right time before project starts, 

especially community projects. 

Kami, VMG chairman, Tana River asked how 

it shall work out with VMGs, yet they have 

integration of all. He questioned how it will 

be ensured that the minorities / VMGs 

benefit, for example in the BMUs. 

 

Hassan, Watta (to the WB) expressed their 

gratitude for previous projects. He asked why 

projects are ended prematurely before they 

get to their fruition. He also asked the WB 

how they will ensure that money for the 

project shall not delay. He gave the example 

of a 5 year project funded in the last 2.5 years. 

 

Benjamin Kilaka, WB in response to 

Hassan’s / Kombo’s questions on Watta and 

premature end of project said that whenever 

the government of Kenya wishes to borrow 

money, they send a concept to the WB, if 

approved, they are asked to write a proposal. 

This includes the estimates. Then frameworks 

are written – ESMF, RPF, VMGF, etc. The 

frameworks give a guideline on what to do in 

case there are certain negative effects on the 

society, environment. Also highlights how to 

safeguard VMGs to ensure they too benefit. 

These are requirements of the WB, before the 

release of money. What we are doing is to 

ensure all issues are looked at and ironed out 
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before money is released. WB is a business 

entity; its money does not delay. From the 

WB to the government accounts……. up to 

fisheries accounts, project accounts and 

county accounts. If communities are asked 

what projects they wish to do, by time they 

start to write proposals (takes 6 months to 

approve), sometimes government financial 

year closed, and then say there is a 3-month 

delay ……. They easily have a one-year 

delay. He observed that KCDP had similar 

challenges of delay. He advised them to be 

prompt to ensure things move, support groups 

to have all requirements in place 

(composition, registration, accounts). 

Mr Kilaka urged participants to ensure they 

propose projects in good time to avoid delays. 

Hassan, Watta, (on communication), asked 

how they shall do the reporting. He asked if 

they shall be facilitated with communications 

experts, how it will get to the communities 

and if the information will be published. 

 

Mr Kilaka, WB, on reporting, said that it shall 

be done through PIU (project implementation 

unit and all officers involved will have to 

furnish their names and qualifications before 

they are fully hired.  

On communication, Mr Kilaka urged 

participants to make constructive noise, to 

engage them constructively. He cautioned that 

the WB can only professionally advise and 

guide, not interfere with the sovereignty of 

Kenya and its people. 

Jared Agano, KEFIS on communication 

strategy noted that there is a structure in 

place. He said there is a project 

implementation manual – at the draft stage. 

He promised that it would be availed at 

county and national government offices where 

anyone can access it. It spells out how project 

will be run / handled. 

Riziki Bwanake, Tana River gave an example 

of a community that were once relocated, 

taken to Kipini Division. Now the project was 

Benjamin Kilaka, WB said that it is 

unfortunate if there are people who were 

moved and that they haven’t been resettled. 
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completed but they haven’t been resettled. 

They are not sure if to go back or stay. How 

will KEMFSED project ensure clarity? 

He asked that it is best to share (on the side) 

details of the affected community. 

 

Ibrahim, questioned (the WB) why VMGs are 

empowered groups. He noted that KCDP had 

similar approach focusing on community 

service and livelihoods. He said that 

KEMFSED is focusing so much on VMGs. 

He asked how communities are benefiting. 

Also, he noted that not all VMGs are 

registered. 

 

Mr Kilaka pointed out that no one is forced to 

join a project (proposed by the majority 

groups). He appealed to them to not propose 

projects which require cost sharing, knowing 

full well that the VMGs will not be able to 

afford, thus locking them out, benefitting only 

the financially able majority. He noted that 

the focus on VMGs was due to the WB’s 

mission of eradicating poverty by 2030, to 

ensure shared resources, and to ensure 

equality. He highlighted that the VMGs 

framework was based on OP 4.10 and 

Constitution of Kenya Articles 46 and 56. He 

assured participants that they will update their 

documents to include albinos in physically 

challenged. 

Hassan, Watta referred to their experience 

with KCDP showing that some components 

were not implemented, yet they were in the 

project and they are very vital. He wanted to 

know how they shall ensure this is done this 

time to help get communities out of poverty. 

He also sought to find out how this project 

shall be ensure that the local fisherman feels 

that it uplifts his standard of living – socially 

and economically. 

Shikami clarified that KEMFSED will be a 

bigger project that KCDP. There will be 

better planning and more empowerment on 

the local communities. 

Rose Koboge clarified that KEMFSFED isn’t 

like KCDP. It has components that will 

incorporate all regulations relating to marine 

and fisheries. Component 1 – infrastructure: 

1.1 – Policy & Management. 1.2 BMU. 1.3 

Fisheries – all headquarters to be placed under 
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one roof. Hatcheries to be catered for, 

research centre to be based at Shimoni, Kwale 

County. Fish preservation / value add. 

2nd component: Improving livelihoods of 

coastal communities. Be it maize farming or 

rearing chicken. Nobody will impose a project 

on you. It is you to decide. There will be civic 

education and capacity building. They will 

then be empowered to consult you on your 

priorities and wishes. You will be given 

proformers to list the projects and ask for 

support. KEMFSED will not discriminate or 

favour VMGs. They must be part of the 

community projects. Whatever you decide to 

do, if you don’t have the skills, you will be 

trained and equipped to do so. Today was 

only to explain about safeguards. 

Communities will be engaged at the 

appropriate time later. 

3rd component: Planning, budgeting, costing 

She went in detail to describe the various 

components to the participants. 

Jacob Kokan, commended the WB for its 

policies and recognition of VMGs and 

minority groups. He asked whom they should 

reach out to in the event of grievances, as they 

often get victimized / drowned by the 

majority groups. He asked if they will have a 

channel to air, otherwise we will be overrun.  

Benjamin Kilaka, WB, assured the VMGs 

that in case of need to reach out to him / to 

escalate, he gave them the go ahead to take 

his number from the attendants list, to call or 

text him and he will respond. 

 

Jacob Kokan asked Jared Agano, the DG, 

KEFIS what measures had been put in place 

to ensure top leadership have VMG 

representatives.  

 

Jacob Kokan also questioned how 

accountability / transparency will be ensured 

in procurement. 

Benjamin Kilaka, WB noted that KEMFSED 

Project is not for VMGs or any specific 

group. That it is for everyone, but with a 

focus on ensuring VMGs are not left behind.  

 

Mr Kilaka reassured participants that the 

frameworks have been prepared with M&E to 

ensure all frameworks are adhered to. If not, 

the WB can take drastic measures, even 
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 withdraw funds. He noted that indigenous 

people have rights too, and this is why there is 

a focus on them. 

Benjamin Kilaka, WB on project visibility, 

noted that the project will have pictures and 

videos taken throughout and shared with 

stakeholders. He urged them to ensure no 

undeserving project were covered. Benjamin 

Kilaka, WB also said that the WB follows up 

with the government to ensure money is used 

in the right way.  

On compensation, he asked Prof Syaga where 

it is coming from, who is this who will decide 

to relocate and compensate them, yet they are 

the ones to decide on projects. 

Prof Syaga noted that if personal property is 

affected, one will have to be compensated for 

displacement for the benefit of all. One will 

have to be given ample notice. Information 

will be given about how long livelihoods / 

social benefits will be interfered with before 

project completion. Prof Syaga also remarked 

that compensation isn’t only monetary. There 

are other benefits such as training, 

scholarship, loans to start businesses. 

Prof Syaga noted that a framework is like a 

policy / constitution. During implementation, 

reference shall be made to the framework. It 

will specify the shares for each interest 

groups. He said that further consultations in 

the next phase will be at the local level 

(chief’s / assist’s office) and that this is still a 

top level awareness phase. 

One participant’s noted that according to 

fisheries laws, one has to pay to be a member 

of a BMU. He also noted that a fisherman has 

to have a license. He faulted fishermen for not 

following the law. 

Saida Azwad, Kipini on vetting process, 

commented that they can’t register a 

fishermen in a BMU without background 

checks. She said that this is important for 

enhancement of security. 
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Kombo on BMU representation / leadership 

recommended that the remaining 30%, 1/3 be 

set aside for VMGs. BMU elections takes 

place every 4 years. How will VMGs be 

incorporated for those who have already held 

elections? 

 

Jared Agano, KEFIS on non rep of VMGs on 

BMUs pointed that BMU guidelines explain 

how different groups are supposed to be 

involved / represented. Boat owners are 

entitled to 30%, fishermen without boats to 

30%, fish mongers to 10% (proposal on to 

increase to 30%), others 10%. He hoped that 

even VMGs will find representation in the 

revised law since they don’t have numbers to 

vote them in. 

Kombo on civic education / capacity building, 

suggested that VMGs be educated on what 

opportunities exist for them. 

Kombo on valuation, also remarked that one 

cannot contribute on compensation debate if 

they don’t know their rights. 

Ibrahim also noted that they (VMGs) don’t 

know their rights, there is no civic education, 

yet there were clauses quoted about land, 

compensation and resettlement. He 

questioned how an illiterate person can 

bargain for fair compensation. 

 

Benjamin Kilaka, WB said that civic 

education will be done, but he couldn’t 

guarantee capacity building from their side as 

it was the responsibility of the government. 

Prof Syaga, on valuation/compensation, 

clarified that valuation happens live, on site. It 

starts with surveyor, beacons are placed. 

Where there is no registration, it’s called 

community land. They may not have 

boundaries. In that case, the surveyors go 

back to the law. In the event community land 

is taken, compensation goes to the county 

government (the trustee until it’s registered). 

Otherwise registered community gets 

compensated. Without that, county 

government is their representative. Regardless 

of ownership, surveyors go to the ground 

physically with the chief who knows the 

owners. Everyone appends their signature on 

the inventory. 

Prof Syaga advised participants to ensure 

community land is registered when they go 

back home. He assured them that they don’t 

have to understand the law for them to receive 

fair compensation because there are 

guidelines and market rates. 

 

Adjournment 

The session came to an end at 5:30 pm. A participant led the gathering in a word of prayer. 
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